Cartographic design and the electronic chart user interface
G. Langran (Reston, USA)

The term "cartographic design" customarily has referred to how geographic facts are
described in th~ body and margins of a map or chart. Interactive real-time map and chart
displays now force us to go beyond COIOl~ content, .symbols, and type styles, and consider
another aspect of design: the commands and user interfaces required to drive the display
and explore the information. This discussion considers the user interface needs of a specific
type of real-time geographic information system: the electronic chart display and
information system (ECDIS).
All user interface design is important, but the ECDIS poses special challenges for the
following reasons.
• Several functions can be performed concurrently. Real-time route monitoring is a
continuous ECDIS function. Users may elect to perform other functions (such as
planning or updating) in conjunction with route monitoring. Note that monitoring
does not recede to the background; the user and the system continue to monitor the
situation as other task~ are performed. At any moment, the user might suspend the
other functions and refocus attention on route mOnitoring.
• Many changes to the system cannot be controlled. For example, the animation on-screen
is .driven by sensor inputs, not by the user. The ship itself is moving. Vessel traffic also is
moving. Updates that change the chart database arrive spontaneously by satellite link
and must be dealt with promptly.
• Prospective ECDIS users are under pressure to navigate the vessel. A sizable percentage
will consider any complexity added by computers to be a nuisance and a risk, regardless of
other gains.
• Many ECDIS users will move frequently from ship to ship, and (presumably) from ECDIS
to ECDIS. The controls of different ECDISs must be similar; or users must be fast learners
and highly adaptable.
The discussion that follows provides a brief overview of ECDIS operations and the
proposed display design standards, then proceeds with a discussion of the user interface.
Two major pOints emerge: the real-time nature of the ECDIS gives it special design needs;
and standardization efforts should extend to ECDIS commands and command structures for
the same reasons that standards are applied to graphic aspects of the ECDIS.
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Overview of ECDIS
An ECDIS supports shipboard navigation by automatically plotting ship's position on a
softcopy chart graphic. Ship's position is obtained from GPS; radio navigation systems such
as Loran, Omega, or Decca; or dead reckoning. The chart graphic is generated from a digital
data base that contains all the information normally shown on a nautical chart. Depending
on the implementation, an ECDIS can incorporate overlays of radar and radar targets so a
navigator sees his position relative to both charted and uncharted data. Other sensors
integrated into the overall system can include depth sounder, speed log, satellite
communication systems, and weather receivers (Hammer and Agnew 1991 provide an
overview of ECDIS capabilities).
The use of an ECDIS can improve safety at sea considerably. The system warns of such
important situations as shallow water, entry into restricted waters, deviation from a
planned route, and approach of the next waypoint. Routine portions of the ship's log can be
maintained automatically. Updates can be incorporated semi-automatically, requiring
human supervision but minimal human involvement.
International efforts are underway to define standards for ocean-going ECDISs. The goal is
to permit such systems to be considered the legal equivalent of a paper chart for ships
engaged in international and oceanic trade (Obloy 1990 discusses issues of legal liability
connected with the development of ECDIS). An equally important goal is to define an
exchange format by which hydrographic offices can provide and update ECDIS databases.
Kerr (1991) discusses the standardization efforts in detail. Provisional performance
speCifications have been developed by the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO
1992) and the International Maritime Organization (IMO 1989) and released to member
nations for evaluation and comment.
The US. maritime community chose to conduct its evaluation by implementing a testbed
ECDIS system that conforms to the proposed standards.! The U.s. testbed system has been
designed and built by Intergraph Corporation under contract to the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute, using customized software developed on the MicroStation
platform and Intergraph workstations (Yeager 1991 and Scott 1992 summarize the project).
The testbed system is to be installed on various working vessels in ports around the country
to engage the largest possible spectrum of prospective users in the discussions surrounding
what an ECDIS should and should not do, and appropriate methods.
Performance specifications are intended to ensure that all ECDISs do improve safety at sea,
without necessarily being of uniform design. The Intergraph ECDIS design team chose to
treat the experience of designing and developing the ECDIS as yet another test of the
performance specifications. For example, were the requirements clear, did they permit
technical innovation, and did they resist interpretations that could jeopardize safety? This
attitude of experimentation led to a feeling that the design of a user interface for a system as
complex as the ECDIS can improve or degrade the safety of a system, just as chart content
and presentation are critical to safety.
1The testbed approach also is being used by Germany, the Netherlands, and Norway to
evaluate the provisional standards. See Netherlands Hydrographic Office 1991, Norway
Hydrographic Office 1991, and German Ministry of Research and Technology 1991).
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The rHO Committee on ECOrS provides specifications for most of the design elements of
the chart proper. The legibility of the user interface (i.e., contrast and type size) also is
addressed. However, the performance specifications leave the organization and wording of
Ecors commands to the discretion of individual developers. This situation is quite
understandable. ECOrS technology is immature; the precise limits of the system are not set;
different nations and individuals see the technology quite differently; and the research
literature provides little definitive guidance on how to enumerate, structure, and name
commands. But the difficulty of overcoming these obstacles does not eclipse the need for at
least minimal standardization. The rest of this discussion illustrates these pOints.
Cartographic design in the ECDIS
In many ways, the ECDrS is a cartographer's dream-corne-true: the shackles of the paper
page are removed to permit chart colors, content, symbols, scale, and legend to be adjusted
dynamically to suit a particular task. This new freedom is accompanied by potential costs,
however. First, to what extent should a navigator be forced to be his own cartographer?
Assuming that cartographic changes are simple and the navigator is content with his new
cartographic duties, how safe is it for an untrained eye to design charts of such critical
importance? For these reasons, the IHO committee tasked with specifying colors and
symbols provided tight constraints on what sorts of chart displays could be considered legal
paper chart equivalents.

Table 1 summarizes the specifications for the ECOIS chart display that are provided
provisionally by the IHO (described in the IHO "SP-52" document, rHO 1992). Ocel (1992)
describes how the Intergraph design team implemented these specifications for the U.s.
ECDIS testbed. Because the non-graphic portions of the ECOrS are the focus of this
discussion, only highlights are addressed here.
The ECOIS drives an animation of own-ship movement relative to vessel traffic charted
information. The animation metaphor to which it adheres most closely is that of the "Stage
and Play" (see Gersmehl 1990). The "stage" is the digitized nautical chart, which can be
zoomed, panned, re-colored, simplified in content, and queried by either the system or the
user. The "play" is ship movement within the charted area, which is driven by the position
sensor aboard own-ship, and the targets sensed by the ship's radar system.
The design characteristics of the chart itself are not the focus of this discussion. However,
issues of chart design do affect the design of the user interface that controls chart operation
and exploration. Most such issues spring from a seeming impasse between hydrographers
(the chart creators) and mariners (the chart users). Both share a desire for safe navigation,
but differ in their view of what sort of system best supports safety. Hydrographers prefer to
minimize navigator control over chart design beca use of concern that a navigator will
remove critical detail when de-cluttering his chart, that he will select a too-small scale in
trying to increase the areal extent of the chart, or that his color preferences will impair chart
legibility. Navigators argue that they are equipped to determine what chart satisfies a given
situation and that constraints prevent exploitation of a powerful technology. Navigators
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also voice a preference that the system be easy to learn, easy to use, with a minimal
command set; yet also powerful, with almost limitless options to control the system. 2
More options imply a more complex user interface. A major design goal, therefore, was to
provide both simplicity and flexibility by using tiers of control. It was assumed that only
users determined to exercise their rights of control would access the lowest tiers. Users
content with system defaults could remain on the highest tiers. For example, the U.S.
testbed permits users to switch between standard colors and content levels using simple
forms that are small enough to remain on-screen with the chart display. But to select or
create customized color or content configurations requires that a user summon more
complex forms in the lower tiers of control.
Creating a user interface to manipulate chart appearance was the easier part of the design
process. This is primarily because all computer users are now accustomed to a mode of
usage where the user initiates all system actions. A real-time system such as the ECDIS,
whose functions include continual monitoring of external situations in conjunction with
user-selected operations, presents new challenges.
Table 1. Summary of IHO and IMO provisional specifications for ECOIS chart design.
Color

Four complete color sets are specified for day, night, twilight, and dusk to
preserve night vision but also present good contrast at the altered
brightness level.

Symbols

A standard set of ECOIS symbols has been defined, which strongly
resemble paper chart symbols. Users are permitted to select from
alternative symbols for sector lights, and can adjust the level of detail in
the text labels of navigation aids.

Content

The proposed standard ECOIS display content strongly resembles the
content of a paper chart. The IMO standard adds that mariners should
be able to add to or subtract from the standard display.

Scale

The display scale should be equal to the scale of the paper chart from
which the data were compiled. Areas displayed at too large a scale
should be hatched with a gray screen. An over-scale warning is to be
used if the chart upon which the ship moves is over-scaled. When
features compiled from two scales are shown on the screen (as when the
ship crosses from one chart to the next), symbols are scaled to be the
same size.

Warnings

A required list of warnings is provided, although wordings are not
specified.

2McGranaghan (1987) comments that "... vehicle navigation systems with the simplest
appearance to the driver will, in the long run, be the most successful" (p. 401).
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User interface design in the ECDIS
The first design challenge of the ECDIS user interface is that ECDIS monitoring activities
never cease. Regardless of a user's need to explore the data, plan the next route, edit the
current route, update the database, or perform navigational calculations, the chart that
shows current situation must be displayed, monitoring commands mus t remain readily
available, and critical warnings must be emitted when needed. The ramifications include
problems with "command clutter" and a need to support parallel modes for route
monitoring, route planning, and database updates.
A second design challenge is that the primary drivers of the system are inputs from external
sensors. The user may be browsing the digital chart holdings when the depth sounders
sense dangerously shallow water. Or the ship may be cruising across a chart when updates
to that chart arrive via a satellite link. The ability to present these concurrencies coherently
to the user is among the greatest strengths of the ECDIS and also the greatest challenge of its
user interface.
Even without the concurrencies, the real-time nature of the ECDIS animation distinguishes
the ECDIS from animations that do not represent real-time phenomena. In the latter case, a
designer's concerns focus on describing and permitting the user to control th e dynamic
variables--duration, rate of change, and order (as described by DiBiase et al. 1992) or on
giving the user a capability to browse the period represented by the an imation (as in
Monmonier 1992). In the case of the ECDIS, duration, rate of change, and order are
represented exactly they occur in the world. The user cannot change the speed or sequence
of events and the system cannot provide an overview.3 User controls over the animation
are, of neceSSity, limited (see Table 2). General "housekeeping" is performed by the sys tem,
for example to keep the ship well within chart boundaries when in true motion.
Standards and guidelines
Extensive international effort has been devoted to standardizing the graphic display of the
ECDIS. The standards ensure that basic perceptual limits are observed for color, contrast,
and Qverall legibility. Standards also help users to become familiar with co lors and
symbols, and therefore to read their charts more effectively. This last point led to a fee ling
that some standards should govern the wordings of commands, definitions, and warnings.
In early meetings with prospective users, several had expressed concern about the level of
effort involved in learning to use the system. This was of particular concern among those
who moved from ship to ship, therefore (presumably) from ECDIS to ECDIS. If each ECDIS
user interface had a different configuration of forms and menus, different terminology for
commands and feature names, and different icons, these concerns would be warranted.

3It is possible to record and re-play an ECDIS voyage; in that case, the animation can be
adjusted by selecting a subset of frames from all the frames sampled during the voyage, and
by specifying a rate at which frames are displayed.
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Table 2. Commands that control the movement of the ECOIS display.
Advance display

Used in true motion to shift the display window along the ship's
Course Over Ground vector to show more chart in front of the
ship.

Look ahead

Shifts the display window in the direction indicated by 50% of
its total width and height.

Return

Resets the chart to display ship's current position (to be used
after a "look ahead" command).

New window center

The user selects a new centerpoint for the display window.

Adjust buffer

The user specifies how close the ship can approach the chart
edge.

Motion

Changes display motion and orientation . Options are relative
motion, which moves the chart under the ship, and true motion ,
which moves the ship across the chart; also orientation of the
display to north up or course up.

Feature and attribute names are an interesting case of new problems being introduced along
with new technology. IHO standards require that an ECDIS user can point to a symbol and
request a description of the feature it represents. The IHO also provides an object catalog to
define allowable features and their attributes. The object catalog uses six-letter code names
for features and attributes. If these codes were presented on the user interface, they would
be quite unintelligible to users. Obviously, names provided on the user interface need to be
in English--the international language used by the maritime community--or in the local
language. It would make sense for feature and attribute names to be standardized
internationally, just as chart symbols are. The wordin gs of warnings also need
standardization; speCific types of warnings are specified in the proposed standards, but
wordings are not.
Standardizing the terminology used for feat u re definitions and warn ings wou ld be a
relatively simple matter. Far less simple, but arguably as important, is the terminology used
for core system commands. Table 3 lists a set of commands or read-outs that all ECDISs are
likely to have, along with sample permutations that could occur through the creativity and
desperation of developers left to their ow n devices. The exact names m ay not be
paramount (see Barnard et al. 1989) but stand ard ization and consistency are. A second
useful aspect of command standardization is to define standard command categories, which
would permit developers to group similar commands in similar ways, a nd wou ld help
users to search efficiently for a particular command on an unfam iliar system. Of the
commands in Table 3, "bearing," "distance-to-go," "time-to-go," and "cross-track error"
could be grouped in a category "Waypoint."
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Table 3.

Possible terminology for common ECDIS command phrases.

Bearing
Distance to go
Time to go
Cross-track error
Speed over ground
Heading to steer
Course over ground
Feature definition
Navigational calculations
Chart annotation
Look ahead
Edit route

Bearng
Dist ToGo
TimToGo
XtrackErr
Spd/Grnd
HdgToStr
Crse/Grnd
Describe
NavTools
RteNotes
Lkout
Reroute

brng
dtg
ttg
xerr
sog
hts
cog

?*?
calc
note
peek
rte"

Examples of successful command groupings abound. The most familiar is the Motif-style
groupings of the MacIntosh (and MicroStation) user interface. All OSF / Motif users
eventually develop an intuitive understanding of the types of commands to be found
under the standard categories "File," "Edit," etc. Such bare-bones categories could be
provided as starting pOints for developers to structure their detailed designs.
Conclusions

A paper chart includes a legend and o th er margin information to provide instruction on
proper usage, ex planations of chart information, and too ls for manipulating chart
information (e.g., tide tables, bar scale, logarithmic scale). The design of these data and tools
logically fall within the domain of cartographic design. It follows that th e display of
situational information and the organization of commands to control an electroni c chart
also fall within the domain of cartographic design.
Most applications of geograp hic information sys tems do not have a pressing need to
standardize the command wordings and command structu res of different vendors. Users
are not expected to move from system to system and such considerations as reaction time
and potential accidents are slight. The "look and feel" of user interfaces is moving na tu ra lly
toward standardization, but the content is not.
The real-time complexity of the ECDIS and a critical need for safe opera tion suggest that
guidelines for standardizi ng the content of the user interface would be ex tremely useful.
Standards are likely to be welcomed by all developers, who then wo uld be freed from the
sorts of decisions best made by human fac tors specialists.
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The establishment of a thematic map design expert system
PC-mapper
Y. Hua, J. Gao (Zhengzhou , RC)

ABSTRACT
Map is the effective means to an lysis and output in GIS,
but 9ainin9 the
hi9h
qualitative thematic maps sti ll depends on human experts. This paper introduces the
PC- MAPPER
and
the
establishment of a thematic map desi9n expert system
realization of it's functions. PC-MAPPER, which suits to different level's users,
not only has explain function, adaptive function and friendly interface, but also
provid symbol move, note despose and other 9raphic processin9 functions. PC- MAPPER
is written in PROLOG & C lan9uage by the user, and has been provided
havin9
pratical value . A number of t hematic maps have been made by PC-MAPPER.
1. INTRODUCTION
Expert system is the system which can process knowledge and can provide
answers on
expert's level to questions throu9h inference and judgement. More
and
more
cart09raphers have realized that it is very important to l ead
into
the
tec hnoledge of expert system in cart09raphic re9ion. PC- MAPPER is a thematic map
desi9n expert system which is established on micro-computer by the author .
2. THE STRUCTURE OF PC-MAPPER
In order to make the structure of PC-MAPPER more reasonable, the whole work of map
desi9n must be examined seriouslY. By mean of analysisin9 the course of map desi9n,
it can be find that different works of map desi9n only concern with different part of
knowledges of map desi9n, so the who l e work of map desi9n is seperated by the author
into several task blocks which will be carried out in order. The task blocks are:
(1).

(2).
(3).
(4).
(5).
(6).
(7).
(8) .

map content (map element) determine
map element's representation 9rade determine
map element's symbol type determine
area symbol desi9n
line symbol desi9n
point symbol design
map data capture and process
map drawin9 and 9raphics editing

Hap content determine is the task block which determines
the
map
elements
represented on a thematic map accordin9 to map use. Map element's representation 9rade
determine is the task block determinin9 how to represent each el ement and how
to
classify and make 9rade. Map element's symbol type determine is to
determine which
symbol type (point,line,area) should be choose to represent a given map element.
The tasks of point symbol design, line symbol design and area symbol design
are
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seperated into three task blocks because they relate to different part of knowledges
of map design and each task block is fairly complex. Map data capture and process is
the task block which gains the map data of each map element from map database and make
grade to those elements which should be graded . Map drawing and graphics editing
graphics processing functions which are absolutely
task block provides some
necessary for drawing an integrated thematic map . The structure of PC-MAPPER is
showed as Fig.!.
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THE SUBSYSTEHS OF PC-MAPPER
Fig. !
Each task block is accomplished by an expert subsystem which has an
independent
reference &control machanism and a knowledge base. Each subsystem is controled by a
general control machanism through common knowledge base. This kind of structure
reduces the complexity of the expert system, enables PC-MAPPER easyly to expand and
uphold and raises the efficiency of knowledge operation .
The common knowledge base, which can be used to store the original conditions, middle
conclusions and final results ·of each subsystems, and can also be used to manage the
knowledge , is the link of contact with each subsystems . Because each thematic
map
will relate to a large number of map data, PC-MAPPER should have the support of map
database which can be devided into spatial database and thematic database. Great
number of conclusions of thematic map design should be represented in the form of
graphics, so map symbol base is necessary.
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3. KNOWLEDGE SUMMARIZATION IN PC-MAPPER
The works which expert system can do is actually the works which man knows how to do.
Although there are a number of theories of cartography , such as the theories of map
information commwlication, map model, semiology cartography, visual perception and so
on, but these theories are not perfect, especially, it is very difficult to use these
theories in practical map design. There are also some expert's experience in many
textbooks of cartography, but great majority are still the exposition in principle.
So theories should be further completed and experience shoule be further deepened.
The theory of map information communication is regarded as the fundamental basis of
map design in PC-MAPPER, so the affections of map use (user's demands) are considered
in all links of map design. The theories of map model and semiology have concrete
affections on the works of map design. The author puts forward the concept of
representation grade (include nominal, classification, ordinal-grade, interval- grade,
numirical-value) instead of the concept of classification and grade in order to
describe the abstraction and generality of object.
On purpose to make map symbol type suit to computer assisted cartography, especially
suit. to thematic map design expert system, determining the map symbol type should not
depend on the contents which map symbol represent but only depend on the symbol's
nature of map symbol itself. So the author classify the map symbol type into three
groups: point symbol , line symbol, area symbol.
The author deems that desinging map symbol can be transformed into determining the
values of visual variables . Many cartographers have made reserches on visual variables,
and put forward different kinds of visual variables, symbol dimensions, cartographic
alphalet etc . In PC-MAPPER, all map symbols are composed of four visual variables
which are shape, color, size and pattern.
These above are only a brief introduction about the basic knowledge for map design.
Actually, there are even more complicated and more concreted knowledges which will be
involved in making concrete map design, however, here will not discuss them further.
4. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION IN PC-HAPPER
The knowledge of map design can be seperated into static knowledge and dynamic
knowledge. Static knowledge includes mainly objective knowledge and dynamic knowledge
is the knowledge solving problems. There is not a common and
perfect knowledge
representation model up to now, so PC-HAP PER represents the knowledge according to
the nature structure of knowledge itself. Thus, static knowledge is represented
in
the form of frame and logic, which will be transformed into the form of PROLOG
language at last. Dynamic knowledges, which are used to reason and control,
are
represented in the form of rules. e.g., the knowledge about ordinal grade of lap
element can be represented with a single frame:
oridinaLgrade
frame name:
element name: "boundary"
content:
["country_boundary", "province_boundary" , "conutY_boundary"]
map type:
[ "all"]
The frame above can be transformed into a PROLOG clause:
ordinaLgrade( "boundary", ["country_boundary", "province_boundary",
"county_boundary", ["all"] ).
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The knowledge about how to design area symbol can be represented in PROLOG rule:
area_symbol_design:get_area_symboLorder.
color_or_pattern.
area_design.
pattern_col or_decision.
outline_decision.
It means that the target of designing area symbol will be accomplished through
following steps: first. determine the design order of each element; second. determine
which visual variable (color or pattern) should be choose for each element; then.
design surface of each area symbol and design pattern color while the area symbol is
represented with pattern; lastly. determine the outline of each area symbol.
The original conditions of PC-MAPPER are map use which are cartographic region. map
type and map topic. and the last result is a thematic map. So PC-MAPPER and his each
subsystem adopt forward reasoning machanism. because the original conditions are
much more simple than the result.
5. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MAP DATABASE. SYMBOL BASE AND MATHEMATIC MODEL BASE
At present. the map data . which include spatial data and thematic data. are stored
and managed by the extern database of PROLOG language . e.g. the datas in spatial map
database are represented in the following forms:
area_data (
line_data (
line_name (
point_data(

area_no .•
chain_no .•
chain_no .•
point_no .•

area_name. area_attr .• chain_number. [chain_no ]).
chain_attr .• point_number. [X-coordinate]. [Y-coordinate]).
chain_number ).
point_attr .• X-coordinate. y-coordinate ) .

Since PC-MAPPER is established in PROLOG language. map symbol base is established in
PROLOG as well so as to suit the machanism of PC-MAPPER. So PC-HAPPER can control the
symbol base directly. Meanwhile. because designing map symbol has been transformed
into determining visual variables. map symbol should be called also with visual
variables. There are more then 100 kinds of pattern. 19 kinds of line symbol and
33 kinds of point symbol in the symbol base at present. And map symbol base can be
easily expanded.
Mathematic model base has different kinds of mathematic models which mainly used to
make grade to thematic datas . Mathematic model base is established in C computer
language.
6. EXPLAIN FUNCTION. AND ADAPTIVE FUNCTION OF PC-HAPPER
When PC-MAPPER finds that conditions or conclusions are wrong or unreasonable. it will
provide explain function. that is. give out explaination or WHY explain function while
the system shows warning information to the users. The explain function of PC- HAP PER
is realized by two kinds if methods which are: 1). put the explain information into
control models; 2). establish explain frames in knowledge base and match with the
context when the system need providing explaination.
The adaptive function of PC-HAP PER is actually a kind of learning function. To expert
system. learning can be regarded as the course of improving system's performance or
gaining noticeable knowledge. When the user has modified the conclusions of PC-HAPPER.
it means the conclusions of PC- HAP PER can not accord with the user's demands. then the
intention of learning has emerged.
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The results of learning in PC-MAPPER are the actions which add new knowledge, delete
old knowlwdge, modifY former knowledge, arrange original knowledge, etc in knowledge
base. The outside appearance of the learning are the changes of some adaptabilities
of PC-MAPPER. So after learning by the adaptive function , PC-MAPPER can inference
out the conc lutions which suit to user's demands under same conditions. The adaptive
functions, which ref l ects the intelligence of PC-MAPPER, can enab l e the system to
consummate it's knowledge base and functions gradual ly through using the expert
system.
7. THE INTERFACE OF PC-MAPPER
When PC-MAPPER knows the cartographic region, map type and map topics which
are
provided by the user, it can accomplish all other works of map design without user's
interference. However, the user on higher lever can modify every kinds of conclusions
of PC-MAPPER, and the adaptive function can adjust the knowledge base automatically
according to the modification.
Because the system's reasoning course generally needn't the interference of the user,
the main aspects of the interface are provided to process how to modify the reasoning
conclusions by the user. PC-MAPPER has a friendly interface which provides enough
reference informations and different kinds of menus which can be operated easi ly.
Since many conclusions of map design are graphics results, PC- MAPPER shows the
conclusions in graphics too. PC-MAPPER provides still the graphi c menus and the user
can select the shape, color, size and pattern of every map symbol
from graphic
menus just like operate the ordinary menus. Therefore, it is convenient to do any
modifications.
On purpose to make an integrated thematic map, PC-MAPPER's subsystem of map drawing
and graphics editing provides many graphic functions, such as symbol modify, symbol
move, note despose, map save, map read and so on.
Since PC-MAPPER re lates to the most part of works of map design, what mentioned above
is only a brief introduction of PC-MAPPER's interface.
8. THE APPLICATION OF PC-MAPPER
The thematic map design expert system PC-MAPPER, which is written in PROLOG and C
language, can run on IBM/PC(VGA) micro-computers. A number of thematic maps such as
"China Pori tical Map" "China Road Map", "China Population Map", etc . have been made
by PC-MAPPER, which has proved that PC-MAPPER has many advantages such as inference
is rapid, conclusions are right , interface is friendly, operation is convient and
easy, and the adaptive function of the system can make the system suit to user' s
demands. So PC-MAPPER has been proved having practical value.
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Procedure-independent representation of positioning
symbol
D. Du, L. Li (Wuhan, RC)

ABSTRACT A los of cartographic phenomena on the map exists at particular position in
the real world. Data set describing the phenomena can be illustrated with positioning symbols.
These symbols representing various themes are very different from each other so that they are
usually drawn by different subroutines. This paper presents a new method with which represen·
tation of a positioning symbol is separated from its drawing routine . A positioning symbol is
described in this method by a set of structured data and forming criterion. The drawing proce·
dure is only used for converting these data and criterion into a symbol. This method show its
great value when a versatile symbol library is built.
I. Introduction

A map is a time-spatial model reflecting the distribution characteristics of a variety of
cartographic phenomena in quantity and quality as well as the relationship and variety of them
in the real world. This model is not only the materiality (symbol model) and thespirituality
(transformation between abstraction and imagination) but also a thinking results and means of
human being. Internal thinkingmodel can be transferred to materility model by a particular
symbol system.
Map symbols are not only the results abstracted highly from objects in the real world but
also a bridge communicating information between cartographers and map users. Therefore the
map symbols can be considered as a graphic language. Cartographers in each country devote
themselves to study the designing and drawing method of the map symbols and pay attention to
the standardization of map symbols and sym bolic language.
Map symbols generally can be divided into three groups: point symbols for adequate repre·
sentation of local fixed objects, symbols in the form of lines or bands for adequate representa·
tion of objects reduced to lines or tracks, and area symbols for adequate representation of ob·
jects related to areas or objects which have areal extent. Several authors have addressed the
methods of drawing symbols (1,2) . It is also possible to produce map symbols with Auto CAD
But those methods are procedure-dependent for describing a symbol which is described in
mixed form both data and procedure. They show disadvantages in creating symbols. Improve·
ment on that is to separate description of a symbol from its procedure. For producing line sym·
bois there has been an algebraic method ( 4) in which almost all line symbols on maps can be
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(3)

produced with one operation.
The positioning symbols in this paper is this kind of symbols that can be positioned by one
reference point on maps. They may be point symbols, diagrams, pie-charts or histograms. The
method recommended in this paper is designed for producing the symbols of this kind.
2. Existing methods for drawing the positioning symbols
Cartographic means of expression and cartographic symbols are nowadays means of spa·
tial infonnation spread world-wide, which are able to represent natural, social and economic
phenomena on the globe in adequate way. A wide varieties of cartographic symbols can be'
created by one's brain and hands while an automatic plotter can only draw some formulated
symbols. Output of the spatial data on the map is the final step in computer assisted cartography and geographic infonnation system. So the applications of those computer system highly
depend on the drawing software in these systems.
Generally, the methods often used for drawing the positioning symbols are as follows:
(I) Symbols to be drawn by hardware which is a plotter with optical drawing head. The
symbol plate with variety of symbols fixed in optical drawing head on the plotter could be used
to project the symbol' on to sensitive papers or films. Symbols on the plate can be chosen by selecting the symbol codes when plotting file is fonned.

(2) Symbols to be drawn by software. In this method every positiqning symbols can be
drawn by plotter controlled with pre-developed drawing procedures. Some symbols, such as individual objects, alphabet letters, Arabic numerals and so on, can be drawn by means of information block. Each of these symbols will be separated into several points within a certain area.
Codes of each point in the infonnation block then can be obtained from the location of them.
There are two methods for encoding these points either direction codes of moving pen to each
point step by step or numeral of grid which must be transferred to direction codes. Some positioning symbols, which could be described mathematically, are drawn by means of procedure.
Generally, it is necessary to write one subroutine for one symbol. Then these subroutines are put
into computer in order to fonn a subroutine base, i.e. symbol library. Each subroutine in the library can be called with parameters specified by users when the plotting file is created.
In many cases, those methods mentioned above can be applied, but the representation of
symbols is procedure-dependant. When the software package for drawing symbols is fixed, it
has little possibility to produce new symbols, i.e. adding a new symbol means a new procedure
for drawing this symbol is should to be designed and adoto the package. In another words, this
type of package is designed to be function-oriented . As known to uS,a function-oriented package has difficulty in increasing its function as those functions contained in the package must be
pre-designed and pre-made. That is one of the reason why 1/ many of the more basic graphics
package have fairly limited, ... , symbols and facil ities for symbol creation and edition 1/ (5) . A
drawinl! software oackal!e designed in this wav can onlv oroduce tho se svmbol which are deter-
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mined by this package designer. It means that such a package has limited number of symbols
and users are unable to build new symbols and can do nothing but making choices from prepared types of symbols. Besides, when the package increases it may not run perfectly because
ofinsufficient core memory. It seems that procedure-dependent representaion of symbols is not
a convenient method to build up symbol library. Limitation in terms of ... .. . symbol creation
willrestrict applicability of cartographic package (5)
However, most of positioning symbols on the map often come in intuitive simple and
geometric form which leaves a room for us to conceive a method to describe a symbol in data
and criterion instead of a procedure.
3. Representation of a symbol
From the process of producing a symbol of this kind, we can view that the production is involved in two aspects: One is the description of a symbol and the other is the operations on this
description. If we separate the two aspects into isolated ones, the representation ( or description
of a symbol) will be independent of the operations and is notrelated to the procedure of producing a symbol. So the representation isprocedure-independenL Description of a symbol is
formed from a set of structured data and criterion. A program designed to realize the operations
- producing a symbol, can draw not only prepared symbols but also impromptu symbols without being modified.
It is obvious that any symbol ( including its structure and shape) of this kind totally rely on
their descriptions: how to represent a symbol. As known to us, all plane graphs are not necessarily the symbols of this kind. A symbol often takes the form clearly understood and fairly easy
made. It is constructed by repeating some simple shapes or arranging different shapes. Descriptions of a symbol contain both constant and variable because the symbol may be used to depict
n indices which are filled different values from region to region.
A symbol of this kind is defined as follows:
S: = sis, s· M
s:= G
G : = {Pil R(p,p) }
Where S is the description of a symbol, M is a geometric transformation, G is a graph
which is determined by a set of coordinates and relation R which describes linking line between
two points. R may be a straight line or a curve. A curve described by a function .
G usually means a primitive graph to compose a symbol and it can not be subdivided. A
primitive will vary in shape and number with index value represented by it.
Coordinates in G may come in parameter form based on either Descartes system or other
systems.
We are going to show some examples how to describe a symbol classified in its shape and
its number of primitive.
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(I) index value represented by shape

There are 4 pairs of indices, each of which is depicted by an arc, radius and vary
correspondingly with two values of a pair. The four arcs construct a pie-chart showed in Figure
I.

Center of the pie is a reference point. This symbol consists of 4 similar primitives have different radius and central angles.
Supposing
straight link
I
R =

but

{

curve link
Initial angle is supposed to be A. All values of indices are normalized as ( Vi I' V i2 , i = 1,2,3,4
). Mo is a constant transformation.
GI: poe xo= 0, Yo= 0)
PI( XI = VII • cosA, YI = VII • sinA )
PiX2= VII· cos(A + V 12 )'Y2 = VII· sin(A + V I2 ))
R I( PO,P I) = R I( PO,P2) = I
R I( PI,P2) = (VII· cosB, VII· sinB, A, A+V I2 )
In general
G i : ( i = I, 2, 3,4 )
poe xo= 0, Yo= 0)
PI( XI = ViI· cos(A + LVii)' yl = ViI· sin(A + LVii))
i. I

i-I

i- I

i- I

R i(PI,P2) = (ViI· cosB, ViI· sinB, A+ LVii' A+ LVii)
1-1

}- I

This symbol So is constructed by the four primitives G i.
So = {S I' G I • Mo} = {SI' G I}
SI = { S2' G 2 • Mo} = { S2' G 2}

(2) Index value represented by the number

In a map there are symbo ls rep resenting value by the number of their primitives. The primitive has invariable shape but will repeatedly be arranged. The primitive may be a pictorial drawing or geometric shape, such as triangle, rectangle, circle, etc.
Figure 2 is such an example. There are 5 indices to show certain theme. This symbol consists of 10 by 10 small rectangles will demonstrate the percentage of each index . One small rectangle, which is a primitive, represents a percent.
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V" V 2, ... , V 5

are normalized values of these indices. The primitive is defined as Figure 2.
y

y

y

o

~

--t-~k---t-X

x

Figure 2

Figure 1

G: PO( XO= 0, yO= 0)
PI( XI = 1, YI = 0 )
P2( x 2 = 1, Y2 = 1 )
p)( x) = 0, y) = 1)
R (PO,PI) = R (PI ,P2) = R (P2'P) = R (P),P.) = 1
Different colors filled in the primitive are supposed to show different indices
S = fS" S2"",S5}
S I = f G , Go M I, Go M 2, ... , Go M , , - I}
S2= f GoM " ,G oM ,,+I, ·.. , GoM ,,+,, _ I }
constant transformation
T(Mod(i,IO)
Mod(x,y) is result of x modling y. Cx)
translation of X and Y axes into Xo and Yo

0

i= O

1, Ci l lO) 01)
others
means integer part of x. Function T(xo,yo) means:
in the originals system.

4. Dra wing procedure
(l) Symbolism

As seen above, there are so me expressions and variables in representation of a symbol ,
which mean s that an interpreter has to be included in the procedure. To simplify the jobs of the
interpreter, we are go ing to develop symbolism based on the progra mming la nguage in use but
simpler than that of the la nguage.
function: all common used mathem a tical function defined in the language.
digit: 0 1 2 3 ... 9
operation: + - x I
other: V ( ) . $ !
constant: = cl C.c
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variable: = vc
c:= cd I d
d: = { digit}
expression: the expression defined in the language.
The interpreter will translate those expression into codes, through which results will be
computed. The techniques are referenced in textbooks (6)
Production of a symbol depends on an operation - drawing a line segment between two
points, which is included in any computer system. In very simple way, a curve can be represented approximately by a series of short line segments obtained by discreting its described function.
(2) data structure
Description of a symbol includes primitive description, linking description and forming
description, which are arranged in the following format:
c ( integer): symbol code
n (integer): the number of indices to be expressed
VI' V 2 , ..• , V.( variable ): variable will be appeared in the following expression and finally
replaced by values.
x(t), yet), t l, ~, dt, k, f

Xk, Yk( primitive 1 )
x(t), yet), t l, t2, dt, k, f

$ ( end of description of primitive I )

... ( primitive m )
$ $ (end of all description of primitives)
M b , Me( integer): transformation code

all' a 12 ,

. . .,

a 31 , a 32 , a n ( transformation description)

M b , Me

$ $ $ (end of transformations)
I ( integer) : primitive number
b l, e l( integer)

... ( transformations used for primitive I )
bj , e j
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$ $ $ $ (end of construction of primitive I )

.. . ( transformations used for primitive m )
$ $ $ $ (end of construction of primitive m )
!!! (end)
x(t), yet), t l, t2 , and a ij are expressions;
dt - increment in turning curve into segments;
f- code for some pattern or color filled in enclosed polygon if (x"y,), (X 2,Y2), ... , (xnS n) can
enclose an area;
ail i,j = 1,2,3 ): geometric transformations in matrix form.
(3) Procedure of producing a symbol
For the reason of simplicity and clarity, we use functions to describe the procedure.
( Z } - index set
f ( (Z} ) - expression
c ( (Z}, t) - a pair of expressions describing linking relation, i.e. (x(t), yet) )
xy ( (z} ) - a pair of expressions sho wing the coordinates
E (f ((Z}) ) - a procedure of computing expression f((Z})
LK (c((Z},t), tl((Z}), t 2((Z}), dt) - a procedure of descreting the.curve described by c(
(Z},t) into a series of points every increment of dt from tl((Z}) to t2((Z} ). The result is a set of
points.
DRA W ( G, LK ) - a procedure of drawing either straight line segments or curve line ac·
cording to LK between Pi and Pi+1 in primitives.
Based on those descriptions and functions mentioned above, the production of a symbol of
this kind can be expressed in the following way:
( Vi} - value set of index
desp (Zi} - description of a symbol
@ - operation on the description
A symbol So of this kind is supposed locating and producing at the origin:
So= (Vi}@desp(Zi}
m

= I) I) DRAW (Gk • M i, Lk • M i)
k = IMi E (Mh
(Mh- transformation used for primitive k.
Different desp (Z;} means different symbols but operation @ , draw ing procedure, rem ain
unchanging.
5. Summary
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As pointed out in previous part, this method is available for not only those point symbols
in topographic maps but also the diagrams in thematic maps. It is the most important in this

method to separate description from operation. The description is dynamic and can not easily
be modified. But the operation is statical and procedure can meet different requirements for
drawing symbols.
A function-based procedure fonned simply collecting some functions limits its application,
while an algebra-based operation designed for unified description instead of for some prepared
symbols can complete all symbols described by the description and is not limited to certain symbols.
When applying this method to draw map symbols, it is essential to describe any of symbols
in a formalized form. The representation of a symbol in this paper may not be exclusive one,
however it really realizes a unified description of the symbols commonly used in maps.
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Envisioning environments: map metaphors and multimedia
databases in education and consumer mapping
P. Forer (Christchurch, NZ)

Interactive digital cartography (IDC) is the ability to create and modify maps in digital
form in, more or less; real time. Significant advantages claimed over traditional maps have
been : flexibility ( the ability to access and display a variety of related data, to control
scale or alter other parameters of the map) ; user control ( the ability for the user to decide
which of the possible choices meet their specific needs) ; and dynamic displays ( which
can use techniques such as fluctuating colour levels, animated symbols and similar
artifacts to extend the ability to convey information).
The most significant development , however, may be in IDC's ability to extend the types
and quantities of data which can form part of a map, or alternatively how it enables the
map to fit in to , and to function in support of, a much richer data environment. Such data
environments are inextricably linked with three terms : multi-media, which currently
battles against indiscriminate usage to sustain its credibility; hyper-media, with its
implications of radical index ing alternatives; and Geographic Information Systems.
This paper is in large part an attempt to investigate how IDC relates to these wider
possibilities in an educational setting, and to some extent how this might affect our view
on cartography. It does this from the particular perspective of general-purpose wayfinding
maps: maps as devices for interpreting a general environment in a broad fashion. In this it
builds, in terms of single sheets, on the long tradition of topographic mapping through
national series at the 1:50,000 and 1 :62,360 scales; maps designed to present a broad
perspective of an area within the confines of a single product. It concentrates on the use of
multi-media systems in describing an area, i.e. systems which utilise a variety of data
types, and inherently a variety of viewing strategies for knowledge representation.
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Interactive Digital Cartography
In its relatively brief history, interactive digital cartography has struggled to achieve its
apparent potential for extending the functionality and enhancing the value of mapping
products. This struggle has been conditioned for much of the time by hardware constraints
which have either restricted the absolute ability to deliver mapping products in a truly
interactive way, or have constrained their delivery to specific niche groups whose needs
have often not mirrored those of wider groups of users ( for instance the military, spatial
analysts and professional map makers ). Hardware constraints have been relaxed
considerably in the last 3 years due to the enhanced performance of low cost systems. A
range of IDC software has emerged that takes advantage of this change in the plateau level
of mass desktop computing. This software can be divided into three categories.

The first comprises interactive design tools for stable products. In this instance the user is
fundamentally a map maker creating a map for use by a third party. The product may be a
printed map, resulting from software such as Aldus Freehand l or Cart/o/Grafix 2, or an
animated digital presentation such as might result from the Macromind suite on the
Macintosh 3. The defining criterion is the lack of interaction between the product and the
final user in anything but a page or reel turning mode.
The second category supports an exclusively cartographic data exploration process in .
which a variety of maps can be produced by the user for their own needs. The system
designer defines a number of representational options, giving the user choice within this
ambit. A number of products support this mode, sometimes related to data supplied by the
vendor and sometimes with a more open interface (for instance Supermap 4,5). The ability
to support such exploratory mapping is central to many entry level 'GIS'.
The third category is by far the least developed, and uses cartographic representation as
part of a much broader exploratory environment, as suggested by Figure 1. The essence is
that it is designed to offer multiple representations of reality. The key to this is the
combination of a wide range of data types, numerous data objects and structures, and
alternative indexing and viewing tools. One can perceive this development either as a
wider cartography or a broader data-base context in which some cartographic products are
set, depending on your perspective. A tenet of this paper is that,from either view ,the
synergy between the data types can be used to produce something which is greater than thesum of its parts.
This paper is concerned with the development of such environments. and with the way in
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Figure 1 : Components of a Type 3 System for Multimedia Mapping
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which designing for this environment differs from traditional cartography and GIS . It
explores in more practical detail some of the issues raised in a previous paper6· Whereas
class 1 and 2 IDC applications expand methods of delivering products in which, at least to
date, traditional cartographic priorities and concerns are paramount, class 3 applications
face a much wider challenge. Within such systems there will be room for traditional
cartography, where the single map is the norm and the main problem is maximising the
information content and communication efficiency for a given purpose within this single
view 7 . However, the trademark of type 3 systems is the integration of maps and other
forms and views of data. Consequently we can look to maps which are windows into
alternative representations or designed to act as channels into a branching set of associated
data.
The description of a wooded area on a map is a good example. On a 1:50,000 topographic
map this is normally achieved by deciding on perhaps 3 or 4 classifications of wood types
and applying these to areas we define as having tree cover. This provides an excellent
overview of general pattern , but in other perspectives immediately raises issues of
accuracy and selectivity, for instance in terms of extent of cover, spatial generalisation of
stands and true homogeneity of species. Achieving appropriate accuracy of any spatial
object is a well recognised problem in GIS8. Cartography may seek to deal with this for
different users by employing variations in scale, generalisation and symbology, as well as
considerable ( and often impractical) amounts of additional effort. With type 3 systems
we can enhance our knowledge content, reduce costs and avoid some of the error traps by
linking together different views of 'woods'. In doing so we also create a less rigid and
formalised view of the world. Table 1 suggests alternative representations for displaying
middle-scale detail, and their relative strengths and weaknesses in representing woods. It is
acknowledged that different media , both spatially and in terms of attributes, apply
different filters and achieve different degrees of consistent coverage. In many ways,
however, this underlines the value of their combination.
It is a tenet of level 3 systems that this juxtaposition and interdigitation of alternative
representations offers a much better scope for portraying a static environment. It is also a
tenet that temporal variations within the map's area of coverage can also be handled much
more sympathetically. Type 3 systems augment our capacity for showing past states,
animated processes or finer temporal resolution ( the visual impact of forest in winter or
summer, in morning or afternoon, in sunshine or cloudy weather for instance). Table 2
uses the current key of the Department of Survey and Land Information 1:50,000 map
series to indicate the augmentation possible simply by using visual data types or some
form of modest temporal structure. It should be noted that options requiring considerable
cost or unreasonable amounts of information ( for instance photographs of every bend in
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Table 1 : Benefits of Alternative Representations of Woodlands.
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the road) have been omitted, as have options for extending the traditional information
base of the map, for instance with animated portrayals of population change over time.
Having identified both the nature and peculiar strength of level 3 systems it seems clear
that the current permissive technological shift which is relevant to Figure 1 is only the first
of several ongoing adjustments which will liberate further options for envisioning
environments. These adjustments particularly include those related to animated imagery
(notably video), photo quality image rendition, networks to remote data and real-time
position location. These technological changes are occurring concurrently, and are targeted
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Table 2 : Augmentation of Existing 1:50,000 Features
by Photography and Animation
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to move onto the high volume/low cost trajectory and so be significant for desk top and
portable mapping in the future.
Their impact, however, may well be constrained by the more intractable, and in some
cases less addressed, areas of design of interactive cartographic systems. Our
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understanding of many issues in the high end, mensurative and analytical areas of GIS are
still somewhat immature9 and we should note that, for instance, that NeGlA initiatives
1,2,4,7,10,11 ,12 and 13 represent areas requiring research which have clear relevance for
interactive wayfinding mapping systems. Impacts of type 3 systems may also be restricted
by a conservative perspective on how mapping should evolve and how this evolution
should relate to new options for describing the environment digitally. Problems in
evolving an efficient and equitable market with regards copyright are also critical.
The next sections attempts to briefly review the progress to date on some proposed and
completed systems with type 3 characteristics, This is followed by a discussion of the
design requirements for a contemporary system. In order to focus discussion we address a
single application with quite complex requirements, namely a system utilising multiple
data types and representations to support students in university field and project work. The
needs of this task can be seen to relate quite closely to those of many users of topographic
and wayfinding maps at mid-range scales but are specifically targeted at supporting
students in field projects, i.e. allowing them to identify data sources, to explore general
hypotheses and to access analytical tools. This paper draws examples from an early
prototype, Havelock/ o, which aims to provide support for second year student projects
focussed on a study area of approximately 150 sq kms. It is currently a laboratory based
system, with the intention to make the initiative portable.
The final section briefly discusses implementation issues .
Evolving Systems
Even in 1993 there are surprisingly few operational type 3 systems that implement an
effective interaction between cartographic and other knowledge representations. Some are
reviewed here to indicate both progress in the field and the evolution of the available tool
base.

In many ways the Domesday Project (1986) represented a first attempt to develop a
product which integrated maps with many other forms of representation ll , essentially all
of those noted in Figure 1. This was achieved with some underlying sophistication but
notable unfriendliness and limitations on the National disk of professional' data, where a
range of simple chloropleth and thematic mapping options was offered, and some
interesting but disjoint 'simulated walks' . It achieved much greater integration on the
Community disk. Here a tiled hierarchy of scanned topographic maps was the main
navigating metaphor for accessing data about particular areas of the UK in both text and
photographic form . The links between spatial referencing and actual images were crude (
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being simply the link between an image and a tile in the mapping hierarchy), and the
material had little editorial control to ensure representative imagery was provided. Yet the
system offered the chance to explore the United Kingdom in a way previously unavailable.
In many ways, in spite of six years of rapid progress in computing, no initiative has really
seized on the impetus of Domesday, and many of its features remain unmatched.
Its Achilles heel was undoubtedly the technology it utilised. Most of its effects were
achieved by custom software, while access to sound and imagery relied upon a unique
hybrid Laservision disk which delivered single analogue images translated into digital
RGB form. The sound track was, in part, dedicated to digitised data.Its operating system,
too,was limited, reflecting 8-bit computing at the time. In particular it pre-dated
sophisticated windowing systems which are pre-requisites for the effective display and
integration of data.
Quite rightly Domesday inspired a number of spin-off projects of similar scope in other
nations in the late 1980s 12, 13,14. Most of these failed to come to fruition. One exception
was the Siuleq project undertaken by Danish Radio ls . This project aimed to create a
multimedia data base of Greenland, and worked through more standard equipment to
achieve its aims. Although native code was developed for the final product, the system
was prototyped on a Macintosh with Hypercard and operates on a Macintosh using a
subsidiary colour screen and laservision player. As a minimal resource the disk and player
alone could be used to deliver information about Greenland, its people, places and culture.
The project was modest compared to Domesday, both in scope and functionality. Its
mapping interface was largely confined to relatively simple exploratory maps of
Greenland designed for locating places and events.
Another line of development was the Heritage New ZealandlNga Ohaki Aotearoa project
proposed and prototyped in New Zealand l6 . In its development proposal it targeted
specific shortcomings of Domesday and proposed to meet them by using a combination of
standardised equipment, an advanced object-oriented windowing environment (Acorn's
RISe-OS) and a combination of customised and off the shelf software l3 . In particular it
sought to improve the links between map and non-map data, and most significantly to
integrate all 'views' of data, in contrast to Domesday's two disks and two metaphors
approach. Unlike Siuleq, but like Domesday, it chose a single integrated workspace in
terms of available screens.
These initiatives were all large scale and offered the ability to recall a full range of data
types . A final initiative which might be seen as in the same mould is the GTV from
National Geographic l7 . This review of United States history , which one might expect to
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have a strong geographic component, again utilises Macintosh and Laservision equipment.
However, its use of spatial metaphors and indexing is very weak: the best example
perhaps being the printed chart of US historical landmarks which accompanies the disks.
The problem with such systems has not been their inability to deliver different data
types,but the lack of standard, low cost equipment on which to run them, the relative
paucity of their functionality and the limited integration of data types. This has constrained
the potential number of users, and thence the ability to assemble the large data sets
involved. In contrast to these approaches a number of more modest but interesting
developments have begun to emerge which offer only aspects of type 3 systems, but
operate within purely digital environments and on standard systems. These are of three
kinds : customised map information systems, of which PC-Globe is the best model, map
information systems built on functional GIS foundations, and systems built using
multimedia authoring tools .
The custom map information systems available are closed systems that address the need
for general information on an area, and typically link only the less demanding types of
data within a standard environment. They will allow,for instance, exploration of an area by
zooming and panning, the display of selected spatial themes of an area, statistical tables
and graphs for that area, and sometimes some explanatory text. Within its confmes the
interface is simple to use and fast, and some data exporting is allowed. It is
cartographically very conservative. PC-Globe is the most widely known of such systems,
and has been widely emulated.
Fully functional GIS offer a natural tool for building type 3 systems, since these GIS
currently offer the widest options for customising new spatial views of data and new ways
of spatial indexing, perhaps a damning impeachment of the state of the art. GIS have
become attractive options with the recent trend for such systems to extend the number of
data models they support and in particular to support and integrate imagery and grid
models. While still generally expensive, full systems have been used to experiment with
very flexible data bases , for instance in Antarctica 18 , and in the case of ESRI have
spawned a product, ArcView, with primarily exploratory functions 19 ,which are limited but
subject to ongoing enhancement.
The major limitation of GIS for developing type 3 systems is their restricted ability in
handling a full range of data types, especially in developing flexible links between data
resources. GIS with well developed features are also costly. Multimedia authoring
systems such as Hypercard 20 and Genesis 21, address both of these problems, and are
ubiquitous on some platforms. A number of modest but interesting multimedia type 3
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systems have emerged from local projects. These include an Inuit experience in Western
Canada 22, a look at contemporary America 23 and a user-built information system for
tourists 24. The results from these initiatives, for the resources committed in development,
are impressive, and interesting exploratory interfaces can be crafted in a very short time.
The main limitations are generally slow graphics, no spatial analytical procedures and a
lack of simple ways to implement necessary spatial recall and indexing functions 25.
In summary one might observe that the projects based on laservision have produced
interesting results, but limited impact. While such custom systems may still have a
function they seem likely to be increasingly linked to GIS engines to develop them on
purely digital platforms. To date however these engines have failed to deliver the general
flexibility of multimedia for handling various data types, although the MIPs system offers
some hypermedia/multimedia links and other developments are in train 26,27a,27b. Equally
multimedia still lacks sufficiently powerful graphics facilities, and graphics/database links.
In terms of presenting data, Domesday set a series of challenges which have not yet been
addressed in an integrated way. The systems developed to date show little innovative
progress in advancing the effective use of mixed data types in mapping. However,a series
of general purpose tools have emerged which allow experimentation in this area. It seems
that the way forward lies in linking multimedia and GIS technology to create innovative
cartographic and exploratory interfaces.

Design Issues for a Prototype
Let us take the view that a wayfinding map is a formal structure for vicariously exploring
the nature of an area. This can include navigation within an area, although this is not a
focus of this discussion at present. Let us, for now, also sublimate the argument that a map
is a polemic tool for promoting a view of the world.
It is generally agreed that a good map system should deliver as much information as is
relevant and effective, and do so in a communicable way. Interactive maps extend this
perspective by allowing the user to control parameters of the maps produced. It is accepted
that within a particular format the benefits of free expression and access to a variety of
data should be matched by the user's ability to operate the drafting tools and to appreciate
the implications of a variety of outcomes.
For type 3 systems to be effective two further assumptions must be justified. The first is
that the multiple representations of knowledge used do actually enhance user
understanding, i.e. we must agree that seeing different versions of 'reality' (data types and
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objects) and different visualisations of these versions (views) actually enhances
comprehension rather than confuses it. The second is that access to these different
representations can be made intuitively workable to the user.
This paper is unequivocal in supporting a growing user access to visualisation techniques
and tools. The briefest consideration endorses the view that additional views of the same
data objects, or thematically related data objects, potentially broaden the insight provided
by a system. For instance, simply re-classing census data on the spatial distribution of
income will yield new insights on where those on low income are located, but written
commentary on the dynamics of rental housing in an area - or better still representative
pictures of living·conditions of one zone as opposed to another -can only extend the user's
appreciation of the situation on the ground. A radical might endorse the view further by
arguing that maps are polemic devices: the extension of user views of the world simply
makes this polemic more accessible to each and every user, and more open and honest.
This applies whether one considers alternative representations linked to the standard
topographic map and its uses, procedural mapping procedures 24 or innovative designs for
tourist maps that have won recognition by use 28 ,29,
The problem such a stance highlights is how to make such systems usable. One aspect of
this is meeting the second concern above, i.e. ensuring user friendliness: an ostensibly
usable system. A deeper aspect is attempting to support the user and guide them into wise
use and interpretation of the information and viewing tools available 30 . Both concerns
focus on the need to evolve a systematic design that integrates data objects, views,
indexing schemes and user support.This last component can, in many ways, be seen as an
enabling adjunct rather than a core component of mapping. It is, however, a key prerequisite for type 3 systems. It can ensure the availability of guidance on using tools, on
assessing views and on appreciating data quality. In the educational setting which
Havelock is designed for it can also provide the appropriate learning ramp for users to
make the transition from browser (simple exploration) to tool user (deeper analysis).
A class 3 system that addresses all of these issues must achieve three key goals. The first
is to define a set of data to adequately describe the domain of concern. In this case we
wish to describe a small area of some considerable complexity, and to provide the
sophisticated range of data which a university education would require: statistics, terrain
models, bibliographic references , remote and other images and climatic and geological
data.
The second need is for the best mix of visualisation and manipulation tools, ones which
allow browsing and latterly also the export of the findings into publications or for analysis.
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The final need is for a suitable working context of interactive tools embedded in a
consistent environment which is amenable to low and high skill users, i.e. a catholic and
friendly user interface.
These issues are discussed in the following sub-sections, initially in general tenns and then
with reference to Havelock.
The Data Domain
As with traditional cartography the definition of data for representation is an editorial task
in which volume, cost, representability and availability are important concerns. The
extension of the number of data types and simultaneous visualisations significantly
increases the complexity of the editorial task and invites re-appraisal of the means of
representation of different features in tenns of costs and benefits. Detennining the best
balance requires ongoing research, and will inevitably be partly detennined by the needs
of specific contexts. It can be arg ued though that, ceteribus paribus, best results will be
achieved by ensuring representative, accurate, compatible and varied representation of
themes to be covered, i.e. utilising a range of data types embedded within data objects
that are as compatible and cross referenced with each other as possible and amenable to a
wide range of viewing tools.
In practical tenns, the area for Havelock is small by map sheet standards, being some 12
by 13 kms ( around 10% of a standard New Zealand 1:50,000 map sheet) but, as a harbour
basin, is clearly focussed as a functional area. It is topographically diverse and, within
New Zealand's relatively brief perspective, historically rich. It also has a significant
bicultural dimension through its Maori presence. While in some areas, such as climatic
data, infonnation is limited to a few stations there is adequate land use and vegetation data
and a wealth of historical imagery. There is also a seasonally diversified landscape and a
dramatic set of visible and moving weather patterns, best exemplified by the passage of
Southerly fronts across the harbour. A number of aerial photographs since the 1930s, and
remotely sensed and digital orthophotos since the 1980s complement this resource, to
which should be added over 300 scientific and popular references and a growing number
of student projects in digital DTP fonn.
An appropriate starting point for designing the cartographic data domain is adopting the
wisdom of experience by accepting that as a baseline the themes of the current 1:50,000
map should be included within the data. This foundation has been adapted and augmented
by specialist map data on land resources from the New Zealand Land Resource Inventory
and cadastre from the Digital Cadastral Data Base ( by courtesy of the Departments of
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Survey and Land Information, and Scientific and Industrial Research respectively). A
layer of Maori nomenclature has also been added taken from Couch31 . No historical maps
are available in digital form, but all accessible remotely sensed imagery has been included.
Photographic images are a major augmentation, and pose a particular problem.
Historically, the collection should be made representative for areas of the harbour and
across time periods. This can, with some care, be achieved at a broad scale from what is
clearly a pre-defined resource. Contemporary imagery is more problematic, in that it can
be collected as required at very low cost.
'Accuracy' and 'Representativeness' with images are hard to define, but desirable goals,
particularly with a potentially subjective medium and where universal coverage of
material is almost certainly impossible. One strategy is to consider images as providing
either a broad visual coverage of an area, a representative sample of exemplar features or
the identification 0,£ specifically unique features. For Havelock four spatial levels of
photographic capture were defined : detail, site, locale and perspective . The first is any
individual item of human size of less, the second an object or area of up to house size, the
third a small area of landscape such as a street or small lake, and the last a broad landscape
view. In practical terms exhaustive coverage is only possible at the top level, which is in
any case aimed at a general interpretation of the area. Here we might seek to include
views that show all of the study area from a distance at which most locales would be
broadly distinguishable.In the case in point a viewshed analysis was undertaken to see
how many images would be needed to ensure no locale was hidden or more than 2 kms
away. A solution with 72 photographs was achieved.
Small and/or numerous objects require a more selective coverage In some cases
representative images can be used to
illustrate
similar occurrences of items.
Table 3 : Numbers of Objects in the Study
Others are by their nature unique. Table 3
Area
gives estimates for necessary images to
Objects
Number (est.)
show specific items within the basin.
Churches
7
Where universal coverage was
Houses
950
impractical, as in most cases, the strategy
Shopping Centres
5
Reserves
35
was adopted of attempting to identify key
Monuments
12
or exemplar objects within each data
Wrecks
10
Streams
120
theme and ensuring that images were
Separate Stands of Wood
90
available.
Jetties
Farm Animal Breeds
Wild Venebrate Species

16
25
120

Representing change visually over time
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involves identifying those aspects for which cyclic or extreme change mean separate
representation by season or time of day is appropriate. These aspects naturally tend in a
seasonal climate to be predominantly features of the natural environment. For shorter time
scale change video can be employed, particularly time-lapse photography of Southerly and
Easterly air streams entering the harbour. The time-lapse technique also has some merit for
recording other short-term but dynamic visual changes ( use levels in shopping areas for
instance ). Table 2 gives some insights into how representing temporal fluctuations might
affect the total numbers of images required in the exercise.
Avenuesfor Visualisation , Manipulation and Exporting.

A good type 3 environment should also give access to appropriate raw data, appropriate
processed information and appropriate tools for constructing alternative or enhanced
views. We seek a balance between received wisdom ,and user-initiated questioning or
exploration, so that users can influence the degree and kind of filtering of information, and
move from specific theme to general trend and back to new focii as demanded.
Type 3 systems can offer a more effective exploratory data environment by three means.
The first advance comes from better access to various traditional views of reality. The
views may be better by being faster, more numerous, more varied or simply concentrated
in one place. The second advance comes from the easy juxtaposition of these alternative
views, and the ability to extract complementary information and note anomalies between
them. The third, and most radical, advance comes from the implementation of new
visualisations or views.
The issues raised here concentrate on i) what are the best set of traditional views of
environmental data in this context? ii) what alternative views would be useful to develop?
iii) which of these are practical in a current educational (low cost) environment? For
parsimony we discuss these issues in reverse order.
i) Practical views. Views may be impractical because of an inability to deliver them
interactively, because their properties are not general enough or well enough understood
for them to be used, or because the resources required for their storage or display is too
great. Many of the advances in scientific visualisation techniques, are not currently
appropriate on the first grounds, and may never be for general use on the second. Some
approaches for views , such as simulated photographic walks of every street in an area 32 ,
may run foul of the third, as may video data. The views discussed here are those
achievable for Havelock using a target system as described in the penultimate section,
which approximates to a current top-line desk top personal computer. Their links to
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emerging work on Virtual Reality is discussed in the last section.
ii) Traditional Views. The range of traditional views is relatively straightforward, and
ought to embrace ways of illustrating major map themes. Most of these views are static
and involve interpretation of textual, diagrammatic, cartographic or image components. As
defmed here, all traditional views involve a basically 2-dimensional approach or less. The
functionality of some options, for instance graph and charting procedures, is well
understood and well supported by a number of independent and integrated software
packages. In cartographic terms we might expect symbolic mapping of various selectable
coverage themes and some forms of statistical mapping.The base line functionality of
products such as ArcView might be taken as our intended limits here.
In selecting and navigating views one important aspect is user-familiarity. In this respect
Havelock is able to use a generalised SPOT image as one key locational backdrop, because
the harbour shore line is very distinctive and easy to navigate . However this is augmented ,
in spite of high storage costs, by scanned images of standard DOSLI I :50,000 maps. This
is because of the combination of excellent design, high information content and user
familiarity with the product.

iii) New views
Three niches exist for developing effective new views. Two come from embracing an
additional dimension in display. The more traditional one of these is to utilise a third
physical dimension to enable interpretation, i.e. to employ a digital terrain model to
generate 3-d perspective views. Havelock's study area is very amenable to this, having
explicit and dramatic relief. In such areas it is a very powerful option with a number of
applications. For instance L'Esplattenier and Bar have draped standard I :50,000 maps over
a DTM to enhance interpretation33 and draping SPOT imagery or classifications over
terrain models offers additional insights into what a remotely sensed image may mean.
Draping small area census units , such as mesh blocks in New Zealand, can also show new
insights. Real time draping and views of such drapes are not possible within currently
affordable systems, but the concept can be made operational by defining a number of
viewpoint locations from which pre-generated views can be recalled and, in the case of
population data, interactively shaded for data and classification.
The second dimension to embrace is time . Visualising time as a third dimension has
practicality in some areas, and using interactive features to explore temporal change
through animation or other mapping means is eminently achievable. It is most simply done
in a non-symbolic form through access to video clips, where the syntax for manipulation is
usually driven through a VCR metaphor, so that motion can be suspended, resumed, fast
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forwarded and so on. This same syntax can be applied to animating change, and indeed
many pre-recorded symbolic sequences can already be recorded in system-specific 'film'
mode. Interactively animating change, i.e. user control over a range of options, can be
difficult within multimedia packages since their graphics control is often slow and
primitive. The most obvious simple animations involve animated circles for displaying
the change of settlements' population over time, or using colour shifts on line segments in
a path or network to indicate movement over time.
A further aspect of the use of time is in browsing interfaces for images or text by location.
An ideal interface for browsing a large collection of images would involve identification
of images by certain attributes ( contents, time taken) and by location. A user may want
also to know which candidate images were taken near a certain date . Havelock utilises a
slide bar specifying the target date, with a further slider to define the permissible range
around that target date. The location of images is displayed symbolically on a map, with
colour and intensity dynamically varying to show each image's position within the target
time band. The same technique is used for data with point distributions over time: with
rapid movement of the slider bar it can, in effect, interactively animate changes in
location or display migration or diffusion patterns.
The final area for basic extension is in combination of data objects and views. Some of
these combinations, such as georeferenced overlay of two themes on a map, are mundane
for a GIS but not for standard graphics packages. Others, such as drapes, are currently too
time consuming for interactive use. Many possible combinations can be achieved by
assembling and comparing individual views. Others can be achieved somewhat clumsily
by utilising appropriate external tool modules. The potential for enhanced support for
dynamic, spatially focussed comparison of views is considerable.
User Interface Design and Linkages

The literature on GUIs is a dynamic one, which stresses the design of systems which are
intuitive to use and consistent. This general literature has been notably lacking in specific
developments of map metaphors, although this is now being redressed to some degree 34 .
For practical purposes many of the most fundamental Gur design issues have been given
substance and presence by specific WIMPs implementations and developers' guidelines
from system vendors. For a type 3 system that wishes to work in such an environment the
issues of general style are largely pre-determined by compatibility with this broader,
established context. Available GUIs do differ, however, and the choice of specific context
remains open. In a complex situation where different data types and visualisations are
involved one important characteristic is the ability to support a very wide range of object974

specific options for actions without succumbing to excessive screen clutter. The WIMPs
environments that have native support for object oriented pop-up menus and operate 3
button mice offer distinct advantages in supporting this both for type 3 systems, but also
as the standard modus operandi for all other applications that may be called upon.
The key issues of interface design for type 3 systems relate to their complexity. One is a
learning gradient issue: ensuring the user can be encouraged to explore the range of
options available, be supported in developing new skills and avoid being overwhelmed by
options that are too numerous or too advanced. Strategies for this include adaptive menu
systems, use of alternative languages or vocabulary for certain kinds of user and
'gatekeeper' procedures to access certain functions.
The other significant issue is the well known one of navigation: ensuring the user knows
their position in the data base 35 . This may involve knowing their recent exploration path,
the criteria that selected a particular set of data, the spatial location of a particular view
they are considering or potential links ( by topic or by visualisation technique) for a
particular data object on view.
Some of these issues can be quite easily handled within the scope of a stable data base for
a small area. The question of spatial navigation for instance can be managed by a
mandatory 'Where?' option on a button or menu for every data object displayed. This can
recall a cameo map of the study area with location or extent of the current object marked.
The question of linking views is more significant, and one which is of particular interest to
users of type 3 systems. Each data object may have one or several possible viewing tools
appropriate to it ( for instance a table of population numbers may link to text,
spreadsheet,chart,map,3-d overlay or other tools). The object may also refer to other
related data objects with different viewing tools ( for instance photographs of the
settlements or air photographs of the census districts involved ). Ensuring user knowledge
of these links, both to visualisation techniques and related objects, is a major concern.
Havelock's goal of encouraging browsing and exploratory analysis, especially amongst lay
users, requires an interface that is initially simple to use but supportive of growing
demands from the user. The philosophy of the data set being 'open', in terms of linking to
tools and to desktop publication software, also implies a means to assist the user in
knowing of, and to some degree employing, these tools. It is a complex task, resembling
more an integrated working environment, some of which is outside ones control, rather
than a tightly defined action for which set 'tasks' can be enumerated as a basis for design 36.

In Havelock the first criterion of design was for a supportive kernel which managed the
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Table 4 Top Level Menu ChOIces In Havelock
Menu Item

Secondary Sub-Menus

Map Library

Vector Themes
Map Builder
RS Image Cameos
Purpose : browse available map material and export fo
cartographic purposes
Simple stats (tables,charts,maps)
ArcView
Purpose: access socio-economic data

Census View

Remote Images

Browser
Example Processed Images

Drapes
Launch Processor
Purpose : display images, examine specific outcomes,
bridge to analysis

Bibliography

Search
View

Purpose: bibliographic support and eventually on-line
access to past dissertations
Images

Browser
Searcher
Purpose: browse digitised photographs by major
subsets, or interactive search in time and space.
Includes some video footage of spec ific items accessed
via cameo 'still'.
Time Browser
Browse
Purpose: allow search by simple spatio-temporal key
for non-textual resources
DTMs

View DTMs
Generate views for export
Purpose: Creation of custom views for use in projects
Browse
View
Purpose: access video images of large-scale areas or
processes, typically views from vantage points and
weather panerns. Some time-lapse material.
Scans

Help
Purpose : support and guidance for the kernel, its
resources and associated tools.
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various browsing options to the user and
provided ongoing support. This
emphasised the need for a multitasking
environment in which the support kernel
could manage user guidance, user
exploration and user tools . The kernel is in
many ways the critical component in
ensuring a usable and flexible system for
prototyping, maintenance and
development. in that specific tools and
exploratory options can be plugged in and
out of this core as needed.
Such a modular approach has clear value
for prototyping, and has determined a .
design which at the top level is very
conservative: entry is by a number of
choices available from a simple pop-up
menu. These choices are detailed in table 4.
As can be seen, the choices offer a
controlled set of combinations of data
objects and visualisation techniques.
All choices ( and support resources) are
(potentially) simultaneously available, so
the user is able to control their sequencing
and juxtaposition. There is in no real sense
an exploratory hierarchy ( as structures
Domesday's maps, GIST37 and many
hypercard stacks ). Indeed the essence of a
type 3 system is the ability for
simultaneous display of related
information, i.e. to be simultaneously at
various points in the structure. In
Havelock's case too, most cartographic
exploration is at one scale and is simplified
by the limited study area. Consequently
there is no real navigation problem in
terms of positioning within a hierarchy.
Some attempts have been made however to

ensure that links can be made between different views, and that most items can be placed
in a specific time or space location. All items with a spatial or temporal coordinate have a
'where' button which displays both the textual description of a place and a map showing its
location to within 50 meters .
Navigating data and viewing links is much more complex. The strategy being adopted for
managing movements within the database has been to design the data domain as a series of
data collections or objects and to link each group to a set of one or more viewing
techniques. These techniques may simply involve launching a text file into a text editor
window, or involve quite complex processing of data using parameters generated by the
context of the user's request. For this purpose a number of subsidiary forms of each data
types is recognised, generally corresponding to standard or proprietary formats.
However, links from objects to viewing techniques are much less demanding than
ensuring cross reference of data on various criteria. Many of these latter can be met by
more or less sophisticated schemes for textual search. More central to type 3 systems are
links by location, especially where GIS techniques are not available. A particularly
interesting and generic problem exists in creating a browser which allows the user to point
at a map and assemble all the data objects with relevance for that location. The answer is
simple for complete spatial data objects such as orthophotos and maps :' a simple point in
rectangle query can suffice. Text poses a problem in that often projects and reports relate
to several disjoint areas and refer to them by pseudo-Iocational keys such as place names
and addresses, so a link via a local gazetteer is needed. Photographs are the most
demanding cases, since one is often interested in either photographs taken at a location (
which is easy to code as a point or a simple 3 dimensional statement of camera location
and angle ) or views of that location. The latter involves either byzantine textual coding
or searching a map of the viewshed revealed in the photograph.
This issue of the actual areas represented by a given data object is central to many links
between data sources, and an important component of spatial metadata. Most schemes
which attempt to define areas of coverage, such as the prototype Genius system38 or the
current draft FGDC metadata standard39 . do so on a very simple rectangular area or named
region basis. This is an inadequate substitute for describing the area of concern of data,and
some effort is being put into defining a simple tag structure to link data objects with
complex spatial extent, such as the viewshed of photographs, to a querying interface.
A final issue for the system interface is the link to external tools. One advantage of the
systems chosen is file typing which allows simple links for exporting chosen resources to
applications, whether extant at the time or not. All Havelock's resources are designed to
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use standard file types which can be exported for fmal use within a DTP environment or
similar, or to be loaded into tools for modification or analysis.
Practical Implementation Issues
Havelock is a prototype exploratory system. Its brief and purpose have been explained,
and general design issues outlined. This section describes its practical implementation in
preparation for student use in 1993.

The key implementation issue has been to provide a combination of views on a number of
themes, adequately cross-referenced, with appropriate speed of delivery and ease of use
and within a practical budget, i.e. on standard equipment and using non-custom software.
In 1992 no single platform offered the ability to meet all of these criteria, so a two tiered
system was developed using ethernet and NFS mounts. The delivery system for users was
to be a lab of Acorn A5000 workstations, a RISC based microcomputer with specifications
around those of a well configured 80486 system with SVGA. This system has some
excellent graphics and image processing tools, a flexible multimedia package and, most
significantly an operating system which combines superior multitasking features with an
operational similarity to Unix X-windows implementations, specifically Sun's Open
Windows. This was important because Havelock's delivery to the user is partly by
software native to the A50000, and partly by X window emulation from a host Sun.
This approach allows the utilisation of the unique benefits of both environments.
Essentially the A50000s are cheap and familiar to the students, and come with very userfriendly software. Genesis 2 1 is able to implement a number of visualisations of the data
itself, and has a very flexible set of commands for launching or linking to other
applications that are required simultaneously. The A5000s have a proven track record for
being accessible to the non-computer literate. Sun Sparcstations are both too expensive for
general use, and too rich an environment for the uninitiated. However, they give access to
ArcView as well as any enhanced interfaces to the data developed under ArcInfo. They
also fulfils the role of spatial data editor, since many of the views delivered on the smaller
system are derived from manipulations within ArcInfo.
Clearly the optimal configuration for delivery will change. In the short term however the
differing characteristics of operating environments, and the tension between resource
intensive visualisation techniques, such as 3-D draping, and a need for wide access to a
system, encourage the view that this two tiered approach is practical in many institutions.
Table 5 shows the main classes of visualisation and how their implementation is shared
between different environments in Havelock
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Table 5 : System Roles in Havelock
Function

ASOOO

Sparc

Kern el

Delivery and user suppon

Minimal suppon

Map Library

Display ,map building,expon tools

Preparation

Census View

Mapping small data sets, ArcView Display

ArcView Delivery and Editing

Remote ImLIges

Editing browsing expon and analysis

Editing

Bibliography

Display, expon and editing

••••••

ImLIges

Display, expon and editing

••••••

DTMs

Display

Processing and editing

Scans

Display, Expon and Editing

......

Help

Delivery and user suppon

Minimal suppon

Storage

650 Mbyte local store

NFS partitions via ethemet

N.B. : Editing refers

to

creation and amendment of resources by the system designer, not the user.

Concluding Remarks

This paper has sought to identify a class of digital mapping application which lies on the
intersection of multimedia and GIS , and to raise issues related to the implementation of
such an application in a tertiary teaching context. Along the way it has raised a number of
practical and design issues. Some of these are inevitably transient with technology.
Others, such as the basic types of data we might collect, are more stable. The major area of
change is likely to be in the areas of visualisation tools and user interface.
One means of focussing concern here may be to consider the relationship between Virtual
Reality and class 3 systems. Superficially, virtual reality offers the means to create the
environment so it can be more or less directly experienced ( subject to a few more years of
progress in hardware). Yet virtual reality in fact offers two different visions. One is ,
literally, the creation of a virtual version of reality ... at present grainy but with time
predictably smoother, more complete and more subtle. In one respect this may seem the
ideal exploration environment for a class 3 system. What it ignores is that the message of
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complete reality is confusing: our maps and other artifacts for spatial display are at least
as much attempts to overcome our constrained ability to manage this complexity as they
are attempts to improve our ability to rove widely in search of information. Virtual Reality
is not a surrogate for the art of creating wayfmding spatial data systems.
The other vision of Virtual Reality focuses on interfaces which involve the senses in
greater communication with data, and on occasion enhanced means to modify the data to a
particular purpose. In this respect VR may offer alternative ways to explore different
knowledge representations, and particularly to navigate more intuitively through space on
the way to these ends. Here virtual reality has common grounds with IDe, and also shares
with it a common challenge. This challenge is to present the user with a range of
knowledge representations and navigating interfaces that lets them explore reality. The
agenda for this, in both cases, must include developing new visualisation tools, new means
of combination and new user support and advice structures. In this endeavour many
touchstones of cartography and visual design will retain their value, but will come to coexist with new tools and new skills that must be enlisted to meet the challenge.
At the time of writing Havelock 0.75 was still to have its first exposure to student use. It is report further
at the time of the spoken presentation of the paper.
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Computer-assisted learning and the visualization of
spatia-temporal data
M.J. Kraak, T. Tijssen (Delft, NL)

Abstract
Cartographers are stimulated to develop new visualization methods while dealing with
spatio-temporal data. They are encouraged to do so by GIS-users, who in tum are
challenged by developments such as exploratory data analysis and scientific
visualization. In this environment animated spatio-temporal maps play a key role.
Since those maps are dynamic, the application of Computer Assisted Learning
techniques seems to be the method to teach about the visualization of spatio-temporal
data. This approach offers students the possibility to interact with maps. In the
cartography curriculum of the Delft University of Technology Computer-Assisted
Learning has already proved to be a valuable tool in teaching those aspects of
cartography that are dominated by information technology. A tutorial called STMAPS
is presented, which covers background information on spatio-temporal data, and deals
with cartographic aspects of spatio-temporal maps. Theory, examples, questions and
exercises make up the tutorial. It was developed in a PC-based Windows environment
using an authoring tool.

Introduction
Currently, one of the more interesting demands on cartography is the visualization of
spatio-temporal data. Cartographers are being challenged by many disciplines,
especially by those related to GIS. The advanced software, models, etc, used in this
field nowadays frequently require the visualization of processes or developments
through time. The need for spatio-temporal maps is even increased by some recent
developments in GIS, following growing awareness of GIS-users of the possibilities
offered by exploratory data analysis and scientific visualization.
These new developments put some pressure on the cartographic approach to the
spatio-temporal map. To most cartographers, a map is an end product which
communicates spatial information . They put all their knowledge and skills in the
design to make sure the message reaches its users. With the introduction of GIS,
maps have become a starting point of a spatial analysis, which often results, via
several intermediate maps, in a final map presenting the outcome of the analysis. In
general, this trend worried cartographers, since it appeared they would no longer play
a key role in map making. However, with the complex cartographic functionality of
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today's GIS packages cartographic skills are appreciated. With the introduction of
scientific visualization and exploratory data analysis, things might change again. Maps
do not only playa role in visual communication as t/iey traditionally do, but also in
what is called visual thinking [DiBiase et al, 1992]. In a spatial context, such as GIS,
visual thinking is linked to exploratory data analysis. The combination of both
processes results in an operation of prospecting and searching for spatial patterns, and
while asking questions attempts are made to develop hypotheses based on the data.
During this operation maps and other graphics are used to outline the researchers
ideas. Because of the nature of the process of visual thinking, the maps used will
require a different design approach when compared with 'traditional communicative
maps'. These requirements could be confusing to cartographers, because while
exploring data a researcher is not interested in a clear, and classified image, but
wants all original data to be visually available. By looking at the visualized data, the
researcher expects to discover pattern in the apparent chaos presented by the maps.
It is likely that animated spatio-temporal maps have a function in this process.
These recent developments do not make the design of animated spatio-temporal map
easier. Because, from the viewpoint of visual communication, it is not clear if
existing cartographic grammar can be applied without adjustment [Kousoulakou &
Kraak, 1992]. This problem is complicated by the fact that while discussing scientific
visualisation researchers are not sure how to use motion effectively [Dorling, 1992].
In the literature the discussion in relation to spatio-temporal maps has only recently
matured [see Campbell & Egbert, 1990 and Monmonier, 1990]. Dorling [1992] states
in this context that questions such as 'How much does the user already know about
the subject?', 'How difficult is the subject?' and 'How long can the audience's
attention be held? . .' will influence the design of animated (spatio-temporal) maps.
How to teach the topic of spatio-temporal maps? Since some are dynamic, the
application of Computer Assisted Learning techniques seems to be a good approach
to teach the visualization of spatio-temporal data, specially while it offers students the
possibility to interact with maps. The origin of this approach can be found in the
characteristics of the Delft cartography/GIS curriculum. Hard- and software are used
as the main tools in teaching 'cartographic practice' . Computer-Assisted Learning
already proved to be a valuable tool in teaching information technology-dominated
aspects of cartography. The courseware discussed in this paper is a tutorial. It covers
background information on spatio-temporal data, data structures and applications, and
deals with cartographic aspects of spatio-temporal maps. It contains theory illustrated
with examples, and to help the students, questions are asked and exercises given. The
tutorial was developed in a PC-based Windows environment using an authoring tool.

Spatio-temporal maps
The contents of the courseware's first section is mainly based on a literature survey
and is summarized below. However, first it is necessary to clarify terminology used.
Spatio-temporal maps are considered to be maps displaying processes with a spatial
component changing over time. In this context other, confusing terms are found in
the literature. This is due to the fact that the current theory is still under developed.
Terms also used are animated or dynamic maps. These terms refer to maps with
movement/action. Spatio-temporal maps can be of this type, but not necessarily so.
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A map on a screen with blinking symbols to attract attention, should not be classified
as a spatio-temporal map. DiBiase et aI [1992] provide an interesting classification
of animated maps, which also contains several spatio-temporal maps. In their paper
they also stress the relation between animated maps and cartographic grammar.
To display spatio-temporal data cartographers can use traditional static as well as
animated maps. In both situations the cartographer has several options available to
deal with the temporal component. To explain the theory of spatio-temporal maps an
illustration similar to figure I is used. In the tutorial it functions as the access to the
topics explained, and it reflects the options available to the cartographer.
The scheme in Figure I shows a subdivision into three main spatio-temporal map
types:
• single static maps
The temporal component is transcribed graphically by means of the visual
variables of the graphic sign system. Examples are maps in which variables such
as value, orientation and size are applied.
• series of maps
Here each single map represents a unique time slice. Visual variables are not
necessarily utilized to depict the temporal component. Variations in time are
shown via differences between the individual maps depicting subsequent time
slices. It could be said that the temporal sequence is represented by a spatial
sequence, which the user has to follow , in order to perceive the temporal
variation. The number of maps is limited since it is difficult to follow long series.
• animated maps
Here variations introduced by the temporal component are presented in a single
map. Again, visual variables are not necessarily utilized. Variations in time are
deduced from a spatial sequence but from the real movement on the map itself.
According to DiBiase et aI [1992] so called dynamic variables are applied to
suggest movement. The animated spatio-temporal maps can be subdivided in two
categories:
- time series
This type of animated maps display change in position or attribute seen from a
fixed viewpoint. Examples are animations of the change in location of a country's
population gravity point and the growth of a city's built-up area. This type is the
animated version of a series of static maps.
- fly-bys
An animated map composed of a sequence of views of a static (topographic or
thematic) surface with a moving observer's viewpoint. Examples are those
animations which simulate a flight over a landscape. This type can be seen as the
animated equivalent of a static map in which arrows are used to indicate a path
of movement.
Linking this classification to traditional cartographic grammar, it can be said that for
the locational component the graphic transcription is always done by utilizing the
dimensions of the plane, and that for the non-Iocational component graphical variables
are always used. From the above classification it can be seen that to display the
temporal component three different options are available (see figure 2). The temporal
component, therefore, is in general not regarded as an additional thematic component
but rather as an additional dimension (in the spatial sense).
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CLASSIFICATION OF SPATIO-TEMPORAL MAPS
a) single static map

past

•

present

•••

b) series of single static maps

c) animated maps
tine series

Figure 1. SpaJio-temporal maps: a) single static maps; b) series of static maps; c)
animated maps. The time scales displayed in a) and b) range from past to present as
examples only. This could include the future as well.
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The students are also informed that in relation to spatio-temporal maps topics of
interest are not limited to visualization only [Langran, 1992]. They also include issues
related to the data itself: storage and maintenance, database design, and a proper mapuser interface. This last topic is treated in more detail, since research indicated
[Kousoulakou & Kraak, 1992] the user appreciates animated spatio-temporal maps
more, when he/she can interact with the map. The courseware stresses required
functionality to present spatio-temporal maps. This includes options to stop, restart
and browse forwards and backwards at, and offers the user flexible access to the
spatio-temporal component of the data for visual communication as well as for
thinking purposes. The Windows environment is a example of a suitable basic user
interface. It allows the user to create multiple views on the data in windows, which
can result in displays of temporal phenomena in both static and animated form. The
courseware also indicates the challenge of multi-media. Animated maps combined
with other graphics, texts, images, and sound offer interesting opportunities. However
its effect on a visual communication environment is currently not fully understood,
let alone the visual thinking environment.

~~~~
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non-Iocational

plane

visual variable

visual variable
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spatial deduction

plane

visual variable

memory deduction

Figure 2. Spatio-temporal maps and canographic communication (adapted from
Kousoulakou & Kraak, 1992).
Computer Assisted Learning and the Delft curriculum
Aspects of Computer Assisted Learnin~
Today computers are commonly used in educational programs. In their book Gold et
al [1991] discuss a large variety of computer resources, linked to potential educational
activities in which they can be applied in a geographic context. Resources include
basic information processing tools, such as word processors, e-mail and multi-media.
Educational activities can consist of slide shows presentations, the use of thematic
mapping packages, as well as providing tutorials and demonstrators. In general all
educational activities in which a computer is involved can be seen as Computer
Assisted Learning (CAL). This paper concentrates on one aspect of CAL only: the
tutorial. Recent advances in technology revived the interest in this type of CAL. In
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disciplines dealing with spatial data this new interest is partly due to the extended
possibilities to apply graphics. Graphics are not only an attractive, but also a versatile
tool in communicating information on abstract or concrete concepts.
Tutorials are designed to help students master certain parts of the educational
program. In a basic form they present material on a specific topic, and often the
students have to answer questions, which result in feedback and directions how to
continue. This approach allows the students to learn at their own pace, and sometimes
at their preferred location. A disadvantage can be that this type of programs do not
allow adjustment to the students' individual level of knowledge. How is CAL
incorporated in the Delft curriculum, and what is the nature of the tutorial on spatiatemporal maps?

Delft cartography curriculum
At the Delft University of Technology the Faculty of Geodetic Engineering offers a
four year educational program for geodetic engineers. Within the Faculty the
Department of Geo-information is responsible for several courses in Cartography and
GIS/LIS .
Each year of the educational program is split into four each eight weeks periods. In
one such a period three or four courses are taught. This approach requires a strict
time discipline, since all activities related to a specific course have to be finished
within the eight week time period. Most courses, including the cartography courses,
consist of lectures and practicals. In those courses all kinds of CAL techniques have
been introduced to ensure diversification of teaching methods (see figure 3).
The basic view on cartography in Delft is based on a combination of the
communicative and semiological schools of thought [Ormeling & Kraak, 1990].
Spatial information to be transferred is analyzed and represented according to the
rules of the graphic sign system. In the framework of the educational program this
view is incorporated in the world of GIS/LIS. In the curriculum this view is linked
to developments in topographic and thematic mapping, with special attention to threedimensional and spatio-temporal aspects.
CAL and the Delft curriculum
Figure 3 outlines the use of CAL in the Delft cartography curriculum according to
a multiple classification given by Gold et al [1991). In their original paper they
described computer resources and indicated their educational use. Then they
considered educational activities and indicated which computer resources can support
these activities. The upper diagram lists the computer resources , and the lower
diagram the educational activities. In each diagram the relative intensity of use by
students is indicated. For a detailed discussion on each single resource or activity one
should consult the chapter in Gold's book. In the upper diagram it can be seen that
students use the computer heavily for general information processing tasks and GIS.
The use of computer resources for computer managed learning and model building
is moderate, while its use for e-mail and presentations is low. The lower diagram
indicates which educational activities in the cartography curriculum are executed with
the help of computers. The use of the computer as analyst is high. This includes
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mapping, GIS (spatial analysis), remote sensing and exploratory data analysis.
Teaching and editorial assistance by computer is moderate. Several tutorial programs
are available, one on spatio-temporal maps which is discussed in the next section, and
a tutorial on digital terrain models which also explains the Delaunay triangulation
algorithm, and another deals with generalization. Low use can be seen where the
computer functions as a study aid (software manuals I demonstrators like GIST), a
tool (algorithm builder), adviser (library catalog I a program to keep track of study
results), presenter (slide shows with results of mapping packages), personal assistant
(to prepare presentations) and as editorial assistant (to write papers) . Thick lines in
both diagrams indicate links to the tutorial on spatio-t:emporal maps.

b)

use: Dnontl

medium

II

high

Figure 3. CompUJers and the Delft canography curriculum: a) compUJer resources;
b) uses of compUJer for educaJioTUJI activities (classification of resources and activities
is based on Gold et al [1991]).
STMAPS
The structure, the contents and the environment of the STMAPS (Spatio-Temporal
MAPS) tutorial will be discussed using figure 4. This figure displays the screen which
gives access to the main sections of STMAPS. Before this screen appears, a title
screen and a user screen are shown. On the user screen student have to type their
name, which results in the creation of several log-files which keep track of student's
progress and results.
STMAP structure
Figure 4 displays six icons. Each of them, when activated, gives access to the
corresponding section of the tutorial. When a student has finished a section the icon
border is coloured, as can be seen with icon I. In the text highlighted key words in '
give access to a glossary. Each screen has a help function which provides information
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on its use, and gives access to an index. An example of an index application is a
possibility to go back to a topic dealt with previously, in case a student needs some
refreshing and clarification to understand the concept currently studied. To avoid that
the only student activity is reading and moving through pages by pressing a mouse
button, they are regularly asked to answer questions, and execute exercises. The
questions are of the multiple choice type, and refer to the text and knowledge which
should be available to the students, since they have progressed the educational
programm sofar. To all questions there is always a response, which should stimulate
the students to continue or help them to fmd to the correct answer. The exercises are
graphically-oriented, and include tasks with maps. Often the text is illustrated by
demonstrations which give examples or explain algorithms used.

STMAPS contents
The first three sections (icons I, n, & ill) represent topics which give the student
background information to understand spatio-temporal maps and their use. The
sections numbered IV, V & VI explain, based on this paper, the types of spatiotemporal maps which can be distinguished. The order of the sections presented in the
figure by the icons is the preferred one when going through the tutorial, but an other
order may be selected. Section I discusses the characteristics of spatia-temporal data,
and provides links to the basic cartographic theory. A conceptual model of time in
cartography is given [Langran, 1992]. Section n treats the difficulties which occur
when trying to include temporal data in a database or while designing a data structure
to handle this type of data. Section m demonstrates the use of the spatio-temporal
maps. Samples of application in GIS, multi-media and exploratory data analysis
environment are given. Sections IV and V discuss the visualisation of temporal data
in static maps. Examples are given, and typical tasks include design of the maps,
based on data provided. These exercises are a graphical variant on the multiple choice
questions. In design examples students have to indicate which visual variable, and
which symbol they intend to use to display the data. Section VI represents the most
challenging topic, the animated spatio-temporal maps. It contains several examples
of animated time series as well as of fly-bys. It also covers animation in general, and
provides links with cartographic theory. The most important aspect dealt with is the
graphical user interface. Students have to answer questions in relation to the contents
of maps in a static, and in an environment where interaction with the animated map
is allowed. This to demonstrate the need to control the animation, if the user wants
to answer questions or study a map which represents a specific moment in time.
STMAPS environment
STMAPS is being produced with an authoring tool called IconAuthor, which operates
in the MS-WINDOWS environment [IconAuthor, 1991]. IconAuthor is a tool to
create interactive multi-media applications that combine text, graphics, animation, full
motion video and audio. It uses icons to represent a flowchart or structure of an
application. The authoring tool allows the incorporation of graphics produced by other
software, such as desk top mapping packages.
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5.0

ConclusiolL'i

STMAPS is currently in the last phase of development. This year it will be tested and
used in teaching cartography program at the Faculty of Geodetic Engineering. The
advanced programming environment offered by Icon Author satisfy the specific needs
of the tutorial on spatia-temporal maps. However, the development of tutorial is a
very time consuming activity. A tutorial such as STMAPS is developed to create a
diversification in the educational methods used.
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Figure 4. The access screen oj STMAPS.
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Representing the geographical space for visually
handicapped students: a case study on map use
R. Vasconcellos (Sao Paulo, BR)

ABSTRACT
The paper presents the results of a research which the main
purpose is to study the tactile graphic language in the process
of getting spatial awareness and geographical knowledge . The
relevance of maps and diagrams for the visually impaired student
is discussed and the need of cartographic training is stressed . A
s e t of exercises is suggested to introduce key concepts needed to
understand maps . Finally, attention is called to the importance
o f applied research wi thin Cartography, particular I y regarding
spatial data representations and maps in a multisensorial mode
with the young user in mind .
1. INTRODUCTION
In Brazil, very little had been done to overcome the lack of
cartographic products in tactual form directed to the visually
impaired user. Tact,ile maps and graphics are hardly available .
There are a few of them in school books made by dedicated
teachers and professionals with limited knowledge, most times
with no Cartography or Geography background. None of the current
production methods used in many countries
were
tested
in
Brazilian institutions for the blind, where just conventional
paper press and vacuum- forming copies are employed .
For the last three years, a research program dealing with tactile
graphics in geographic education was carried out by a team
coordinated by the author . This program has been developed at the
Department of Geography, University of Sao Paulo/Brazil, with
financial
support
from VITAE-LAMPADIA
Foundation.
The
main
purpose
was
to
initiate
in Brazil
the
field
of
Tactile
Cartography .
The visual perception is the most important channel to acquire
spatial information and to construct the concept of space. The
sense of vision is also vital to learn Geography because we can
see our world and images of it through the eye . Cartography has a
relevant role in this process and it should provide sui table
material for the visually impaired people . For this group of
users, maps are even more necessary comparing to the sighted
user . The blind person might need a map to go through a building
without help. All types of cartographic materials should become
available in the tactual form, including thematic and reference
maps in different scales.
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2. CARTOGRAPHY AND TACTILE HAPS: current issues
Maps and all spatial information products are becoming more
relevant at the end of this century because all graphic
representations are assuming a vital role in every day life, at
school or work. Technological innovations are causing a great
impact on Cartography in all levels . We are going through a
decade of remarkable changes with new political, economical,
cultural, environmental realities taking place in our world .
Taylor (1991) has raised many important points in an excellent
analysis of this matter.
This author calls attention to the urge
of new concepts for Cartography, considering the social and
cultural contexts, without the predominance of the technological
paradigm. Harley (1989) made a fundamental analysis of the
s ubject, causing considerable impact among cartographers .
Figure 1 is an attempt to emphasized perspectives and dimensions
related to ~artography, which is viewed at the center as a
communication system. It has to be accepted by cartographers and
users that the discipline is changing constantly . It is very true
that
"cartographers
are too
often
a
group open
to
new
technologies, but close to new concepts" (Rhind, 1991), this idea
is particularly actual in Brazil.
It is time for cartographers to reconsider the discipline
theoretical framework for the information era. First of all,
producers and users have to be fully aware of the problems
related
to
the
cartographic
language.
Maps
are
graphic
representations of reality, therefore they are abstractions
showing parts of this reality. For this reason, omission is
always
present.
Exaggeration,
lack
of
precision,
error,
distortion, falsification and manipulation are potential problems
to happen during the cartographic process. They can occur as a
resul t of technical or financial restrains and ideological or
political matters,
not to
mention
the
absence
of
proper
cartographic training. Board (1991) and Monmonier (1991) discuss
this subject extensively.
The best example of this situation can be found in the
communication media. The largest newspapers in the city of Sao
Paulo, Brazil, are publishing maps, graphics and images in many
sections, as never before. New computer technologies recently
introduced
in
the
press
production
explain
this
graphic
innovations. As a result,
emerged a group of new map users and
new map makers, lacking proper training and skills to deal with
the language of maps .
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FIGURE 1 - PERSPECTIVES AND DIMENSIONS IN CARTOGRAPHY
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The visually impaired user and the tactile map maker are also a
group with serious difficulties to overcome.
In order to
communicate geographic information and spatial data some of the
problems
to
be
avoid
in
conventional
Cartography,
become
qualities and conditions to design good tactile maps. They need a
much
higher
degree
of
generalization
with
omissions,
exaggerations and distortions never imagined by the cartographer.
Tactual Cartography should be based in different concepts,
following other rules and using distinct techniques, both in map
design and production .
Many authors have contributed significantly to this field as
editors
of basic publications (e.g. Wiedel, 1972,1983; Schiff
and Folke, 1982; Nicolai, 1984; Tatham & Dods, 1988; Ishido,
1989), doing relevant research or writing papers and books (e.g.
James & Amstrong, 1976; Qingpu, 1988,1991; Kerning, 1991; Kadmon,
1991; Coulson, 1991) . The literature with an emphasis on tactile
map design and applied issues will be presented in the following
section.
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3. TACTILE HAPS IN THE PROCESS OF CARTOGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION:
the role of map design
Tactile map s are effective examples to s tress the significance of
the Cartographic Communication Proc ess which has been widely
studi ed by cartographers al l over the world, for the past twenty
years. The questions What , How and To Whom summa rize the essence
of this process that starts with the rea lit y to be mapped by a
cartographer. A few more questions might be added to the three
basic o n es: When and Where, Why and With which results .
Figure 2 shows the Tactua l Graphic Communication Process as seen
by the author (Vasconce llos, 1991). Some stages are essential to
ac hi eve communication effectiveness in the tactual for mat. For
instance,
when
the
user
has
vision
problems,
scale
and
generalization , design and production, reading and decoding ne ed
spec i al at t e nti on
TACTUAL GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION PROCESS
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The crucial point of the whole process is the tactual graphic
language. This
is the question
"how" .
The
signs have their
concepts, represented by the geographical information, and their
images, which apply the graphic variables. During the first
phases, the research main goal was to translate
the language of
signs conventionally used on maps to a tacti le format.
The starting point was the analysis of the visual variables in
Figure 3, as proposed by the Graphic Semiology (Bertin, 1977) and
applied in education by Gimeno (1980). Figure 4 presents the
graphic variables using the third dimension, as a new set to be
employed in tactile maps (Vasconcellos, 1991). Elevation (height)
was added in the graphic variables set and it can be combined
with all the other variables in multiple ways . Color is the only
one that can not be used in the tactual graphic language, but
different textures can be used in its place. In the same way as
color, texture may be utilized with equal value for qualitative
data or with different values to express order. It is important
to analyze the nature of the data (quantitative, ordered and
differential) to be able to select the correct variable.
FIGURE 3 - THE VISUAL GRAPHIC VARIABLES (after BERTIN, 1977)
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FIGURE 4 - THE TACTILE GRAPHIC VARIABLES
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A catalog was constructed, based on these six tactual variables:
height,
size,
value,
texture,
shape and orientation,
with
examples in points, lines and areas. Different materials and
tools were tested to select the symbols to be used in the
construction of maps, diagrams and drawings.
Tactil e map design and use have been studied by a large number of
authors. Just to mention some of them: Franks & Nolan, 1970;
Nolan & Morris, 1971; Wiedel & Groves, 1972 ; Kidwell & Greer,
1973; James & Amstrong, 1976; Levi & Amick, 1982; Bentzen, 1982;
Barth, 1987; Tatham, 1991; Edman, 1992. Several others have
contr ibuted great I y to the subject, although not cited in this
paper: E.BerIA, J . Gill, H.Vlaanderen, G.Jansson, G.Leonard. They
all presented solutions to the design of maps for the visually
impaired and have several publications on the topic .
One might say that there are not such an expressive literature
for map design and use in its visual format. Conventional
Cartography are not so much worried about the user's needs and
his perceptual limitations . Tact ual Cartography can certainly
bring light to cartographic education and to the utilization of
maps and diagrams by the sighted user, mainly young c hildren.
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4. TACTILE GRAPHICS IN GEOGRAPHY EDUCATION: re l evance a n d
efficacy evaluation
The researc h first results showed the high efficacy of the
tactile graphic language
and its i mportance invo l ving space
perception by children. Maps are a lways fundamental too l s in the
process to acquire geographical concepts and know l edge regarding
the environment, main l y when visua l i mpa i rment are present.
I n t h e first phase (1990-92), the Brazilian Amazon Region was
chosen as the reality t o be studied. The program inc l uded several
teaching tools and ideas: maps
models, tactile diagrams,
activi ty books, games, illustrated dictionary, story book and
teacher ' s manual . Th ese
materials, showed in Figu re 5 , were
constructed and tested.
FIGURE
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The methodology and the materials were tested with 50 visually
impaired students
and they were evaluated by 80 teachers . The
tests showed that it is difficult to reach an agreement in the
definition of
guidelines,
due
to
individual
variations,
preferences and levels of skill related to map reading and
graphic language understanding . The subject is discussed by
Hampson (19 89 ), who arrived to similar conclusions .
Studies on developmental stages, mainly based on Piagetian
theories (Gottesman, 1971 , 1975; Hatwel l, 1985) can help to find
answers , but more research is necessary with the visually
impaired in mind. Authors as J.S.Bruner and L .S.Vygo tsky must be
read . Andrews (1991) has an excellent book, cover ing cognition
and language in the case of sensory impairment, specifically
related to Geography teaching.
Other authors gave relevant
contributions to geographic and cartographic education, although
without mentioning the visually impaired (e.g. Petchenik, 1979;
Boardman ,
1983;
Anderson,
1987;
Castner,
1990,
1991;
Gersmehl,1991; Gerber, 199 2;).
After practical experience with th e u se of tactile maps and
graphics in Geography le ssons,
it was possible to analyze
problems and to suggest a few solutions, as the following:
-bas ic
geographical
concepts
(proportion,
scale,
locati on,
orientation) must be well understood before working with maps.
-the graphic language ha s to be introduced to the user prior to
map reading through exercises with the graphic variables.
-it is advisable to create and use conventions as much as
possible to facilitate graphic information reading . The map key
is very important for the visually impaired, they are experts in
decoding a legend. It should be used even for drawings .
-proper
reduction
and
generalization are vital, also si ze is
important because tactual perception is not global and the blind
user must put together pieces of information to form the image .
-relief models help children to understand
physical space. They
are less abstract and should precede the introduction of maps.
-activities and geographic games can facilitate the whole process
of learning Cartography and Geography.
-materials must be classified, considering levels of complexity,
age and grade adequacy.
Experiences during the research first phase confirm that visual
and tactual graphic language depends on training to be used
properly , with all its potential. Sensory stimulation should
start at home and at school, even before first grades. Children
have to be well prepared to deal with maps and in the case of
visually impaired students this is vital .
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A training program directed to the vis ually impaired user was
outlined for the second phase of our research, started at the end
of 1992. Graphic materials,
exercises and games are being
constructed to introduce each of the basic concepts selected:
point
of
view,
proportion,
scale,
distance,
location and
orientation .
The program also includes the introduction of all tactile graphic
variables showed in Figure 4, in the format of playing cards. Map
key (symbolization) and grid u se have to be practiced before the
last stage of decoding and reading maps .
This last exercise,
called "full address ", integrates all informations : it starts
wi th the school map and it goes through several smaller scale
maps (di s trict, city, state, country, continent, earth, solar
system) until it reaches the Universe. The proposed training
program will be t e sted with sighted and visually impaired
student s , during the first semester of 1993.

5 . FINAL REMARKS
At the end of 1992, a new research project was started with the
State of Sao Paulo
as the study area. It is centered in three
main topics :

* tactile graphics design: analysis, construc.tion and tests of
different techniques and cartographic products.
* tactile graphics evaluation : definition of different levels of
complexity, accordingly to prior spatial perception, geographic
knowledge and experience in graphic language .
* tactile graphics use: training programs for teachers and
visually impaired students .
The main purpose of this research is to study a tactual graphic
language which will improve the teaching of Geography and
Cartography to both blind and sighted children. Cartographic
communi cation process and Graphic Semiology can bring relevant
contributions to the field of Tactile Cartography. Therefore, the
same methodology used for the Brazilian Amazon Project will be
applied to study Sao Paulo, emphasizing an interdisciplinary
approach directed to enhance the role of maps in education .
It is essential to take advantage of all senses to learn about
the geographical space, using the right side of the brain and
developing different ski lls . To reach this goal it is being
planned a Center for Tactile Cartography and Hultisensorial
Teaching Resources at the University of Sao Paulo. If financial
support is obtained,
this center will develop and construct
educational and cartographic products to the sensory impaired and
the sighted user . I t might be a way of getting people to enjoy
more Geography and Cartography, to fully understand and use maps,
in its visual or tactile form .
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Teaching and learning map projections with a computerized
tutor

w.

Kainz (Wien, A)

Abstract

Map projections are an important part of the training and
education in cartography. They are particularly suited for
a treatment with the help of a computer because of their
mathematical algorithmic nature and the great value of the
visual representation of their characteristics.
This paper presents a computerized tutor for map
projections based on the macro facilities and cartographic
functions of the Arc/Info geographical information system
software . It was developed at the Department of Geography
of 'the University of Vienna, Austria. The whole system is
menu driven and allows for user interaction by form menus.
Its main function is to teach the various proj ections
according to their characterizations as cylindrical , conic
and azimuthal projections with their variations and pseudo
forms . For every projection a description of its major
characteristics and usage together with ellipses of
distortion (Tissot' s indicatrix) can be displayed. The
user also gets a list of suggestions as to which
projections should be used for certain applications and
scales.
In addition a tutoria l part of the system provides menus
where the knowledge obtained by using this program can be
checked by identifying specific projections according to
their representation of parallels and other characteristics . The system is not only a useful tool for teaching
classes but also provides a self-guided tour through the
realm and applications of map project i ons.
Introduction

Map projections play an important role in the education of
cartographers, surveyors, geographers and all those who
are · involved in the processing, display and output of
spatial data. The use of computers and suitable software
has made it considerably easier to apply map projections
for various tasks . Most of the geographical information
systems (GIS) software provides an extensive set of
projections and a user-friendly interface.
There exist already tutors for various disciplines like
GIS (Raper & Green 1989 , 1992; Maguire 1989; Hawke 1992),
based on different implementation approaches, Cartographic
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projection software has also been available for some time,
e . g., the General Cartographic Transformation Package GCTP
(Elassal 1987) or Cartographic Projection Procedures for
the UNIX Environment (Evenden 1991). GIS software, like
Arc/Info , is widely used and readily available.
The widespread use of computers and mapping software not
only in the mapping industry makes it necessary for the
user to get acquainted to the various types of map projections , their characteristics and useful applications.
Since an increasing number of people not ~ducated in
cartography may produce maps with available software
packages it becomes an important task to provide them with
a tool that helps them to acquire the knowledge necessary
for the proper use of cartographic display techniques
including the application of map projections .
The design considerations for the cartographic projection
tutor are based on the following assumptions:
• The tutor should cover the most important projections
used .
• It should make use of existing projection software.
• It should be easy to implement by using available software.
For that reasons it was decided to implement the tutor
under workstation Arc/Info using the Arc Macro Language
(AML) programming and graphical menu interface. The system
was developed at the Department of Geography of the
University of Vienna using Arc/Info version 6 . 1 on an IBM
RS/6000 workstation.
Map Pro jectio ns

For the projection tutor it is important to choose a set
of projections that are widely used and represent the main
characteristics of the various projection classes. It is
also required to introduce a classification scheme of map
projections that is easy to represent and easy to
understand by the student.
There are several ways to define such a classification
(Maling 1973, Hoschek 1984, Snyder 1987). For this project
we used a classification according to the surfaces onto
which the Earth is proj ected (cylindrical, azimuthal,
conic projections) and the projection characteristics of
being equal-area , equidistant, or conformal, and those
projections that are mainly or only used for world maps .
The latter group is divided into projections that map
poles to points and those that map them to lines.
Table 1 shows the projections used for the tutor assigned
to the i r respective classes. Note that the gnomonic
projection falls somewhat outside this classification,
because it is neither conformal nor equal-area. For most
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of these projections the spherical
ellipsoidal forms are considered .

as

well

as

the

Table 1: Classification of map projections used for the
projection tutor .
Equal-area
Cylindrical Behrmann

Equidistant

Azimuthal

Lambert

Postel

Co nfo rmal
Mercator
TransverseMercator
ObliqueMercator
UTM
Stereographic

Conic

Albers
Lambert

de l'Isle

Lambert

Plate Carree
CassiniSoldner
~

Gnomonic

Table 2 lists the projections that are mainly used for
world maps classified according to the representation of
the poles. These projections usually are pseudo-forms of
and/or combinations of the cylindrical, azimuthal or conic
projections. Since these projections are almost exclusive l y used for world maps , only their spherical forms are
considered.
Table 2: Classification of projections used for world
maps .
Pole as a point
Pole as a line
Eckert IV
Mollweide
Sinusoidal
Eckert VI
Van der Grinten I Robinson
Winkel I
Bonne
Hammer - Aitoff
Briesemeister
System Design and Implementatio n

The system is designed around the Arc / Info AML programming
and menu environment available on workstations. The
current implementation gives the user the choice among
three options :
• to choose a projection according to the classification
into cylindrical, azimuthal and conic projections
• to choose a projection by its name
• to choose a projection according to it s usage for the
area of geographical application (world , hemisphere ,
continent, country) and type of maps used for (topographic maps, thematic maps, navigation maps)
Depending on the selection three representati ve areas of
the world can be displayed using the respective
projection:
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• the whole world
• Europe
• the United States of America
The display contains not only the boundaries of the
features presented but also a geographical grid to visualize the mapping characteristics of the proJection.
An additional option provides the user with a display of
ellipses of distortion (Tissot ' s indicatrix) to show the
distortion characteristics of the projection. If required
the user may display a menu showing a description of the
main characteristics 'of the map projection displayed. This
description comprises the:
•
•
•
•
•

main characteristics,
description,
historical remarks,
usage and application, and
aliases

of the respective projection. Figu+e 1 shows an example of
the description for th,e Bonne proj ection.
BONNE
Characteristics
pseudoconical, equal-area
Descriptio n
The Bonne projection is an equal -area pseudoconical
projection. The central meridian is a straight line,
other meridians are complex curves. The parallels are
concentric circular arcs, but the poles are points.
The scale is true along the central meridian and along
all parallels. There is no distortion along the
central meridian and along the standard parallel .
Histo ry
The principles of the Bonne projection were already
deve l oped in the 1 6th century, but it was considerably
used by Rigobert Bonne
(1727-1795),
a
French
geographer, therefore its name . This projection has
been used for large- and small-scale mapping. Many
atlases of the 19th and 20th century utilize the Bonne
projection, mainly for maps of cont inents.
usage
Mainly used for map s in atlases. Large-scale use of
the Bonne proj ection for topographic mapping was
introduced by France.

Figure 1: Help text for the Bonne projection
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An extended feature of the system - not yet implemented would be a training component, where the user is asked to
identify map projections according to their characteristics or to suggest projections for certain applications
or certain geographical areas.

Conclusions and OUtlOOK

Teaching and learning map projections can be supported by
computerized tutorials and tutor programs. Thereby it
becomes easier to show the different types of projections
and their characteristic featu~es. Changes are displayed
immediately on the computer screen and modifications ·can
easily be visualized.
The map projection tutor presented in this paper was
developed at the University of Vienna to provide students
of cartography and geography with a tool to practice their
theoretical knowledge about map projections. It is also
meant to support classroom teaching by interactively
showing the effects of different projection methods,
parameters or types.
The current version is implemented with a German userinterface. It is however easy to provide versions in other
languages by simply translating the menus and help texts.
The training component for the identification of
projections according to their graphical representation is
not yet realized. For future versions it might be worthwhile to use a multi-media approach including animated
sequences, e. g., to show the mapping process from the
sphere to a ~ylinder, cone or plane.
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Wherefore art thou cartographer? Your GIS needs You!
D.R. Green (Aberdeen, GB)

1. Introduction
In the UK, a recent monograph (I), as part of an Imtlatlve by the
Association for Geographic Education (AGI) Research and Training
Committee, has identified and highlighted the co ncern of some cartographers
and GIS specialists about the role of cartography in GIS and vice-versa. In
the context of GIS , others (2; 3; 4) have also draw n attention to the need for
cartographers and · the GIS co mmunity to become more closely involved with
each other.
With recent developments in co mputer hardware and software, maps can be
designed, created and produced far more easily than in the past, and by
virtually anyone. Maps are no longer the domain solely of the cartographer.
Whilst considerable flexibility and opportunity is afforded for creative map
output this can also lead to far too much freedom for a perso n with little
or no cartographic knowledge and training. The end result may indeed be a
colourful and aesthetically attractive map but it may not be an efficient or
effective means of communication.
It is argued here that cartographic expertise has a vital role to play in the
design of maps to communicate information output specifically from GIS
and DIP systems. The objectives of the paper are: firstly, to highlight and
emphasise the importance of including map design in GIS and DIP
education, training, and use; secondly, to identi fy and highlight some of the
possible reasons why map output from GIS and DIP systems tends to be
poor, and to consider the need for guidance in map design to be included as
an integral and interactive part of commercially available GIS and DIP
software; and finally, as an example, to hi ghli ght the importance of map
design using the visual variable colour.
This paper specifically focuses on the 'average users' of the desktop
systems now available to teaching , education, and small commercial outfits
who are likely to have little cartographic background or training, rather than
the large specialised map producer (5). This is where cartographic expertise
seems to be most needed in order to encourage new research, provide
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guidance, and
initiate
cooperation
betwee n
GIS
specialists
and
cartographers. The paper also seeks to place emphasis on the importance of
the visual end-product as a means for communicating spatial information.

2. The Revival of Graphics in Communication
Increasingly one is seeing a wide variety of colour graphics and images being
used as the primary means to co mmunicate information (both spatial and nonspatial) derived, displayed , and output by Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) and
Digital
Image Processing Systems (DIPS). This includes
images, graphs and charts , and also maps (6; 7; 8; 9). The graphics may
take the form of both softcopy (CRT display) and hardcopy (printed and
plotted) , and are usually the major form of output from such systems.
The apparent revival in the use of graphical techniques of communication
'right
(10) has largely come about through the development of the
technology ' , both software and hardware e.g . computers, peripherals ,
graphics cards and displays , and graphics software, and the widespread
many disciplines who had not used it
adoption of this technology by
previously .
of
A major contributor to the increasing use of maps , as a means
communicating information, has been Geographical Information System
technology (11), remote sensing DIP, graphics software, and more recently
integrated GIS and remote sensing systems. CAD software, with or without
an attached database package, must also be added to this list as it is often used
for designing , creating and outputing maps. AutoCad, for example, can
now link to databases and import and display satellite imagery (12). Many
co mmercially available GIS software packages are in fact designed and
marketed primarily as mapping systems , particularly when they have limited
spatial analysis functionality . Conversely,
'full-blown'
spatial
analysis
information systems often become used solely for map production . In the
near future, the developments in Multimedia GIS must also be taken into
consideration as potential sources of maps (13; 14). Both softcopy and
hardcopy maps from such systems are likely to become part of public
information systems and will permit a user to design and create (even to
customise) their own maps.
Maps can be created with the aid of such software systems by digiti sing or
scanning and displaying single or composited layers of geographical or spatial
data, stored in digital databases , by overlaying or draping vectors onto
background images e.g. scanned aerial photographs , video, or satellite images,
or by classifying (supervised or unsupervised) digital satellite images (e.g.
Landsat or SPOT).
To facilitate the design and creation of these maps , both GIS and DIP systems
usually provide a range of graphics tools for editing and annotation. These take
several different forms. Firstly, they may be an integral internal or external
graphics software package or module. In man y DIPS , for example , the
graphics tools are typically existing commerciall y available pixel- or vector-
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based graphics software (e.g. Paint or CAD). An exa mple is Dr.Halo. The DIP
system R-Chips , from Reading University , uses the low-cos t ·paint software
Dr. Halo, which can be loaded as an overlay on a raw data or classified
image. Alexander, the integrated GIS/DIP software from ITC (International
Institute for Aero Space Survey and Earth Sciences) in the Netherlands, uses
the Acorn software Paint and Draw . Images can be saved in the form of a
Sprite and trans ferred (by dragging the Sprite icon) directly into the
graphics software for editing and annotation. Secondly, other DIP systems
include graphics software developed 'in-house' e.g. Erdas , Diad. In some
cases special cartographic options are available to create specific types of
map (15) Finally , another alternative is to offer a range of well-known image
fil e formats e.g . TIFF to enable the user to output an image or layer to a file
which ca n subsequen tly be exported/imported into the chosen graphics
software Similar graphics ' toolboxes' and optio ns are also provided with
. commercially avai lable GIS and integrated sys tem software e .g. MIPS .
The use of Postscript fil es, exported from a GIS to the Apple Macintosh
software package Illustrator, can also provide access to map design tools
lacking in the GIS (16) .
All of the graphic options mentioned above allow the user to add text and
frames, design and create symbols and orientation sy mbols, select and use
colours and shad ing patterns, add keys or legends and outlines, and highlight
areas, amongst other things. To a large ex tent realising the flexibility or
power of these graphi c desig n packages as mapping tools depends upon the
quality and ease of use of .-the software, together with the imagination of the
user. For example, if a classified satellite image is used as the source for
vegetation informati on, graphi cs software can be used to add annotation such
as text, a border, legend , grid , and orientation sy mbol to create a vegetation
map. Colours or patterns, representing different vegetation types, can be
selected from a default palette, or optionall y created .
The choi ce of graphi cs software as the main map design toolbox in an
electroni c med ium has large ly co me about beca use many are re latively lowcost, they are readil y avai lab le, ca n easil y be bundled with other software
e.g. GIS and DIP , and are li ke ly to be fami liar and easy to use . Given this
type of functi onality there has been little point in deve loping new packages.
They are also widely used as the bas is fo r ' illustrative ' cartography,
particularly software for the Apple Macintosh ( 17). Uses incl ude freehand
drawn maps e .g. for di ssertations , illustrative maps for journalistic
cartography, and scientifi c mappi ng tasks required by many geography and
geology depart me nts. In recent years, marked improve ments in the
ca rtographi c suitab ility of this software have bee n made (17).

3. The New Definitions of a Map
Examining the many different exa mples of graphi cs and images that now come
under the head ing of a map (I; 18), it is clear th at our perception and
definition of 'what a map is ' has changed over time . Developments in
computer technology, new so urces of spatial data and information, th e ways in
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which it is possible to design and create maps e .g. on-screen, the new
and exciting possibilities associated with user freedom e.g. to create and use
colours in the design and use of maps and images have all contributed to
the development of many new types of maps e.g. maps for illustration, and
maps using an image as a backdrop . The new technologies available offer
an environment for experimentation, innovation , speed, and allow virtually
anyone to design, create and produce a map .
A recent study (19) concluded that the current definition of maps should include
aerial photographs, satellite images and map-like images displayed on a CRT.
Factors that make these graphics more 'like a map' than ' not a map' are view
orientation (ob lique versus verti cal), subject matter e.g. the earth's surface,
familiarity of view , the recog nition of spati al patterns and features,
geographical reality , flat or plans, and scale. Images that undergo
'crafting ' , or contain map-like components e.g. a north arrow , grid and legend
are considered map-like (19).
Graphics desig n software, coupled with GIS and DIP have therefore added a
new dimension to mapping, referred to as small-format cartography (20). In
effect the techn ologies have popul ari sed the design and creation of maps, and
thi s in turn has led to the evoluti on of many new types of maps whi ch
fall within the definitions give n above. Furthermore , cartography is no
longer see n as th e domain solely of th e ca rtographer; maps ca n be designed by
the non-specialist.

4. Poorly Designed Maps
However, the opportunities available fo r virtually anyone to design and
create a map have been found by many cartographers to lead to what are
co nsidered to be poor examples of maps (17). Moreover, they can be
misleadi ng and fall short of current sta nd ards (2 1) . Closer examination of
some of the exam ples of maps now freque ntly see n in , for exa mple, student
dissertations, journals and other publications , revea ls th at the output from GIS
and DIP is not as good as it could or perhaps should be. Many exa mples leave
a lot to be desired in terms of the quality of th e map design. All too often, a
'pretty visual graphic ' , rather than an effective medium for communicati on is
the end-result. While many examples, both 'on-screen' and
printed
hardcopy, are aesthetically very appealing and colourful , and in that sense
attract attenti on (b ut in turn perhaps distract fro m the intended message), more
often th an not the output is not always the mos t effective
or
efficie nt
means of communi cating spati al informati on.
On the whole it would appear th at too little attenti on and th ought is being
give n to the end product as a ' map'; th at is to co nside ring the infor mation the
map is mea nt to co nvey and in fact does co nvey. This ca n be particularl y
important, especially if the 'end- user' , who one ca n not ass ume has had
expos ure to ed ucati on and trai ning in cartography, res ults in being
misinformed
or even uninformed. In other words the map fai ls
to
com muni cate its message (22; 18).
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5. Factors Contributing to Poor Map Design
What are some of the factors' contributing to these poorly designed map
products?
- The user of the software system : the designer of the
responsible for the map created - good or bad.

map is primarily

The lack of cartographic background, knowledge, and training which
includes both theoretical and practical knowledge and skill s.
But, while lack of training is frequently cited (17) and is partly to blame,
as others (I) observe that it would be naive to assume that the latter was the
sole cause. Instead the quality of the map can be attributed to a combination of
many hardware and software limitations and other constraints, as well as to
the lack of training. These can severely limit what it is possible to achieve .
- The display and hardcopy technology
printers, and plotters.

available e.g.

display monitors,

The graphics software available and its graphic, and
moreover its
cartographic, design, and other capabi lities, and/or limitations e.g. colour,
patterns and tools. However, it must be remembered that few of the
software packages were in fact intended for cartography , although many
have been improved with user demand and application in mind.
- The 'power' , flexibility , and ease of use of the graphics software, userinterface, and user familiarity.
- The 'new' environment (II) within which such maps are being designed
and created differs significantly from that of the traditional map in terms of
time and speed, user and display position, the capability to zoom and
roam, screen size, user-interface , and the tools and Information Technology
(IT) skills e.g. mouse and keyboard used.
- Prior familiarity with graphic design software can lead to bad practice when
using the same software in GIS and DIP to produce maps.
- The lack of cartographic and perhaps graphic design guidelines e.g. help files
and tutors which are specifically geared to the making of maps in an
electronic medium.
These are some of the factors involved. But there are also a number of
other, and perhaps more fundamental, reasons which
have contributed,
perpetuated , and still are contributing to the output of 'less than good'
maps from GIS and DIP systems . These include:
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- The significance placed upon the inclusion of cartographic education as a
fund ame ntal part of GIS and DIP degree programmes. Cartography is not
always taught as a co mpulsory part of such programmes , or perhaps with
suffi cie nt emph asis .
- People entering GIS and DIP programmes ofte n come from a wide range
of different backgrounds, with different knowledge, capabilities and skills,
frequently with little or no exposure to maps and cartography, traditional or
otherwise, and even computing, to enable the user to make the most of the
hardware and software for a cartographic application.
The importance of the (carto)graphi c as the end-produ ct is often
overl ooked and undervalued as an im portant mea ns of co mmuni cating
infor mati on.
- The tendency for the aestheti c quality of the graphi c end-product often
seems to ass um e priori ty over the va lue of the graphic as a means of
communication. In other words , as long as the system produces 'glossy',
'high-tech' , and colourful output , this is considered
acceptable . While
aesthetics
can
be
an important part of map design there are other
co nsiderati ons to be taken into account (18) .
- Cartographi c research, and subseque ntl y guid ance, in the form of ' map
design' guidelines (23) for the correct use of, for example, text fonts , size,
colour , composi tion, and order appropriate to map design in an electroni c
medium , has been quite lim ited (9).
- Relatively little attention appears to have been given to highlighting the
differences between map design in a traditi onal, versus an electronic medium .
- The origins of the technol ogy are still relati vely yo ung and have not been
fu ll y explored.
- Commercial GIS and DIP software develope rs (perhaps because of their
inherent co mpu terltechnology backgrounds) have for the most part, until quite
recently, paid relatively little attenti on to the importance of providing
interactive facilities fo r the creation of 'good ' maps as a desirable end-product
from such systems.
- Cartographic research into map design in the electronic medium has been
relatively limited and patchy, and little (except perhaps in the area of
colour) has been put into operational practi ce .

If all these factors are taken together, then it is not surpri sing that
many users of DIP and GIS systems produce poor quality map output; after
all:
- Virtually anyone (within reaso n) ca n use the graphics software (in whatever
form) to make a map.
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- Users have very powerful graphics design software at their fingertips ,
with few appropriate, and often very poor, exa mples of their use for map
making ; software documentation seldom provides good examples of maps as
illustrations.
- The freedom of access to design and create maps means that there is
really no need to know anything about maps and/or cartography, or map
design . This could also be said to be true of making maps using a traditional
paper medium. But, the difference between them lies with the ease of use
and appeal of using software, the endless opportunities for experimentation,
and the fact that it does not require someone to be ab le to draw. It is also a
matter of how the software is perceived. Part of the appeal of graphics
software is that it is considered to be attractive and easy to use. This is
probably more true of graphics software than co mputer-aided cartographic
packages.
- The simplicity of the software user-interface all too ofte n conceals far too
much of the co mplexity and knowledge required for visua l map applications.
It is currently far too easy for the user to use such tools without the need to
know anything about the potential applications. Instead users mimi c an
application with th e software.
- The whole process of map design and production , because it is relatively
easy to execute, give n the available computer-based tools , tends to be
perceived differently by the DIP/GIS user co mpared to the ca rtographer.
Perhaps thi s results from a different attitude ge nerated by the environment,
the perception of what a map is , the tool s of the softw are, the hardware, the
lack of cartographic knowledge and training, or user philosophy. If you can use
the software then potentially you can do anything with it. Unfortunately, the
perception that maps are easy to design has been all too prevalent.
- The range of cartographic capabilities available , although dependent upon
many factors, including the softwa re and hardware, is ultimately left to the
user to explore and to come to term s with . Many design packages
unfortunatel y provide relative ly few proper cartographi c 'tools ' - beyond what
could be co nsidered th e very basics - although thi s has been steadil y improvi ng.
Instead, the untrained user must make use of existing tools provided to 'create'
the cartographi cs e.g. patterns , sy mbols, orientation sy mb ols, and so on, for
specialised applications.
The lack of ca rtographic co nstraints can be very beneficial in that it allows
the user to make use of know ledge they already have, based upon
imagination , innovation , and creativity, to design and crea te maps which best
co mmuni cate the informati on to th e end user . But , given th e current lack of
guidelines for the electroni c medium it also forces users to rely, almost
totally , upon their ow n knowledge base whi ch can often be very subj ective as
it originates from personal likes and dislikes, feelings,
and experience .
Although it could be arg ued that there are so me benefits to be gained
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from this there are probably more disadvantages than advantages . The
wealth of cartographic design principles arrived at over many years, as the
result of extensive research, can not be ignored especially when they
provide fundamental and well established basics for designing a map .
6. Colour as an Example
Colour has been studied in co nsiderable depth by many researchers in art,
psychology, science, graphic design, co mputer science and cartography (24;
25; 26; 27; 28; and 29). The problems associated with the use of colour as a
communication variable in cartography are well documented (29) . Colour)s
recognised as an important and difficult commu nication variable in map
design (30). A considerable amount of colour research has therefore already
been undertaken, albeit mostly from the perspective of the traditional paper
map (29). As far as the communication of information via colour is
co ncerned , research has revealed that colour perception is a co mplex function
of human vision, training, prior knowledge, experience, association , the
surface material (e.g.
paper, surface illumination) , social and cultural
factors (31 ; 32; 33; 34) . To date, by co mparison, relatively little research has
been conducted on the use of colour in map design an electronic medium .
In this paper, colour is used as one exa mple of the importance of visual
variables (the others being size , tex ture, shape, and value (23), which
an electronic
specifically highlights the proble m of its use within
medium for map design. Because of the opportunities for choice, the
constraints imposed , and the limited guidelines availab le, the pote ntial for
colour misuse is quite co nside rable.
Colour is undoubtedly a very attractive variable to work with and one which
surely belies its co mplexity as a mea ns
for co mmunication . Large
colou r palettes , now provided with most graphics software, are very
'tempting' for the novice map designer. The chance to work with colour
instead of black and white often has an overpowering influe nce on the user.
This perhaps explains why it is often misused, resulting in images and graphics
best described as 'kaleidoscopes ' of colour. Faced with the choice of so many
colours seems to instil in us a feeling th at so mehow colour offers a better
res ult, quality, and va lue, and is more important. Users are often
overwhelmed by the opportu nity to use colour, and 'taken in' by the
aesthetic qualities of colour creating a beautiful image rather than
co nsidering the significance of its use or misuse as a communication
variable.
In the case of GIS and DIP sys tems with graphi cs software, the ease with
which colours ca n be chosen and selected, and used , frequently means that
so meone with little knowledge of colour wi ll have almost unlimited freedom
of its use, which ca n often arbitra ry. Choice of colours can be very difficult
give n all the possibilities. This is not helped by the use of large colour
palettes, long lists of names e.g. sea gree n, lil y white, salmon pink , brick red
and in some cases tri ads of numbers 0 11 the scale 0-255 e .g . R (128), G(O), B
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(128) (35). The end result is often a colourful and aesthetically attractive map
but one which ignores established cartographic traditions (bearing in mind, of
course, the limited number of studies and guidelines on the use of color in an
electronic medium), and principles of communication. Without research and
development
of
guidelines to help users, the continuing and rapid
sophisticated software and hardware technology is perpetuating the creation
of colourful maps and is not helping to alleviate the problems.
Perception of colour in an electronic medium is altogether different. At
least three main
areas
require consideration: on-screen (softcopy),
hardcopy , and the conversion between screen and paper hardcopy. Perception
of colour maps displayed on a computer screen is important and the screen
size, amount of screen flicker (28), the nature of the surround, the electron
guns, and the facilities to adjust screen brightness and the level of background
illumination (33) , must all be taken into account. Hardcopy color output
seldom matches the screen colour introducing even further problems.
Translation between additive and subtractive colour systems is also complex.
It is difficult to predict the combinations of inks for identical colour prints,
and the colours produced when one ink is printed on top of another. Inks
printed on different paper surfaces e.g. matte or smooth can also have an
effect (34). Although it may be possible to create a satisfactory map on the
display monitor, the corresponding paper product may be disappointingly
poor. Further problems arise from the fact that there is a diversity of
computer manufacturers for which there are no agreements about standards
and compatibility , and no standards for the production of colours. Colours
produced in images also vary depending on the make and model of the display
screen and printer.
While a number of special colour guidelines have been established for the
traditional paper map (29; 30) these do not really apply to the electronic
medium of colour display monitors, printers and plotters. To help counter
some of the problems arising with the use of colour ·in an electronic medium
considerable work has been undertaken to study and develop various
colour description systems e.g . CIE (Commission Internationale d'Eciairage) ,
Munsell (30) RGB (Red , Green , Blue) , NCS (Natural Colour· System) (27) ,
Tektronix HLS (Hue, Lightness , Saturation) (27; 34; 36), CCTHS
(Colour Triangle with Hue and Saturation) (32) , and the Hunt-Alvey Colour
Appearance Model (34; 35).
Relatively little of the research to date has examined the interactive use
of colour in the context of remote sensing, cartography and GIS . However,
some (37 ; 38; 20) have considered the problems associated with colour
selection on a microcomputer in the context of graphics software and
cartography .
Two approaches have been used , the development of colour
charts , and the development of a knowledge-based system . This work has
considered the problems of colour soft- and hard copy , and colour calibration
in relation to graphic design software for mapping (20). The development
of a knowledge-based system, to aid in colour selection for cartography and
DIP systems (38) and the use of colour charts in the context of soft- and
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hardcopy from micro-computers (37) have also bee n explored. Perceptual
colour spaces have been used for displaying remotely sensed imagery (39).
Another approach was designed to provide a means for selecting colours, to
help minimise the confusion between classes on classified imagery and for
thematic maps (40; 41; 42). CANVAS was devised to assist the user to
maximise the interpretability of the classified im ages. It was designed to be
both interactive and operational as part of the DIP software.

7. The Need for Solutions
The problems of designing maps in an electronic medium are many. These
have been exacerbated by the
rapid technological
developments
and
widespread access to software which can be used to design, create and generate
maps. These problems require research and solutions. More research into map
design in an electronic medium is needed. Secondly , improvements in
cartographi c design facilities are needed in the future (17). Finally,
education is needed to help rai se awareness and to increase know ledge .
This will require new initiati ves on behalf of the ca rtographic commu nity to
undertake new programmes of research (43). It will also require coordi nation
with softw are and hardware developers. Education in the GIS and DIP
curriculum shou ld include compulsory treatm ent of cartography (both
traditional and computer-assisted) wi th special emphasis being placed upon the
treatment of map design and creati on in an electro nic medium . In the context
of colour, for example, this might include co nsideration of the use of colour
for on-screen interpretation, understanding human vision, the perception of
colour, colour display and hardcopy devices, and the theory and practical use
of colour description models.

8. Map Design Education
Ed ucation is recognised as a major component of map design for the future
(1) . Whilst the development of operational online interactive approaches,
designed to assist in aspects of map design for the user of a DIP and GIS
system, are required e.g. similar to those developed and used for colour
selection, new approaches to raising cartograp hic awareness and education
are also required to provide the fundamental background know ledge and
understanding of cartography in an electronic medium.
In the co ntext of graphics software packages, so me rece nt work by the
author has involved the development of a map design resource package, and
a self-paced, computer-aided teaching package, using Apple's Hypercard,
for school-age pupils and undergraduate students. A range of both expensive
and low-cost graphics software is widely avai lable for nearly all computers
providing an ideal environment to explore map design for different age
groups.
Different levels of graphics software can be used to illustrate the cartographic
capabilities of each package. Such software provides many opportunities to
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explore and experiment with map design. These include the design and
creation of symbols and patterns. With the aid of structured exercises it is
possible to illustrate some of the key elements involved in map design,
including a significant 'hands-on' practical component. Some of the benefits
of using this software to teach elements of map
design are the ease of use, they permit extensive experimentation,
make use of IT, and can be used to overcome the fear of being upable to draw.
Other advantages are that they can be used to illustrate the advantages and
disadvantages of different software for cartography , and to enhance teaching.
As an introduction to map design the interactive Hypercard tutor can be used
to introduce and support the resource package. It can be used to introduce the
elements of map design and to provide a supporting framework.

9. Summary and Conclusions
Communication via a visual medium is by no means trivial. In the case of
map design in the electronic medium , knowledge about cartography, both
old and new , and training in the use and application of such knowledge
should necessarily be an integral part of both GIS and DIP courses and
programmes. The significance of this requirement is that both GIS and DIP
technologies are part of the new communication technology, namely
Information Technology (IT) , and they will find increasing use in the future.
Maps form the main output from such systems, and are therefore the primary
means of communicating spatial information to the end user.
However, a conflict currently exists between the freedom now available to
access relatively sophisticated software and hardware technology , available
to almost anyone, to enable them to communicate via the visual medium
(hardcopy or softcopy), and the hidden complexity required to be able to
communicate with that medium. This requires solution.
In the future more care needs to be taken to ensure that people who are
trained to use GIS and DIP systems go a step beyond just being able to create,
display and print out information in the visual form of a map. They must be
made aware of the importance of communication via the map, they must be
taught to think about the information they are trying to communicate, to
consider the medium(s) and tools at their disposal , be aware of the past and
present research , the complications involved, and the solutions. To do this
they must have education , knowl edge , understanding, training, practice, and
experience . The freedom to be creative and innovative, whilst extremely
valuable, must not be allowed to take precedence over a requirement for
fundamental knowledge and an understanding of the principles and
techniques developed through cartographic research. Beyond this , closer ties
must also be established between cartographers, software and hardware
specialists, and the GIS community to stimulate the required research
resulting in the implementation of operational and interactive solutions.
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The knowledge, experience, and practice of cartographers is vital in order to
help overcome the current problems facing the design of soft- and hardcopy
maps in an electronic medium. New initiatives from cartographers are
therefore needed. Wherefore Art Thou Cartographer? Your GIS Needs You!
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Cartographic treatment of topographical relief with "CAD"
systems
P. Yoeli (Tel-Aviv, IL)

Cartographic depictions of topographical relief are,in principle, the
result of three basic activities.
a, The aquisition of three-dimensional data
b, The processing of this data in accordance with
certain geometric and graphic rules
c, The fair drawing and,if neccesary,the reproduction
of the result
Computer-Aid ed-Design options-also called CAD systems-can be used to
assist in these activities.These systems were primarily developed for
engineering and architectural applications and the potential user can
choose today from a wide range of high-quality commercial packages. With
relatively little effort they can be tailored to be used for the editing
and drawing of cartographic products of all kind .The examples presented
in this paper deal with three-dimensional cartographic depictions of
topographical relief.They were produced,together with in-house developed
software,by use of "autoCAD",one of the more popular "CAD" systems.
In contrast to Engineers and Architects ,who could apply CAD
options to all stages of their design work,topographical cartographers,
like many other users of CAd systems,were confined in their exploit of
CAD assistance to the fair drawing stage only.To overcome this limitation special programming languages were developed for CAD packages,
enabling the user to program the system ,adding thereby additional
analytical power to CAD.For autoCAD an implementation of the LISP lanuage,called "autoLlSP",has been embedded within the autoCAD package.
AutoLiSP allows users and autoCAD developers to write macro
programs and functions in this very powerful high level language,that is well
suited for graphic (and cartographic) applications.It opens the way to a full
integration of autoCAD drawing and editing options with not only the fair
drawing stage,but also with the data aquisition stage and the computer
assisted processing of the data into various forms of cartographic relief
depictions. As explained further on,it is e.g. the introduction of a relatively
simple autoLiSP program which enables the cartographic exploitation of
the three-dimensional options of autoCAD.
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THE AQUISITION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DATA
The most convenient input of height data for the computer
executed solution of cartographic and cartometric problems of threedimensional character are matrices of height points,called "DTM",in the
form of dense regular grids. They may originate from various sourcesthe most reliable being the direct survey of such point arrangements by
either terrestrial or aerophotogrammetric surveying methods.Another
widely used origin,although of reduced qualitY,are height contours of
existing topographical maps.These can be used as input for a computer
executed interpolation of a DTM.They can either be digitised with a
digitizer,resulting directly in a sequential vector file of digital contours,or scanned with an optical scanner.The primary result of the scanning process is a raster file which must consequently be converted by
software into a vector file. For both the digitising and the scanning
method the problem of the missing third dimension must be solved .ln the
case of digitising the height of the contours is typed into the file
during the digitising process. For the raster file of an optical scanner
the problem is more difficult.For part of the illustrations of this article
we used a DTM computed from topographical contours scanned by a
scanner and converted by software into a "DXF" file as requested for the
import of external files into autoCAD (see fig 1).Once inside autoCAD
by command "dxfin",the scanned and converted contours become "entities"
of an autoCAD drawing i.e. they can be edited by autoCAD commands.This
signifies for our case that the missing elevations can be added to the
contours.AutoCAD distinguishes between "line" entities which are just
the connection of two points,and "pline" entities which are polygons,but
are also treated by autoCAD as just one entity. Our raster to vector conversion program takes care to convert the rastered contours into "plines".
To add an elevation to a contour inside autoCAD it iS,therefore,
enough to touch the contour line on the monitor screen with the
cursor at just one pOint,to type the required elevation,and autoCAD
automatically adds the third dimension to every point of the contour
polygon. It is our experience,that this is a most convenient and fast way
to turn a two-dimensional contour file into a three-dimensional one.
Once edited in autoCAD the contour drawing is exported,again as a
"DXF" file,by the command "dxfout".As this file contains much more
information than needed for a plain digital contour file this "DXF"
file is processed by a program which extracts the sequential,now spatial,
coordinates of the contours only. It is this extracted file,which consequently serves as input for a computer executed superimposition
of a regular grid of points whose heights are derived from the heights
of the digital contours.This is done by a program whose methodology
was described in my article "Computer executed production of a regular
grid of height pOints from digital contours" (see bibliography).
Fig .1 shows the methodological flowline of the creation process of a
DTM from topographical contours with the assistance of an optical
scanner,a raster to vector conversion program,autoCAD and appropriate,
in-house developed,software.
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Fig.1
The creation of a DTM from existing topographical contours

After a DTM is created it can be imported into autoCAD using a relatively simple autoLiSP program (named "DTMIN .LSP" -written in-house) .The
way the DTM is imported enables autoCAD to recognise it as a "3DMESH"
or an arrangement of "3DFACES" and to treat it with autoCAD command s.
In order to discuss the various options for which a DTM can be used,
either inside autoCAD or outside it,there follows a list of methods
applied for the cartographic depictions of topographical relief.These
can be divided into orthogonal and oblique presentations.
They are:
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Orthogonal Depictions
a,Horizontal contours
b,Hilishading
c,Shadowed contours
d,Oblique contours (Kitiro Tanaka method)
e,Hachures
Oblique Depictions
a,Perspective contours
b,Perspective "fishnets" ("Blockdiagrams")
c,Perspective hillshading

Oblique depictions have the visual advantage,that beside their direct
three-dimensional impact,they enable to show arrays of profiles of
the earth surface.If these are depicted in a criss-cross fashion they
form what may be called a three-dimensional "fishnet" spread over the
relief.
Once a DTM is imported into autoCAD,there iS,in principle,no obstacle
to program both the orthogonal and the oblique depiction methods in the
autoLiSP language and compute them inside autoCAD.For hillshading and
perspective depictions this has,in fact,become superflous as they are
in-built options of present day autoCAD.Any method not provided for can
also be programmed outside autoCAD in any language and its resulting plotfile be converted into a DXF file for insertion into autoCAD for further
graphic treatment,if desired .The little contour maps in the center of
fig .2 and fig .3 were computed by an in-house developed contouring proprogram using as input a suitable DTM.The program takes care to record
on the resulting plotfiles the heights of the contours ,although they are
not needed for a two-dimensional drawing .To import this file into autocad it was converted by a conversion program (also in-house developed)
into a DXF file .
As mentioned before,very powerful options of perspective depictions of
three dimensional objects have been provided for in autoCAD (beginning
from version 10).The perspective presentations of the contours surrounding the orthogonal contour maps in fig .2 were produced inside autoCAD.
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Fig.3 shows axonometric "fishnets" from various viewing directions created
by autoCAD using the command "vpoints". Contrary to the perspective contour depictions of fig .2,autoCAD did not draw in fig .3 the lines hidden
from sight.The hidden parts of the contour lines in fig.3 were not recogised as such by autoCAD.lt regarded the body presented by the contours
as transparent.
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HILLSHADING WITH autoCAD AND autoSHADE
Three dimensional bodies created in or imported into autoCAD can be depicted in the form of illuminated and shadowed images. This is done in conjunction with an additional software package named autoSHADE.Up to autoCAD version 11 ,this was a separate modul.ln the latest version of autoCAD
-version 12-it has become an integral part of autoCAD.
The methodology of autoCAD together with autoS HADE simulates the
activity of a professional photographer.To produce a good photo the photographer illuminates his model with one or several projectors and chooses the
best position for the camera and its inclination .He may "shoot" various
light and camera combinations on one film.He then developes this film
in his laboratory and makes positiv copies in various sizes,"cutouts"
and "blowups".ln the end he puts the image or images into frames or
albums. This is exactly what autoCAD together with autoHADE are doing.
The "photography" is done in autoCAD.Using the command "lights" any
number of light sources with either parallel light rays or rays eminating from
one pOint,or both,can be placed in space in and/or around the model.
Also the light intensity can be regulated .As the shading algorithm requires ,that the body to be shaded consists of "3DFACES",i.e an arrangement
of closed area facets ,only the "fishnet" depiction of a topographical
surface can thus be shaded.
After the lights have been chosen the spatial coordinates of the camera
and its angle of inclination are requested by the command "camera" .When
both the lights and the camera have been positioned,the command "scene"
asks for the desired combinatioD of lights and camera.This is the analogy
to the individual snapshot of an entire film .The "Lights,the "Camera" and
the "Scene" appear on the screen as icons.Finally the command "filmroll"
stores the entire information on a file with the extension "FLM".The analogy is complete .
~ LIGHTl
l i g JU

~ ]I'till

i nttil'nSity

LlGH'l'2
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lig lU
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Fig.4
Fig.4 shows the screen Image of a '1Tshnet~ surrounded by the light and
camera icons and the "scene" in the form of a "clapper".
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Unce the film roll is ready it is inserted into autoSHADE.To mention
again the earlier analogy,autoSHADE is the "laboratory" where the film is
"developed". Except for the light positions all other parameters of the
image can now be adjusted,including the position of the camera in space.
This is very much like the choice of the developer,and the photographic
paper and the inclination of the table of an optical rectifier in photogrammetry.The processed image can then be seen on the screen as a raster
image and may be saved as as a "TIFF",file .This can consequently be
printed by an appropriate Laserprinter or Electrostatic printer.
Version 12 of autoCAD has added the option to save the image also as a
"Postscript" file.
In addition to the shadow depiction,autoSHADE can also "render" the image.
This means,that for topographical relief there is the option to treat
the surface with colours and textural properties such as vegetation ,
sand dunes,glaciers etc.This aspect of autoSHADE is beyond the scope
of this paper but may open an interesting field for cartographic experimentation.Fig .5 shows the same terrain as in fig .3 anf fig .4 but in
shaded fashion .As autoS HADE offers the option to activate an "obscuration"
algorithm,hidden parts of the terrain are not shown .
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THE COMBINATION OF RASTER IMAGES WITH VECTOR DRAWINGS
The possibility to insert outside graphic images into autoCAD via a
conversion into a DXF format opens the way for various interesting
cartographic applications especially since the incoorporation of
autoSHADE into autoCAD ver.12 .As an example,hillshading can be
combined with the same contours which served as the source for the
interpolation of the DTM used as the 3Dmesh for oblique shading.
Fig .6 presents a hillshading of the same relief as in fig .3,4 and 5.

Fig .6.
Combination of hillshading wiih coniours
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INTERACTIVE CARTOMETRIC OPERATIONS WITH autoCAD
The insertion of a DTM into autoCAD (with the autoLiSP program
DTMIN .LSP) covers the screen of the monitor with a regular grid of points in
space. The cursor of autoCAD can be given the form of a "pickbox",a little
square whose size can be determined by the user. Whenever the
coordinates of any point on the screen are requested (by clicking on the
"mouse"), autoCAD can be instructed to choose the coordinates of a point
situated inside the pickbox.Depending on the density of the DTM and the
size of "pickbox" there may be more than one point inside it.ln this case
autoCAD chooses the point nearest to the center of the box.Provided that
the size of the pickbox is at least the size of one facet of the DTM,
a x,y,z triplet of coordinates can be picked on any place on the screen.
Fig.? shows the crosshairs of the cursor with the pickbox on the background of the DTM grid.
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"Picking" heights on the monitor

AutoCAD works with "layers" like a cartographic draughts man with transparent overlays.Assuming ,that the DTM grid has been inserted on one
layer and the contours of the same area on another layer-possibly in
a different colour-,the two layers can be seen combined on the screen.
The user is then able to travel with his cursor on the surface of the
terrain as depicted on the screen. Hill up - hill down!
This is the ideal situation for autoLiSP to come into action.Cartometric endevours of every kind can be programmed,enabling interactive computations such as intervisibility,volume computations ,slope analysis,
drawing of profiles etc.
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In conclusion it can be said ,that CAD systems have become an useful
tool in the development of modern cartography .It iS,however,important,
that they should be applied by an efficient methodology,based on specific
professional know-how and with the ability to develop,if needed ,in-house
software. In this case relatively low budgets are enough to enjoy the
thrill and pleasure of highly sophisticated computer assistance.
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Line simplification in three dimensions
B.E . Smith (Huntsville, Alabama, USA)

Abstract:
Historically, one of the most researched operations in
the automated generalization process has been line
simplification.
As a result, numerous algorithms have been
developed in this area. These algorithms are designed to
eliminate vertices determined not to be critical to the
portrayal of the line at a specified scale.
In general, the
line is to be portrayed in two dimensional space;
therefore, vertices can be eliminated without any regard to
their elevation or Z-value. However, for certain
applications it can be important to retain vertices because
they contain important information about the elevation of
the line. For these applications, a standard twodimensional line simplification algorithm is insufficient.
It is the purpose of this paper to introduce an
algorithm designed to identify points on a line that are
critical to maintaining the elevation profile of that line.
Elevation processing performed by this algorithm is
currently working in a map production system.
In this
system, elevation processing is performed as an optional
post process to line simplification. The map producer
controls whether the algorithm will be performed and what
input tolerance values to use.
In this system twodimensional line simplification is performed first.
Then
the original and simplified line serve as input to the
algorithm which determines whether the elevation profile has
been maintained to the degree specifed by the input
tolerance. The algorithm in turn selects additional
critical points as needed. These points are critical
because of their elevation value and will be used to shape
the elevation profile of the simplified line.
Introduction:
Line simplification algorithms are designed to reduce
the number of points needed to portray the line and
eliminate unwanted detail. They are used in map production
systems where the data has been over collected or a change
in scale is required . Algorithms such as the one defined by
Douglas and Peucker 1 determine critical points on a line
through distance measurements in two-dimensional (2-D)
space. Critical points (xy-critical) are those points
critical to portrayal of the line in 2-D.
Figure la shows
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a simple example of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm applied
to a portion of a line. Points P r , P s ' and P u are
determined to be not critical to portrayal of the line in
two dimensions. This is due to that fact that their
perpendicular distances to the corresponding baselines do
not exceed a distance tolerance. Points Pt' Pt, and Pk are
identified as critical points by the algor~thm.
y

Pt
Pr

---------Original line
Simplified line

pi
Pk

x
Figure la

Elevation
(Z)

Pr

------- Original line
- - - - Simplified line
Pu

Ps

pk
Pt
pi
Distance-

traversed along
original line

Figure lb

Because algorithms like this do not consider the
elevation (or Z-coordinate) value, points which define
critical elevations are not explicitly retained.
This
results in a loss of elevation information which could be
crucial to some process succeeding line simplification. For
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example the simplification of geomorphic features could
result in a loss of elevation values that would have been
used later by a contour generation process.
Consider the line given in Figure 1a again. Figure 1b
shows the elevation profile of the original and simplified
line. Note that the elevation of the line versus the
distance traversed along the original line in the xy-plane
is plotted. The elevation profile of the simplified line
shows the effects of retaining the Z-values of the xycritical points only.
It is clear that a lot of
information about the elevation of .- this line, such as its
maximum elevation, has been lost due to simplification.
If it is important for the line simplification algorithm to
maintain critical points based on elevation, then the
simplified line produced by the above algorithm is
insufficient. Additional processing should be done to
ensure that points critical to the elevation profile of the
line (Z -critical) are retained. An algorithm that selects
z-critical points and uses them to shape the elevation
profile of the simplified line follows.
Methodology

Consider the original and simplified line in Figure 1a
with endpoints Pi and Pk and intermediate points P r , P s , Pt,
and P u • It is to be determined whether any of these
intermediate points are critical to the elevation profile of
the line. Let Zr' ZS' Zt, and Zu represent the elevation
values of these points.
The algorithm starts by first drawing a baseline
between the first and last points of the line in the plane
of Figure lb. This baseline shows the elevation profile of
a simplified line if only the elevation values of the first
and last points were retained. This baseline is of constant
slope and its length in the xy plane is equal to that of the
original line . This is shown in Figure 2.
All the intermediate points are projected to the
baseline in the following manner. Let Zr' represent the
elevation of point P r projected onto the baseline (see
Figure 2). The formula for calculating Zr' is given in
Equation 1. Zi and Zk represents the elevation of the line

(1 )

at points Pi and Pk. The val ues dir and dik represents the
distance traversed along the original line from points Pi to
P r and Pi to Pk respectively. The Z-error that is
introduced by not retaining point P r is given by Equation 2
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(See Figure 2).

The Z-error is calculated in a similar

manner for all other intermediate points and the maximum Zerror value stored. At this point an elevation or Ztolerance is introduced which is similar to the distance
tolerance employed in the Douglas-Peucker algorithm. The Ztolerance defines a threshold as to whether a point's
elevation deviates from the current baseline more than an
acceptable amount.
If the maximum Z-error of the
intermediate points does not exceed the Z-tolerance, then
none of the intermediate points are critical (z-critical) to
the elevation profile. Otherwise, the point defining the
maximum Z-error is retained. The algorithm is recursively
applied to consecutive Z-critical points until no more
points are specified to be retained. The effect of
retaining point P r in the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
Two new baselines are generated: one between points Pi
and P r , the other between points P r and Pk' Note there are
no intermediate points between Pi and Pr' The Z-error is
recalculated for points P s ' Pt, and P u with the new baseline
defined by P r and Pk' This is shown in Figure 3.
If the
maximum Z-error for these points does not exceed the Ztolerance, no more Z-critical points are retained and the
algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm continues by
retaining the point corresponding to the maximum Z-error and
recursively considering two new baselines. The algorithm
terminates when all baselines have been considered and no
more intermediate points with a Z-error that exceeds the Ztolerance are found. As a result of performing this
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algorithm, a list of points critical to maintaining the
elevation profile of the line is generated.
After the Z-critical points have been selected, they
could be used as control points to the 2-D line
.
simplification algorithm.
In other' words, they could be
used to control in some manner the selection of xy-critical
points. Or they could be used along with the xy-critical
points generated by a 2-D line simplification algorithm to
specify the simplified line.
If this is done it is possible
that more points will be retained than would have been
retained by just performing a 2-D algorithm. Therefore, the
simplified line could contain more detail than is desired
for portrayal in two dimensions.
At this time a method will be introduced that maintains
both the two dimensional and the elevation portrayal of the
line to the degree specified. This can be done in the
following manner. First 2-D line simplification is used to
identify points critical to portrayal in two dimensions.
These points will define the simplified line in 2- D. The
above Z-retention algorithm is employed between each
consecutive pairs of points on the simplified line to define
Z- critical points. These points contain the Z-values that
will be used to shape the elevation profile of the line.
Points are inserted along a straight line on the 2-D
simplified line that contain elevation values corresponding
to the Z-critical points.
In other words the z-critical
points are projected to the simplified line in the 2-D
plane. To better understand this again, consider the line
given in figure 1 again. Points Pi , Pt, and Pk are
identified to be retained for 2-D portrayal and Pr retained
for elevation port r ayal. P r can be projected to t he
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simplified line in the 2- D plane so that the two dimensional
portrayal of the simplified line has not changed. First a
projection parameter tr is calculated by computing the
distance from Pi to P r (dir) and from Pi to Pk (dik)
along
the simplified line and taking the ratio (see Equation 3).
Using the projection parameter the new coordinates of P r
(3 )

Equations 4,5, and 6 are used to

can be calculated.

x; - X i + t,
Y, - Yi + t,

X

X

(Xk - X,)

(Yk

z: - z,

-

Y,)

(4)
(5)

(6)

calculate these values. Note that the Z-coordinate value
does not change. Note also that this projection preserves
order. The sequence of points along the simplified line
matches the sequence on the original line. This portion of
the simplified line is now comprised of points Pi, P r ', Pt,
and Pk (See Figure 4a). The portrayal of simplified line in
two-dimensional space has not been altered because ' of the Zretention, but the elevation has (see Figure 4b).
It should be explained why the above method of
performing the projection is recommended over the more
straightforward perpendicular projection. Consider the line
given in Figure 4a but where the elevation profile is such
that Zi > Zr > Zs > Zt .
If points Pi and Pt were retained
y

Pt
Pr

- - - - Original line
'Simplified line

;J

/ pr'Ps
pi

/

Pu
Pk

x
Figure 4a
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by the 2-D algorithm and points P r and P s retained by the Zretention algorithm then it is clear a perpendicular
projection would produce a simplified line where the point
ordering is Pi, Ps', P r ', and Pt. For this ordering the
elevation profile has been modified to Zi > Zs < Zr > Zt.
The elevation of the line no longer changes monotonically.
The order preserving projection produces a line Pi, P r ",
Ps", and Pt where the elevation profile has not been
modified. The simplified line remains monotonic.
Conclusion;
Most line simplification algorithms are designed to
keep points critical to maintaining the portrayal of the
line in two dimensions. Therefore, points are deleted
without any regard to their elevation or Z-value.
This
could be detrimental in a map production system where a
process that follows line simplification is dependent on the
elevation of the features. An algorithm to identify the Zcritical points on the line was presented . These points can
be used as control points to a 2-D line simplification where
the Z- critical points control in some manner the selection
of xy-critical points.
If it is desirable to not modify the
simplified portrayal in two dimensions, the Z-retention
algorithm can be executed as a post process to line
simplification where the Z-critical points are projected to
the 2-D simplified line in the manner described. This
implementation has currently been employed in a map
production system and also a commercial product where the Zretention algorithm is optional.
It is clear that as line simplification becomes part of
the generalization process in different automated map
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production systems, factors other than just the xy-positions
of the points on the lines become important. Therefore, the
algorithms need to become flexible enough to consider these
different factors when appropriate. The elevation of the
line is just one additional factor which should be
considered.
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Construction of basic information systems in Republic
Slovenia
B. Lipej (Ljubljana, SLO)

INTRODUCTION
Republic Slovenia li es o n traffic , eco no mi c, and politica ll y impo rtan t crossroads in the cen tral
part of E urope and thu s w ith th e atta inm e nt of independe nce new co nditi ons have been
formed fo r its eve n more successful development. This area, w hi c h has in the past already
been one of the E uropean ce nte rs o f fl ow of goods, se rvices, cap it al, people, inte res ts and
inform atio n, is beein g shaped by appropriate po li cy of eco no m y and of soc ial nature into an
area of ope n boarders and eve n broader inte rreg io nal coo peration. By c hanges on va ri o us
fie ld s of soc ial life thi s tin y state is do ing its best to jo in up-to date trend s of E uro pean
integrat ion and to adapt to E uropean stand ards. The eco no my deve lopment rate, market
orie ntati on and free ente rpri se ha ve ope ned new poss ibilities for materi ali zat io n of
develop me nta l strateg ies.
Und oubted ly, the g rea t process o f changes inc lu des also all w ith space co nn ec ted sc iences,
branches and ac ti viti es. The need for acc urate and rationa l method s of wo rk and tec hniques
demand s access ibl e and maint ained databases and inform ati o n. The expansion of the Ll SIG IS
(land inform atio n syste m s I geographical in fo rm at ion sys tem s) co ncep ts and techno log ies and
numerou s practical applications of th e latte r in E urope and the res t of th e wo rld have late ly
spllITed also in Slovenia a readine ss and need to see k possibilities for g rea ter mutual
co nnecti vity o f related branches. Thus new approac hes are dea lt w ith in sc ie nce and researc h
c ircles, state ad mini stration , loca l se lf-gove rnin g, sectors, eco no my and in o th er fi e lds. First
database pilot stu d ies are bee in g desig ned and proposa ls for standard iza ti o n of in put-o utput
so luti ons are bee in g prepa red. In th e prese nt phase o f deve lopm ent to ac hi eve fa ste r the set
goa ls we lack above all kn ow ledge and too ls to be ab le to process th e prepared data in a
qualitative m ann er and to make bes t use of th eir versa tilit y.

SURVEY I NG GROUNDWORK
S urvey in g as a sc ie nce <Hid a branc h is e ngaged in pos iti o nin g of objec ts e.g. in defining
acc urate location s fo r natural and built up ele me nt s of the ea rth' s surface and in presenting th e
latte r in vario us form s and o n various med ia. Th e sur vey in g gro und wo rk w ith so urce and
basic data about space is the basis fo r a co nstru cti on of informati o n sys tems on o ther fields to
be used In project-making, managIng and decision -m aki ng. The state with a bit more than two
2

milli on km of surface and hard ly 2 milli o n inhabitants disposes o f a compreh ensive fund of
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versatil e survey ing gro undwork , mainl y still run and maintained in c lass ica l forms. Thus
6

who le S loven ia is sys te mati call y covered w ith basic topographi c maps o n 1: 5 000, in
intensive areas e .g . on I: 10 000 in less intensive ones, with to pographi ca l maps on 1: 25 0 000
and 1:50 000, and general maps on 1:250 000, 1:400 000, 1:750 000, I : I 000 000,
I: I 500 000, and 1:2 000 000 sca les . For individual more intensive areas a lso bas ic
topographic maps on larger sca les as I :500, I : I 000, and 1: 2500 are made. Fo r the who le
territory of Slove ni a aerial survey in black-white tec hnique in a 3 year cycle is carried out and
contact prints o n I: 17 500 scale are elaborated . [n a di g ital form there are maintained: terrain
data (dig ital relief mode l I OOx I 00 m), territorial divi sio ns of space (ROTE - Reg ister of
Territorial Units and EH IS - Ev idence o f Hou se N umbers), and partly also points of geodetic
network (for th e tim e bee ing above all the planimetric o nes, the altimet ric o nes are in the
phase of beeing co nst ruc ted) , and at prese nt still in a very small ex te nt land cadastra l maps o n
I : I 000, 1:2 000 and 1:2500 sca les. These are also the mos t impo rtant so urces for d ata
capture for co nve rsio n from c lass ical to di g ital form, and fo r later use in adequate information
systems. The peri od o f e laborati o n of so le ly c las sica l maps, c harts, tabl es and li sts of d ata has
bee n throug ho ut the wo rld in th e last decades in a phase of inte nsive tec hni ca l restru cte ring.
The developm ent of hardw are a nd so ftware too ls, co ncepts, tec hno log ies and new knowledge
is thu s felt in o ur e nvironm e nt too. Within the fram e of the survey in g se rvi ce methodo log ical
and tec hnol og ica l so luti ons to set up and m aint ain basic di g ital ow nership (l and cadastre and
build ings cadastre), and to pographic databases are in th e phase of intens ive preparati o n.
These databases wi ll be the gro und wo rk fo r L1S s - above a ll for parce l o rie nted inform ati on
system s, various infrastru cture informati o n sys te ms and info rmati o n sys te ms of the
e nvironm e nt. From a broader aspect these survey ing databa ses will be used for G[Ss - above
all with subsys te ms o f th e topog raphi c database.

NATIONAL TOPOGRAPHIC DATABASE
The goa l o f activ ity within the topogra phi c definiti o ns o f space is the se t up and mainten ance
o f a mUltipurpose national topographic database w ith sub syste ms', w hi c h forms th e
preco nditi o n for a hi g h qualit y co nn ec ti o n o f data and info rm at io n o f othe r carrie rs e.g.
sec tors (ag ri c ulturers. fo res te rs. geo log ists, pedolog ists ... ). The manage r of the natio nal
to pographic databa se w ill be th e survey ing se rvice, whi c h o pe rates in an orga ni zed mann er on
the re public and the co mmun al leve l (afte r th e introd uc ti o n of th e new loca l self-govern in g on
loca l and reg io nal leve l). Th e databa se w ill be merged e.g. co rporated and co mposed of
topo log ica ll y o rgani zed g raphic and re lati o nal attributive databa se. Accordin g to ava il ab le
data, the c rea ti o n of a uniqu e topographi c databa se ca n not be realized since wo rld w ide
problems of an automated ge nera li zati on o f data e le men ts for th e tran siti o n to an opti onal
accuracy still remain to be so lved. [n additi on to thi s also th e cos t co mpo nent definitely
favors the se t up and ma inte nan ce o f databases on lesse r acc uracy leve l. For thi s reaso n
presumabl y three dat abase leve ls wi ll be defin ed, e .g. a loca l. reg ional. and nati onal one.
Th ey will be presented by the follow ing acc uracy thres ho ld s: 1:5 000 (e.g . I : 10 000) and
larger, 1: 25 000-1 :50 000 and 1:250 000 and small er. Th e system w ill e nab le th e lowest
poss ible topo log ical level of data SU·uctlires with the g reate st possibl e adaptabi lity for users.

The selectioning of topographic elements and their basic attributes to be included in the
database will de pend o n th e settl ed co mpro mi se among profess iona ll y arg um e nted
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sugges ti o ns and limited possibilities of fin anc ial rea li zatio n. Th e res ult will be an
interm edi ate so luti on amo ng id eal theoreticall y sc hemed subbases a nd fo resee n poss ibilities
of a prac ti cal reali zati o n o f the constructio n and above all its later maintenance. The g raphic
data will mainl y be captured by di giti zing (graphic tables, scanner), th e attributive o nes will
be obtained from data carriers.
All di g iti zed databases will be objec t-o ri ented and structured o n several leve ls as to the GIS
too ls demand s, database manage me nt sys te ms (DBMS - D ata Base Ma nage me nt System) and
user applica ti o ns.
S ub sys te ms to fo rm the topogra phi c database will pres um abl y be the fo ll ow in g :
- d ig ita l re li e f database with referra l sys tem
- vegetatio n di g ita l d atabase
- hyd rograph y di g ital database
- infrastru cture objec ts and dev ices d ig ital database
- buildings di g ital database
- spatial units e.g. space territo ri al di visions d ig it al database, and
- geographic names - topo nyms d ig it al database.

Digital relief database with a referral sys tem
2

Di g ital re lie f database with a refe'Tal sys tem is to co ntain :
- co nto ur lines fo r binding parts o f a re li ef (e .g . index and interm edi ate co nto ur lines ... ), and
- brak ing lines fo r no t bin d in g parts of a re li ef (e.g. for sharp edges: terraces, ridges, go rges;
fo r edges o f variable pi eces of land: rocks, wa ll s, sc rees, depress ions) as linear objects and
- altilllde he ig hts and so me mo re important points on geo morpho log ica l fo rm s (e.g. spot
he ig hts, co nca viti es: Ka rst caves, funn e l-s haped ho les) and
- po ints o f geode ti c netwo rk (pl anim e tri c and altim etri c o nes) as po int objec ts.
Amo ng re lie f attributes the re will be data of the so urce capture, sca le a nd capture tim e, he ight
above sea leve l co nto ur lin es e.g. po ints and oth er; among a ttri butes of th e po ints o f geode ti c
ne tworks th ere will be data on the kin d of a po int a nd the he ig ht above the sea level data.

Vegeta tion digital da ta base
The vege tati o n d ig it al database is to co ntain po int objec ts suc h as s in g le trees and areal
objec ts such as wood s (fo li aceus trees, co ni fe rs, mi xed), park s, c uts th ro ug h th e woods,
surfaces in affores tatio n and fie lds, orc hard s, vin eyard s, hop fie lds, meadows a nd o th er land .
Among o th ers the attri butes will define so,il usage nam e, its code and k in d.

Hydrogra ph y di gital da ta base
Hydrog raph y di g it al database is to co nt ain hydrog raphic obj ects, whi ch are l :
- point (e.g. water sprin gs, th erm al sprin gs, Karst swa ll ow- hall s)
- linear (e .g . coas t, pe rm anent ri vers, ri vers with no t pe rmane nt wate r, canal, d itc h, waterfa ll ),
and
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- area l ( e.g. : lake. pond. moor).
Amo ng the attributes th ere will be data o n the type of a river. divi sio n segme nts and alike .

Infrastructure objects and devices digital data base
The infrastructure objects and de vices di g ital da tabase will defin e o bjec ts within !:
- e ne rgy infrastruc ture (elec tricity. gas. hot water. heat and product suppl y)
- commun al infras truc ture (wa terwo rk s. sewage sys tem. public li g htnin g. se mapho ri sa ti o n.
public surfaces. waste di sposal s. explo it ati o n of natural resources)
- traffi c infras truc ture (roads. railro ads. cable-ways. air transport. water tran spo rt). and
- teleco mmunicatio n infrastructure (pos t. rad io and telev isio n).
T he attributes of numero us objec ts. prese nted in a point. lin ear or area l manne r w ill co ntain
data abo ut the manager e .g . maintainer of the objec t. code. nam e and kind of the objec t.
heig hts .. .

Buildings digital database
Bui ldin gs di g ita l database will co ntain areal objec ts suc h as d we llin g bu il d ings (d we lling
ho uses. dwelling blocks. sky- scrapers. weekend cottages .. .) and business buildings (also
industria l objects. electri c work s. sport hall s .. .). farm buildings (hey-sheds. barns. co rn -sheds
.. .) and o th er buildings. Th e attributes w ill be the kind of a bui lding. its code ...
Spatial units digital database
The spatial units di g it al database e.g. territori al di visio ns of space database will co ntain areal
objec ts - territo ri al units like census circle. stati sti cal circle. settleme nt. cadastral commun e.
local community. community. po ll . reg ister di stri c t and data o n ho use num be rs and stree ts.
Th e attributes will defin e the code. the name of th e objec t. coo rdin ates of ce ntro ids. so urce
data. date of fo rm ati o n and c hange.
G eog r a phic names digital database
Th e geographic nam es - topo nyms di g it al database will co ntain attri but ive records of names
of places (settl eme nts. cities .. .). hid ro nyms (wa ters. lakes. seas ... ), oro ny ms (mo unt ains,
vall eys, passes ... ) and horo nyms (commun es, co mmuniti es, reg ions ... ), coo rdin ates of bas ic
po ints of a name.

For a detail ed level of the topographi c database an objec t catalog is in th e fin al ph ase 5 [t is
elaborated on th e basis of basic topograph ic maps o n 1:5000 scales (e.g. I : 10000 wit h the
fo ll o wing definiti o n of contents: gro up. name. definiti o n, to po logy and models fo r data
capture. storage. di splay and data exc hange. Th e objec t catalogs fo r th e co ntents of o th er two
levels (th e reg io nal and th e nati onal o ne ) are to be e labo rated in th e nex t phase.
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CARTOGRAPHIC DATA BAS E
Cartographic data mode ls are to proceed from the topographic database and will serve for
analog maps e laboratio n. Fo r the tim e be ing th e offi c ial cartog raph y is still no t pre paring
methodo log ical starting- po ints ne ith er as de ri va ti o n fro m topog raphi c base nor as a direc t
co nstruc ti o n fro m c lass ic cartog raphi c mate ri als. Th e cartogra phi c d ata mode ls w ill co ntain
(as to the sca le o f the prese ntatio n and th e co rrespo nd in g sig ns key) topographi c obj ec ts to be
presented by cartographi c sig ns a nd obtain ed o n th e bas is of cartogra phi c ge ne rali zati on. The
math emati ca l ge ne rali zati o n o f a ca rtogra phi c data mode l can no t prov id e an adequ ate
e le me nts prese nt ati o n to be see n o n sc ree n o r paper, th erefore th e ca rtographi c ge nera li zation
still has to be perform ed (s implificati o n, m ag nifi ca ti o n, shiftings, se lec ti o n, gro uping ... of
these e le me nts).
The co nte nts o f cartog raphic data mode ls w ill be de fin ed in sig ns cata logs for individu al
sca les of maps and pl ans.

INTERNATIO NAL DATABA SE CO NN ECTIO NS
[n add iti on to ensurin g mutu al co nn ec ti vit y o f survey in g and o th er inform ati o n sys tems in
Sloveni a (agri c ulturers, fo res ters, pl aners, enviro nm entalists ... ) a lso co nnec ti o ns w ith
E uro pea n e nviro nm ent has to be e nsured like w ith CERCO fo r th e offic ia l state cartograph y,
w ith MEGR[ N for info rmati on ne twork s, w ith CO R[ N for enviro nm ent and oth ers, and take
into co nsid eratio n also the ir reco mm e nd ati o ns and adopted stand ards.

CO NC LUS IO N
Due to th e fa ct th at th e set up and ma intenance of survey ing databases (cad as tra l and
topographi c o nes) form s th e greatest e ffo rt a nd ex pense (70-9090 by so me es tim ates) at the se t
up o f LlS/G [S, th e dec isive e leme nt fo r furth e r li se is a good c rea ti o n and sta nda rd iza tio n of
c hose n co ntents. Survey ing da ta are the starting-po int for all ac ti viti es ca n·iers and
inform ati o n, bound to loca ti on de finiti ons in space. Till th ese bas ic data are no t standardi zed
and prepared in di g ital form so lo ng indi vid ua l use rs are forced to see k parti al so luti o ns to be
abl e to use th e ir data in th e ir ow n info rm ati o n sys tem s.
As fa r as so lut io ns and res ult s are co nce rned, th e sur vey in g branc h is a bit be hind the
simultaneo us and ho moge neo ll s deve lop me nt in oth ers, o n survey ing depe nd e nt fi e ld s. We
are aware of the fac t th at muc h profess io nal and above all fin anc ial manageri al effort has to
be put into th ese tasks.
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Traffic intensity maps.
H.F. Kern, H. Morhard (Karlsruhe and Stuttgart, D)

1. Present Situation
Every five years there is a traffic census in each country of the European Community. The
last censuses took place in 1980, 1985 and 1990. At present preparations for the next census
in 1995 are in progress. Due to the special situation in Germany ~ the traffic data of the former
GDR are not comparable - a smaller extra census will be done in 1993 in which only some of
the German states will participate.
The counting points are in those sections of federal, state- and districtroads where a highly
constant traffic intensity can be exspected. On several days from april to june 1990 the traffic in
Baden-WOrttemberg , for example, was counted at about 5000 counting locations by 10000
persons. The traffic participants have been divided into 10 different classes. The average daily
traffic intensity of the traffic participants (cars and lorries) is the 24 hours annual mean
calculated on the basis of the counting results .
The Bundesanstalt fOr StraBenwesen in Bergisch Gladbach collects and evaluates the data.
The statistical preparation is provided by IngenieurbOro Heusch-Boesefeld in Aachen . The
results of the countrywide traffic censuses give insight, for instance , into the regional traffic
structure and are important measures for the construction of new roads and for the extension of
already existing ones as well as for matters of traffic security and traffic guidance.
The automatic counting equipment is also of great importance. It is installed at about 90 offtown road sections in Baden-WOrttemberg delivering data on a 24 hours per day allover the
year basis. Besides there are project related countings in towns and communities.
All of these traffic data have to be presented cartographically in general as well as in detailed
maps of varying scales.

2. Cartographic Presentation of Traffic Intensity
2.1 Maps of Federal Authorities
Commissioned by the Ministry of Traffic the Bundesanstalt fOr Verkehr publishes among
others the traffic intensity maps of motor highways. It depicts , in a scale of 1 :750 000, the
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automatic long term counting places and their average daily traffic intensity in the form of
proportional bands. The map is generated by means of a plotter (fig. 1). For the year of 1990
the Ministry of Traffic has published a map depicting motor highways and federal roads as well
and showing the "new" states for the first time. This map has been produced manually adopting
a quite unconventional classification scheme (fig. 2).

2.2 Maps of the federal states
In accordance with federative competences each federal state publishes its own traffic
intensity maps after having gained the results from the central data procession. The road
construction authorities are meant to design these maps following uniform principles, but in fact
the published results are of a quite different quality and legibility.
The very detailed federal state maps, with scales between 1 :100 000 and 1 : 250 000 are
mainly produced manually with conventional techniques (fig. 3).
Maps using computer aided cartography have been produced in Bavaria (fig. 4) and Hassia
(fig. 5). The graphical design of the Hassian traffic intensity map for the year of 1990 has been
fundamentally changed and its legibility has been improved using the GIS known in Germany
as the ALK-GIAP from AED, Bonn.

3. Preparatory Work for Computer Aided Production of Traffic Intensity Maps in BadenWOrttemberg

3.1 Maps of the Automatic Traffic Counting
With methods of computer aided cartography maps in the scale of 1 :500 000 showing the
results of the automatic traffic counting have been produced successfully in BadenWOrttemberg between 1983 and 1991 (fig . 6; Kern, 1986; Kern, Morhard 1986; Kern, Morhard
1987). In 1992 the Landesamt fOr StraBenwesen Baden-WOrttemberg decided to return to a
conventional manual production procedure, since the current revision and the introduction of a
mostly interactive data processing solution appeared to be too expensive.

3.2 The Combination of the Traffic Data Bank with the Results of the Traffic Census
It stood to reason to process the digital available traffic data by means of computer aided
cartography because in Baden-WOrttemberg the traffic data bank already contained the latest
geometrical data, road numbers, counting positions and a range of other information.
Among the main advantages of such a solution are a display screen presentation
independent from the scale, the production of coloured preview plots, the combination with
other statistical data as well as a digital map production with a constant quality of the map
originals and, later on, simplified map revision possibilities.
In their final theses Schreiner (1986), Schulz (1989, fig. 7) and Erhart (1992, fig. 8) worked
out solutions for a computer aided map production in cooperation with one of the authors .
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4. Results
4.1 Partial Automated Solutions
The first computer aided maps have been plotted by means of a pen plotter or have been
engraved on a flatbed plotter with a production time of up to 10 hours. Afterwards the
engravings had to be provided with a match punching . As the engraved texts failed to meet the
cartographical quality standards the lettering had to be done and to be mounted manually. That
was followed by the photographical addition and screening of the final films (daylight films) and
the production of a proof copy.
4.2 Desk Top Mapping
A great progress resulted from the introduction of the Apple Macintosh (Hermann , Asche ,
Antunes 1991 ). The interactive positioning of texts, the optimization of thematical bands
representing traffic intensity, the improved design of the legend and the usage of extensive font
directories have eased the work considerably. By means of a laser writer, a colour electrostatic
plotter or an inkjet plotter proof copies can be produced inexpensively and fast and interactive
revisions can be done easily . The format limits for the exposure of films (formerly DIN A3) have
been reduced by new equipment. For smaller presentation examples the programs Aldus
FreeHand and PageMaker are valuable, for greater production purposes we rely on specialized
PostScript programs that are useful to expose films with a very high resolution (fig . 8 and fig. 9).
4.3 Complete Digital Solution
The next level to be reached in the computer aided cartographical production of traffic
intensity maps will be the introduction of open systems and the continuing standardization of
data formats . Workstations and networks in combination with large scale scanners and colour
laser writers allow for the efficient treatment, control and production of offsetfilms.
5. Outlook
Today, computer aided cartography can be used successfully to produce traffic intensity
maps. While the quality of digital produced maps surpasses the manual achievable results
already, the costs for the production of large format maps can not yet be determined with
sufficient exactness. In the next years a cost reduction due to further improved performance
and cheaper workstations seems to be possible . Multiple use and the combination with digital
road maps, road guidance systems and travel- and transportinformationsystems (RDS) suggest
further possibilities.
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Fig . 1: Traffic intensities on federal motor highways 1991 ,1:750000
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Fig. 2: Traffic intensities on federal motor highways and federal roads . Results of the traffic
counting 1990, 1 :750 000

Fig. 3: Rheinland-Pfalz, Traffic inten sity map 1900, 1 :200 000
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Fig. 4: Bavaria, Traffic intensity map 1990, 1 :200000
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Fig . 5: Hassia, Traffic intensity map 1990, 1:100000
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Fig. 6: Baden-WUrttemberg, Traffic intensity map 1989,. 1 :500 000

Fig . 7: U. Schu lz, Traffic intensity map 1 :200 000, engraving (including lettering)
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Fig. 8: M. Erhart, Traffic intensity map 1 :200000, Pascal and Mirage programming, exposition
on Linotronic Laser Imagesetter
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Fig. 9: H. F. Kern, Traffic intensity map 1 :500 000, PostScript programming, exposition on
Varityper 6000
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Protection de la production cartographique
J.P. Grelot (Paris, F)

Parler de mark e lin g des donn ees can ographiques silue I'aclivile de produc lio n de carles
da ns un marc he. Ce marche esl dav anlage ce lui de I'oeuvre inle llec lue lle qu e celui de la
prod ucli o n indu stri elle. II subil aC lue liemenlles lra nsfomlali ons de I'ense mbl e du seCleur
de I'info rmalio n el pani culi e remenl des bases de do nn ees: no us no us y habilu ons pour
les aspecls lec hniques, alors meme qu e I'environnemenl economique el juridique n'esl pas
ass ure.
Une cane geographique eSI un e oe uvre de creali on ori ginale, do nI la fabri calion requi en
un savoir-faire de se leclio n d'i nformali o ns, de mes ures gtiomelriques, de re prese nlalion
d'obje ls. Ces e lapes de fabricalio n de mandenl des de lais imponallls ella mi se en oe uvre
de moyens lec hniques lourd s, se lradui sanl pa r un CO lll rappo n e a I'unile de surfac e
se nsibleme nl plu s e leve que dan s les seCle urs classiqu es de I'edilion.
Les canographes Olll de 10Ul lemps ele co nfro llles a la preserv alion de leur palrimoine. li s
o nl jU SqU ';l prese nl , sur les produil s imprimes, n!uss i it fa ire valo ir le urs droil S. li s se
lro uvenl auj o urd 'hui confronles [l la numeri sali o n pirale de le urs fo nd s c anographiqu es
pour c reer des bases de donnees, e l a la reproduclion fraudule use de ces bases. La pre uve
de la copie eSI d'a ula lll plu s diffic il e il appon er que seul s cen ain s e leme nl s pe uve nl avo ir
e le re produil s, avec evenlue ll emenl des defo ml ali o ns, o u e ncore qu e Ie produil suspecl
resulte d'emprunl s fail s il plu sieurs edile urs.
No us proposo ns IOUI d'abo rd de dresse r un bilan des silUali o ns au xquell es SOIll
co nfrollles les ed ile urs e n c lassa nl les dive rses fo rmes de copi es. L'ex pose prese nle
ensuile I'elal de la proleclion juridique en France it panir des di sposilio ns legislalives el de
la juri sprude nce , e n in c lu a nl les nOlio ns prese nles da ns les proje ls de direc lives du
Co nse il des Commun a llles Euro pee nnes. II ex pose les lrava ux menes a u se in du Comile
Fra n ~a i s de Canog raphie en assoc ialio n avec Ie Syndi ca l Nalio nal de I' Edili o n, pouvanl
conduire it un code des usages, co mm e il e n ex isle e n m ali e re d ' illu slrali o n
ph olog raphique.

I. C la ssifjca ti on des s itu a ti ons de copie
Les di vers lypes de copi e sero nl c lasses se lo n la nalure du doc ume nl d'ori gin e (ca n e
gra phiqu e ou c ane nume rique ) e l du doc um e lll produil (c ane imprimee , fichier de
vi'"HII.",I.,n,

VArlP
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1.1. Cop ies imprimees
On de no mmera co pies imprim ees les cartes edilees e l imprimees it partir d'une ca rte
ex islanle, deslinees a e Ire diffu sees gralUileme nl o u mi ses en ve nle. Les procedes de
fabrica lion sonl la copie par ph olograv ure co nve l1li onnelie o u par scanne ur, o u Ie dess in :
da ns Ie pre mier cas, o n oblien l une copie servile fa cile it idenlifier ; dan s Ie second cas, la
c arle peul e Ire assez e lo ignee de I'oe uvre premiere. L'edile ur copi e s ubil un prejudice
eco nomique du fai l de la minoralion de ses propres venles, el evenluelie menl un prejudice
mo ra l selon l'aspecI du produi l de rive (qu alile de la re prod uc lio n e l ass imil a li o n par Ie
consomma le ur de I'oeuvre derivee it la prod uc lion ge nera le de I'edileur d'orig ine).

1.2, Cop ies de v is u a li s ation
Les co pies de visuali sali o n so nl des images numcriqu es d'un e cane ex islanle, deslinees it
des appli calio ns de visuali salion d' un fo nd de can e sur un ec ran infonnaliqu e. Elles sonl
o bl e nues par rep rodu c li on par sca nn e ur e l, 11 un e mod ifica li o n pres de co ul e urs,
co nslilue nl des cop ies se rv il es. L'a Ule ur (o u Ie lena nl des droils) subil un prejudice
econom ique. Le co pi eur fa il aCle de parasili sme.

1.3, Cop ies par vec tori sa tion
Le produi l eS I un fi c hi er o u une ba se de donnees d'objels plu s o u moins slruclUres se lo n
des mode les ca rtographiques vec lorie ls ; il eSI desline II des applicali o ns informaliques,
donI cen aines condui senl 11 I'edilio n de cartes imprimees. Le procede lechnique ulili se un
scan ne ur-vec lori seur o u une sai sie manueli e su r lable II nume ri ser e l, de meme qu 'en cas
de dessin conve nli onn el, Ie produil oble nu pe ul presenler des dissemblances quanlilalives
(no mbre d'o bj els) e l t)u alitali ves (geomelri e des o bje ls, ri c hesse de le urs carac le ri sliques
descripli ves) d'avec Ie produil d'ori gin e. L'au le ur de Ia can e d'ori gine subil un prejudice
economiq ue, Le copie ur appon e une va leur ajou lee d'organi sa li on des do nnees qui n'e lail
pas prese nle dan s Ie doc umenl d'origine.
1.4, Cop ies d e produits numhiqu es
Les cop ies de produils numeriques SOlll des cop ies de fich iers o u de bases de donnees, ici
cartograph iq ues. Le procede va de la copie simple ilia rransfonnalion geome lrique par des
al gorilhmes e l ilia reorgani sali o n cJes do nnees. L'ed il eur e l Ie diffuseur subi sse nl un
prejudice.

2 , Dispositions

le gislatives

La regleme nlalion fran~aise sur Ie droil d'aule ur a e le reCeml11enl aC lu ali see par la lo i
92.597 d u I juiliel re lalive au code de la propriele illleliecluelie.
Son article L.112 -2 donne un e li Sle non limitalive des oe uvres de I'espril auxq ue lies e lle
s'ap pliqu e, Cilanl nOlamm e nl les c an es geog raphiqu es, les pla ns, c roqui s e l o uvrages
pla sliques rel:lIifs il ia geogra phie e l a Ia lopographie.
La lo i precise que Ie droi l de prOpriele incorpore lie compo n e d'une pan des a m ibuls
cJ'ordre inle liec lue l e l mo ral (droil inalienable el impresc ri plib le au re spec I du no m de
I'auleur, de sa quali le e l de son oeuvre). d'aulre part des allribul s cJ'o rdre p-atril11o ni al.
donI Iu Irunsmlsslon ne peul s'op~ rer que par ca n Ira!. II s'agil iel du droit d exploitation
de I'oe uvre :
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- "l'auteur a seulle droi t de divul guer son oeuvre" (an. L.121-2) ;
- "I' aute ur j o uit , sa vie durant , du droit exc lu sif d'exploiter son oeuvre sous quelque
forme que ce soit e t d'en tirer un profit pec uni aire" (art. L.123- 1) ;
- "Ie droit d'exploitation appartena nt 11 I'aute ur comprend Ie dro it de represe ntation et Ie
droit de reproduction " (art. L.122 - I).
II res ulte de ces dispos iti o ns que tout aute ur d'une oe uvre de I'es prit be ne fi c ie du
mo nopole d'exp loitatio n de cette oeuvre , et qu'il pe ut en inte rdire to ute reproduc tion par
un tiers. L'art ic le L.1 22-4 precise: "Toute represe ntation o u reproduction integral e o u
partie lie faite sans Ie consentement de I' aute ur ( ... ) est illi c ite. II e n est de meme pour la
traduction , I'adaptation ou la transfonnation, I'arra ngement o u la reprod uc tio n par un art
o u un procede que lconque".
Lorsque I'aute ur cede la propriete materi elle de I'objet constituant son oeuvre, il conserve
to utefo is ses droit s d'ex pl o itatio n. L'acq uere ur de I'obje t peu t I'utili ser libre me nt po ur un
usage prive et no n des tin e it une utili sation coll ective . S'i l veut reprod uire I'obj et pou r Ie
diffu se r, il do it req uerir I'a uto ri sa ti o n de I'a ute ur qui pe ut lui cede r to talement o u
parti e lle me nt Ie droit de re prod ucti on (art. L.1 3 1-4), co ntre pai ement eventu e l d'une
remuneratio n (art. L.122 -7). Les modalites de cess ion sont ai nsi precisees (a rt . L.1 3 1-3) :
"La tran smi ss io n des droits de I' aute ur est subo rd o nnee it la conditi on que c hacu n des
droits cedes fasse I'obje t d'une men tio n dis tin cte dan s I'ac te de cess ion et que Ie domaine
d'exploitation des dro it s cedes soi t de limite quant a son e te ndue et it sa destination , quant
au lie u et qu anl it la duree".
La remun erat ion de I' aute ur est comptee proportionnell ement aux rece ttes provenant de la
ve nte ou de I'exp loita ti o n, o u forfaitairement si "Ia contributio n de I' aute ur ne co nstitue
pas un e leme nt essen ti e l de la crea ti on intellectuelle de I'oeuvre", ou s i ''I'utili sa tion de
I'oeuvre ne presente qu 'un ca ractere accessoire par rapport it I'objet exp loite".
Le Co nseil des Communautes Europeenn es prepare de ux direc ti ve s, I'une sur Ie droit
d'aut e ur, I'a utre s ur les bases de donnees. La direc ti ve 9 1/250/CEE s ur la protec ti o n
juridique des programmes d'ordinateurs a ete adoptee Ie 14 mai 199 1 : ce ux-c i, ain s i que
Ie mate ri el de conceptio n preparato ire, sont proteges "en tant qu'oeuvres li tte raires au sens
de la conventio n de Berne po ur la protection des oeuvres litte raires e t imi stiques".
La propos iti o n de direct ive sur les ba ses de do nnees a ete publi ee au Jou rn al o ffi c iel des
COl11mu na utes e uro peenn es Ie 23 juin 1992. La directive est destinee it proteger les bases
de donnees elec tron iques par Ie biais de la legislatio n su r Ie dro it d 'a uteur d'une part, et
d'un no uveau droit specifique pernle tt ant d'e mpecher I"'ex tracti o n de loyale" du contenu
d'une base de donnees. Ce pr inc ipe s'applique que la base de donnees proprement dite
soit ou non protegee par Ie dro it d'auteu r, mais qui ne s'app lique pas si Ie co ntenu de la
base est lui-l11 e l11e protege par Ie droit d'au teuf. En voici quelques ex tra it s, en
comme nr,:ant par trois des quarante attendus :
5. co ns ide rant qu e bie n que Ie droit d'aute ur co nstitu e une forme appropriee de droit s
exc lu sifs des au teurs de bases de donn ees et en partic uli er un moyen approprie de garantir
la re mun erati on d e I'a ut e ur qui a cree une base de do nn ees, d 'a utres mes ures
add itio nn ell es sont necessa ires afin d'empecher I'ex tract ion et la re- utili sa tion de loya le du
conte nu d 'une base de donn ees e n I' abse nce d'un reg ime harmoni se de la conc urrence
deloyale o u de ju ri sprudence en la mati ere.
6. co nsiderant que la creati on de bases de donnees ex ige la mi se en oeuvre de ressources
humaines, techniques e t financ ieres co nsiderables alars qu'il est possible de les copier it
un cou t tre s infe rieur it ce lu i qu'e ntralne une co ncep tion 3utonome.
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28. cons ide rant qu'e n plu s de l' objec ti f d'ass ure r la protect io n du d ro it d 'au te ur e n ve nu
de l'o ri gin alite du c ho ix o u de la dispositi o n du contenu de la base de do nnees, la presente
Direc ti ve a po ur o bj ectif d e p rotege r les crea te urs d e bases de d o nn ees con tre
l' a pp ro pri a ti o n d es res ulta ts o bte nu s d e l'in vesti sse me n t fin a nc ie r et profess io nne l
e ncouru par celui q ui a reche rc he e t rassembl e les donnees, e n protegeant Ie conte nu de la
base de do nnees contre cenain s actes me me lorsque Ie conte nu n'est pas protegeable par Ie
droit d 'aute ur o u par d'autres dro its.
Anicle I - Definitio ns
1. 1. base de do nnees: une collectio n d 'oeuvres o u d e matie res di s posees, stoc kees e t
access ibl es pa r des moye ns elec tro niques, y compri s les e le me n ts e lec tro niqu es
necessaires au fo nc tio nne me nt de la base d e do nnees tels que Ie thesaurus e t les syste mes
d'indexati o n e t d e consu ltatio n de la base; Ie terme ne s'applique pas aux logic ie ls utili ses
d ans la c reatio n o u Ie fonc tio nne me nt de la base de do nnees .
1.2. dro it d 'em peche r l'ex tracti o n deloya le : Ie droit d u create ur d' un e base de do nnees
d 'inte rdire l'extrac tio n e t la re utili satio n it des fin s comme rc iales du contenu de la base.
1. 3. part ie no n sub sta ntie lle : les pa rti es d 'une base de do nn ees do nt la repro du ct io n ,
eva luee de fayon qu a ntit ati ve e t qu alit ati ve par rapport it la tota lite de la base de don nees
do nt e lles sont ex tra ites, pe ut e tre consideree comme ne po n a nt pas prejud ice a ux droit s
exclusifs du create ur de la base de do nnees da ns l'ex plo itatio n de son oeuvre.
I A. modi fica tio n no n substa nti e lle : to ut ajo ut , suppression o u modifi catio n [re la ti ve [ a u
c ho ix o u 11 la di spos itio n du conte nu d e la base de do nnees qui s'ave re necessa ire po ur
que la base continue a fo nc ti o nne r de la fayon prev ue par Ie create ur.
A rti cle 2 - Obje t de la protecti o n : Dro it d 'a ute ur e t d roit d'em peche r I'ex tractio n deloyale
du conte nu de la base de do nnees
2. 1. Confo mle me nt a ux di spositi o ns de la prese nte Directi ve, les Eta ts me m bres protege nt
les bases de do nn ees par Ie dro it d 'a ute ur e n ta nt q ue coll ectio ns a u sens de l'A rticie 2 § 5
de la co nventio n de Berne po ur la protecti o n des oe uvres littera ires e t arti sti q ues (tex te de
l' ac te de Pari s 197 1).
2.3. U ne base de do nn ees est protegee par Ie dro it d'a uteur si e ll e est o rig in a le e n ce sens
qu 'e lle est un e coll ec tio n d 'oe uvres o u de ma ti e res q ui , par Ie c ho ix o u la di spos itio n d es
ma tie res, co nstitu e la c reati o n inte ll ec tuelle pro pre it son a ute ur. A ucu n a utre c ritere ne
s'ap plique po ur detemline r si e ll e pe ut be ne fi c ier d'une protecti o n.
2.5 . Les Et a ts me m b res p revo ien t un d ro it po ur Ie create ur d' un e base de do nnees
d' inte rdire l'ex trac ti o n o u la re utili sa ti o n no n au tor isees d u cont e nu d ' une base de
do nnees, e n to ut o u e n pa rtie, it d es fin s comme rc iales. Ce droit d'int e rd ire I'ex trac tio n
de loya le du co n te nu d' un e base de don nees s'a ppJi que in de penda mm e nt de la
protegea bilite de la base de do nn ees par Ie dro it d'a ute ur. Ce droit ne s'ap pl iq ue pas a u
co nte nu d 'u ne base d e don nees com posee d'oe u vres deja protegees par u n dro it d'a ute ur
o u u n d ro it vo isin .

3. La juris prud e nce francai se
La re prod uct io n pure e t simp le constitue une co ntrefayon, sa nc tionnee par les articles 425
it 428 d u Code Pe nal.
Lo rsqu' il n'y a pas reprod uc ti o n pure e t s impl e mais adapta tio n, c'est-il-d ire reprise de
l'id ee de l' a ute ur so us la fo rme o ri g in ale et ca rac te risti q ue, il y a e ncore exp lo it ati o n d e
cette oeuvre e t Ie co nse ntemen t de I'a ute ur reste necessaire sous pe ine d e co ntrefayo n. Le
pl ag ia t es t qu a nt il lui im itat io n fraudu leuse d e I'oeuv re d 'au tru i, ma is Ie plag iaire ne
reprodui t n i n'ada pt e il re prend la s ubsta nce d'une oe uv re e n lui do n nant un tou r
r ~n ()nn e J,
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C'est a I'aute ur qu'in co mbe I'appo n de la pre uve. La co ntre fa ~o n s'appn!c ie selon les
resse mbl a nces e t non selon les diffe rences , e t la juri sprude nce rece nte determin e en
premier lieu ce qui fait I'ori ginalite de I'oe uvre initiale pour de terminer si la ressemblance
d'ensemble des de ux produits I'em pon e sur les divergences ponc tue lles.
L'arre t de la Cour d'A ppel de Pari s du 7 jan vier dan s I'affaire Mi che lin co ntre Du May
pour une cane de France au I: 1.000.000 , reti e nt com me cr it e res d 'originalite "Ie
sec tio nneme nt des kilometrages, Ie choix des loca lites, curiosites et sy mbo les, la se lection
e t la c la ss ification de s route s, Ie trace des forets". II conc lut que les ressemblance s
d'ensemble I'emponent sur les qu elqu es differences ex istant quant au choix des couleurs ,
le urs nuances , it I'e mplace me nt des can o uc hes. S'il n'y a pas eu en I'espece cop ie
serv il e ni concu rrence deloya le , il y a bi en eu aneinle aux droit s d'auteur et prejudice
economique.

a

Le jugeme nt du Tribunal de Grand e In stance de Pari s du 27 avril 1989 dans I' affaire Arno
Pe te rs cO /lire A l1!e nn e 2 considere qu e, si la projectio n Pete rs re pose sur un e formule
math ematique , "Ie res ulwt obte nu n'e n co nstitu e pa s moin s un e oeuvre o riginale de
I' es prit dan s la mes ure ol/ ne pouvant e tre utili se com me un e cane de geog raphie
c lassiqu e, il a po ur but de privil eg ier les pays du tiers-monde e t de favorise r leur pri se en
cons ideration au se in des pe uples de la plan ete ". Le decor utili se par A nte nne 2, quoique
mo nochrome et vierge de to ute in d ica tion , prese ntai t un e totale ressemblance avec la carte
de Peters qu ant a la projection , caracterist ique essentiell e, et en constitue une co ntrefa~o n.
L'arret de la Cou r d'A ppe l de Pari s du 16 decembre 1988 dan s I' affaire I'A strolabe contre
F.F.R.P. pour un e ca rle ge ne ral e des se n ti e rs de grandes randonnees, e tablit com me
criteres d'ori ginalite cenaines cm'ac teri stiques d'e nsemble (figuration des lacs et des cours
d'eau, absence de fi g urati o n du relie f e t des limites depaneme ntales, positio n du canouche
de la Corse) et les symbo les, conti nu s o u hachures, de representatio n des se nti ers.

4, Projel de code des usages
Les canographes ont un savo ir-fa ire, ense igne dan s de s e tab li sse ments reco nnu s par Ie
m ini stere de l'Educatio n Na tio nal e e t san ctionne par des diplome s. Dan s leur ac ti vite
profess ionnelle , il s appliquem des reg les de I' an d'autant plu s fon es qu e se gre ffent des
im pe ratifs d 'ac tualite de I'info rmati o n, de sec urite o u un e act ivit e eco nomique des
utili sate urs. A contrario, ce lui qui ne respec te pa s ces regles peut :

a

- so it al ler it I'e ncontre du marc he en proposa nt des produits faibl e pri x, puisqu'i l n'aura
pa s engage les cOll ts correspo ndant a un processus nom1<l1 de fabricati o n, et empecher les
pro fess io nn e ls de re unir les co nditi o ns eco no miqu es de c reation e t de perennit e de
produit s :
- so it proposer des produ it s de mau vai se qualite indui sa nt , dan s I' es prit de s
co nso mmat e urs, un e ima ge d'incapa c it e des prod uit s c an og raphiques ou du sec te ur
d'ac ti vite it repondre it leurs beso in s.
Le Com ite Fran ~a i s de Carl og raphie et Ie Syndica t Na ti o nal de I'Edition ont engage une
re Oex io n debo uc hant sur un proje t de code des usages professio nn els, qui s'a ppuie sur la
leg islat io n sur Ie dro it d'a ute ur e t sur les princ ipes decoulant des reg les de I'art. II s'agit
e nco re
ce stade d'un projet, do nt Ie te xte est re pri s ic i e n co nc lu s io n de cen e
communicat io n, comme un exempl e de di spos ition s qui pe uve nt etre conve nues e ntre
pro fessio n ne ls pou r assurer une me ill eure protect io n de la produc tio n ca n ographique.

a
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CODE DE PRATIOUES LOY ALES
EN MATIERE D'EDITION CARTOGRAPHIOUE
(projet)

INTRODUCTION
Le "Code de Pratiqu es Loyal es en matie re d 'editi o n ca rtog raphique" es t accepte par les
sig nataires comme te xte de re ference destine il promo uvoir des reg les de mo ralite e levees,
e n mati e re d'editi o n canographique, par Ie moye n d'un e autodi sc iplin e , e t ce san s
prejuger les di spos iti o ns du droit natio nal et internati o nal.
Un e carte geographique est un produit ra ssemblant une grande quantite d 'info mlation par
unite de s urfa ce trait ee, dont la fabri c ati o n ex ige la mi se e n oe uvre de resso urces
humaines, techniques et finan c ieres impo rtantes al ars qu'il est possibl e de Ie copi er il un
co Gt tres inferieur il celui qu'e ntrat ne une conceptio n auto no me.
Les edit e urs cartog ra phiqu es sont il des deg res variables v ic times d e copiage o u de
pirate rie . Ces ac ti o ns o nt des co nsequ ences direc te : o utre Ie prejud ice eco no mique o u
commerc ial direct et inllm:diat , la profess io n est vi ctime de la mauvaise ljualite de certain s
produit s issus d'editi o n c anographique.
La profess io n a d o ne dec ide de meltre en place un code de deont ologie mo ntrant so n unite
et sa vo lo nte d'appliquer des reg les stric tes.

I -

CHAMP D'APPLlCATlON

Ce Code s'applique aux produits e t au x pe rsonnes defini s 11 l'artic le 4 c i-apres deno mmes
produits cartog raphiqu es.
Le code se ra accompag ne d'une procedure de la be l qui se ra defi ni e it l'anic le 10.

2 -

INTERPRETATION

Le Code sera appliqu e d ans son esprit e t dan s sa lenre.

3 -

PRINCIPES DE BASE

Tout e editi o n de c art ogra phie sur to ut sup po rt , e t e n parti c uli er nume riqu e , dev ra se
co nfo rmer no tamme nt et no n limit ati ve me nt au x tex tes e t lo is a ppli ca bles e n matiere de
propriete litteraire et arti stique, en partic ulier 11 la loi 92-597 du I juillet 1992 relative au
code de la propriete intellec tuelle et 11 la Directi ve Europee nne sur les bases de do nnees.
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4 -

DEFI N ITIO NS

Carte geograph iCjue : image coo ifiee de la realite geographique, re prese ntant une selectio n
d'obj e ts o u de caracteri stiques, re leva nt de I'effort createur de son auteur par les c hoix
operes, e t destin ee il e tre utili see lorsq ue les re latio ns spatiales on t un e pertinence
essentielle (Associatio n Canographique Intematio nale, 1992).
Prod uits cartographiCjues : cartes geographiques ; plan s, c roqui s e t o uvrages plastiqu es
relatifs 11 la geographie o u 11 la to pograph ie (cf. lo i 92-597 du I juillet 1992 re lativ e au
code de la propri ete intellectue ll e. art. L. 11 2-2).
Base de do nnees: co llec tion d'oe uvres o u de matieres di sposees, stockees et accessib les
par de s mo ye ns e lectroniques, y compri s les e leme nts eit:c troniqu es necessa ires au
fon ctionneme nt de la base de donnees te ll es que Ie thesauru s et les syste mes d'i ndexatio n
et de consultation de la base (c f. pro posi ti o n de direc tive du Conseil des Communautes
e uro pee nnes co ncernant la protec ti o n juridique des bases de do nnees, juin 1992).
Proouit cartographique numeri q ue : fi chier o u base de do nnees cartographiques.
Cop ie : res ultat d' une re produc ti o n.
Produit cartogra phiqlle deri ve: produit ca rtog rap hiqu e rea li se par generali sa tio n, avec ou
san s reduc ti o n d' eche ll e, d'apres des produits cartographiques ex istant s ; la ge nerali sati on
cartographique est I'adaptation des do nnees qualitatives et quant itatives, par allegement du
no m bre des de tai ls e t s implifi c ation ca rac teri see des forme s d es traces, e n vue de
I'e tab li sse me nt d'un prodllit cartographiqu e repondant il des co nditi o ns de tenninees (cf.
'carte de rivee' e t 'gene ra li satio n ca rtog raphique', in Glossaire de Cartographie , Comite
Franc;:ais de Cartograp hie).
Cop ie imprim ee
co pi e d'un doc umen t or ig inal , ob te nu e par photo g ravure
conve ntionne ll e (copi e se rvile) , par sca nne ur o u par dessin , editee e t imprimee pou r e tre
diffusee gratuitcme nt o u mi se en ve nte .
Copi e de visualisation ima ge num eriqu e scann ee d'une ca rt e originale, o bte nu e par
re prod uc tion par sc ann e ur et co nstituant un e copie serv ile a une mod ifica ti o n pres de s
coul e urs, des tim: e it des appl icati o ns de visuali sation d'un fo nd de ca rte sur un ec ran
informatique .
Cop ie par vecto ri satioll : fi c hi er o u base de donnees d'obje ts plu s o u moin s struc tures
se lo n des mode les cart og raphiques vec to rie ls, ob te nu par numeri sa ti o n se lective d'une
carte o ri g inale, destine il de s app li cati o ns informatiqu es de calc ul, de m odeli sa tion , de
visuali sati o n o u d'editioll de cartes imprimees .
Cop ie de produit cartographiCju e nume riCjlle : copi e de fichie r o u de base de do nn ees
c arto g rap hiqu e , a ll a nt de la co pi e simpl e it la tran sfo rmation geo me triqu e par de s
algorithmes.
Au te ur ca rtog raphiCju e : concepteu r et rea li sa te ur d'un produit cartographiqu e ; Ie plu s
souvent , I'edit eur de finit les carac teri stiqu es prec ises du prod uit de crea tion , do nt il confie
I'exec ution it I'un de ses salaries o u it un ti ers remun ere forfaitairement po ur ce ne tac he.
Editeu r ca rt og raphiCju e personne m ora le o u ph ys ique 11 qui I' aut e ur d'un produit
cartog ra phique o u ses ayants-droit a cede Ie droit de fabrique r o u de fai re fabriquer e n
no mbre des exe mplaires du produi t, a charge pour e ll e d'e n assurer la publica ti o n e t la
oiffllMinn (~f, Ini n ~ f,97 011 I jllillt't 19Q~ relAtivi All t'not' Oi IA flmnri~IP inlPilt't'IIIPlh., Art ,
L. 132- 1).
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5 -

CREATION. REPRODUCTIO N. ADAPTATION

C rea ti on: rea li satio n de la co nce pti o n de I'aute ur ; en matiere ca rtographiqu e, e lle
s'apprecie notamment par Ie choix des objets re presentes et par celui de le ur re presen tati o n
(sy mbo les, co ul e urs, e tc .), a in si que par la d isposition ge nerale o u la mi se e n page
decoul ant du systeme de projecti o n, de I'ec helle, ou encore des can o uches.
Re production: fi xatio n materi elle d'un e oeuvre par to us procedes qui permette nt de la
communiqu e r d'un e m a ni e re indirec te, e t no tamment imprime ri e, de ss in, grav ure,
photographie , mo ul age et tou t procede des an s graph iques et plastiques, enreg istreme nt
mecanique, cin 6matographique o u mag netique ecf. loi 92-597 du I juillet 1992 relative a u
code de la propri ete intellectue lle , an. L. 122-3), ou to ut procede connu o u Ii venir.
Adapta ti o n: re production partie li e o u totale d'une oe uvre incl uant la transfo rmat io n d'une
part ie de ses ca rac te ri stiqu es o ri gin ales ; Ie produit ca rtog rap hique a in si ada pt e es t
eventue ll eme nt complete d'elements additio nn els.

6 -

DROIT S. OBLIGATIO NS
DIVULGATION

ET

CONSEOUENCES

DE

LA

Les prod uit s c artographiqu es doive nt po rter la me nti o n de le ur a ute ur, sa uf di s pos iti o ns
pani c ulieres conve nues e ntre I' auteur et I'ed iteur.
Toute re producti o n integra le o u part ie ll e, e t to ute adaptation faite sans Ie consenteme nt de
I'aute ur ou de ses ayant s-droit est illic ite ec f. lo i 92-597 du I juille t 1992 re lati ve au code
de la proprie te inte llectuelle, an. L. 122-4 ).A in si, les produit s canographiques ne pe uven t
etres communiques pour re prod ucti o n o u representatio n san s accord expres de I'a ute ur.
L'a ute ur d'un e adaptati o n jo uit de la pro tec ti o n du code la pro prie te int e ll ec tue ll e sa ns
prejudice des dro it s de I'aute ur de I'oe uvre o ri gi nale.
L'e dit e ur d evra d e mand e r I'aut or isat io n d 'utili se r e t d'ex pl o it e r tou t produ it
canographique sur que lque s upport que ce soit et pou r chaq ue do main e d'app li ca ti on.
E n cas de co pi e e t re produ c ti o n simpl e , I'edite ur dev ra obte nir I'a uto ri sa ti o n de
dup li catio n e t re prese ntatio n de I'aute ur et, s i I'oeuv re est une compilatio n de doc ume nts,
vei ll era Ii ob te nir tautes les auto ri sa ti o ns.
L'edite ur s' interdit to ute cop ie, au sens de I' anic le 4 du pre se nt Code , qui ne lui aurait pas
e te autari see par I'aute ur.
Les produits ca n og raphiques so n! comllluniques, so it par I'a uteur orig in a l du produit , soit
par un distribute ur ga rantissa nt qu 'il de ti ent I'auto ri sati o n d'utili satio n des produ its it cette
fin . Ce ux-c i garanti sse nt do nc qu 'auc un obs tacle ne s'o ppose it ce tte cOll1llluni ca tion.
E n cas d' edi ti o n s imilai re o u mi se it j o ur. I' edit e ur devra ou tre I' auto ri sa ti o n de
d upli cat io n, obte nir les droits d'adaptation s'a ppliquant pour une adaptatio n de termin ee.
L'edition derivee et no uvell e sera so ulll ise aux Illemes di spositio ns e t I'edite ur vei llera it la
sauvegarde des intere ts de I'aute ur.
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7 -

PAIEMENT DE DROITS POlJR EXPLOITATION COMMERCIALE

T o ute e xpl o itati o n commerc ial e de pro duit s ca rtographiqu es dGm e nt a ut o ri see
co nfo rmeme nt :t I'anicl e 6 c i-dessus, est ju stic iabl e du reg lement de droit s pour chaque
do maine d'applicatio n.

8 -

OlJALlTE DE L'EDITION CARTOGRAPHlOlJE

L'edite ur res pectera Ies reg les applicables it la profess ion d'editeur cartographique.
II pre ndra so in de respec te r Ie s dro it s des edite urs o u a ute urs do nt il a ura utili se les
produit s.
Ilmettra en oe uvre les moyens appro pri es po ur que Ie produit cartographique so it Iic ite et
fi a bl e, c'es t-it-dire co n fo rme a ux di spos iti o ns legal es, e xe mpt d'e rre ur, comple t et no n
pe rime po ur Ie domaine d'app licati o n considere.

9 -

FORMATION

La pro fess ion canog raph iqu e me nera les ac ti ons de se nsibili satio n adequates a upres des
e nse ignant s e t des fo rmate urs, afin qu e les e nse ig ne me nt s de fo rmati o n initi ale o u
continu e, unive rs itaire o u profess io nne lle , inc lu e des ex poses sur la leg islati on e t la
reg leme ntatio n en mati ere d'edition cartographique.

10 -

LABEL Ice paragraphe est it redi ge rl

Rcmercicments
Cette communic ati o n a oellefic ie des trav au x menes au se in du groupe de trava il s ur la
protec tio n de la prod uc ti o n ca n og rap hiqu e (Com ite Fra nc;:a is de Cartograp hi e) e t du
gro up e des edi te ur s d e li v res pratiq ues (Sy ndi ca t Nati o na l de l'Editi o n), e t d es
contributi ons spec ifiques de Isabe lle Blin e t Gill es G alindo, de la Manufac ture Franc;:ai se
des Pne umatiques Mi che lin . Qu 'il s e n soie nt ic i re merc ies.
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generalize, how to generalize, how much to generalize, and how
to resolve symbol conflicts.
Although there exist written
principles and gUidelines for traditional map generalization,
there is considerable latitude
for
cartographers
in the
interpretation of these guidelines.
A cartographer can easily
take many factors into account simultaneously in deciding how to
place a generalized feature on a map. In digital environment,
however, this process needs to be decomposed into separate,
interrelated steps performed in a logical order to achieve a
satisfactory result.
Early research on digital generalization, as summarized by
Buttenfield and McMaster (Buttenfield and McMaster, 1991 ' ) , was
isolated focusing on development of generalization algorithms,
particularly on line simplification and smoothing. Then in later
1970s through 1980s, research
emphasis moved
towards the
determination of critical points on linear features and the
evaluation of generalization algorithms.
Only recently has the
issue of an integrated generalization solution been brought to
cartographers' attention. Several conceptual models have been
suggested for digital map generalization. Among them, a more
comprehensive model has been developed by McMaster and Shea
(McMaster and Shea, 1992'). This model represents a significant
steps in the transition from manual generalization to explicit
and operations of digital generalization.
The model addresses
the need to consistently
and
simultaneously
reduce data
complexity, while preserving data accuracy, aesthetic quality,
and a logical feature classification.
A digital cartographic generalization system is intended to
manual map
replace
time-consuming
and
operator-dependent
generalization. From system design point of view, such a system
should contain the following major components:
1).

An output definition base

The first component is the definition, either given or
derived, of the desired output associated to map scale or
map purpose change. The definition consists of map scale,
map content, accuracy requirements, cartographic license,
feature
classification
hierarchy,
and
symbolization
specifications. It is used as an objective base to be
satisfied at the end of generalization process.
2).

An analyzing mechanism

In manual
generalization,
analyses a map and determines:

a

cartographer

visually

the characteristics of features (location, shape,
size, orientation, spacing, etc.)
the distribution density of features (clusters vs.
sparseness)
the distribution pattern of features (regular vs.
irregular )
the
relationship
among features (importance,
priorities, and dependency)
the impacts and consequence (if feature A is
generalized, how
features B,
C, and Dare
affected)
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A digital generalization system must simulate, to some
extent, or mimic the cartographer's thought p r ocess. It
needs to "observe" and "think" as a c a rtographer, but by
using analytical
tools.
Statistical measurements are
probably
the
most
powerful
analytical
means
fo r
characterizing digital data.
Point distribution analysis,
cluster analysis, trend analysis, and similarity analysis
are examples of common relevant statistical tools (Davis ,
1973 3 ) . Other areas such as pattern recognition and raster
overlay analysis may also be applicable for analyzing
digital cartographic data.
3).

Data transformation functionalities
The essential idea of digital map generalization is to
reduce data complexity, but preserve the representative
depiction of the data within a reduced map space.
Data
stored in a digital form can be simplified in many ways:
eliminating feature classes
decreasing the number of vertices in a line or a
polygon
reducing feature dimensions, for example from an
area to a skeleton line or to a centroid point;
from double lines to a single line
smoothing curves
combining clusters of features
removing a number of features from a feature
cluster
These
data
transformation
processes,
which are
analogous to the
cartographer's
manual
drawing, recalculate and create new geometric representations of the
digital data. The major parts of the data transformation
mechanism are a library of generalization operators and
algorithms and an operational sequence setup.
Proper
employment of the algorithms and operators ensures accurate
and consistent transformation of digital data from its
master data source to a reduced map scale.

4).

An adjustment mechanism

Data transformation must be supplemented by certain
adjustments to achieve a cartographically acceptable result.
The adjustment mechanism should consist of detecting symbol
conflicts and
violations of
cartographic license and
providing resolutions, as well as evaluating accuracy and
refining the results.
Comprehensive analysis should be
performed horizontally
(within a
data layer, usually
containing the same type of features) and vertically (across
different data layers) .
5).

Visual evaluation tools
Because fully· automated generalization systems do not
yet exist" visual evaluation tools are necessary to assist
cartographers during generalization.
These tools include
the capabilities of:
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dynamic display during processing
on-line measuring templates
multiple viewing on the screen
local viewing of full symbolization
displaying the result to scale
II.

Development of an Interactive Generalization System

As addressed
above,
a
fully
automated cartographic
generalization system would require a well-defined knowledge base
and implementation of the operational processes of analysis, data
transformation, and adjustment. An interactive approach, or
amplified intelligence approach as described by Weibel (Weibel,
1991'), is considerably more practical for most organizations.
An interactive approach lets the computer do the algorithmic
processing wherever possible, as in the cases of area aggregation
and line smoothing, and leaves the decision-making to the user.
This approach has been used in the development of a cartographic
generalization system at Intergraph
Corporation, named MGE
(Modular GIS Environment) Map Generalizer.
The design of Map Generalizer allows the operator to select
generalization operators and algorithms, to set up parameters, to
choose geographic features, and to accept/reject the result based
on visual perception. More importantly, it provides the user
with a capability to store generalization steps, conditions, and
parameters, which will become
the
guidelines
for future
processing and contribute to the establishment of a knowledge
base for a future fully automated rule-based generalization
system.
In contrast to the traditional scale-dependent database
approach, MGE Map Generalizer aims at deriving maps at various
smaller scales from a single, larger scale master database (Fig.
1).
Since there is currently no commercially-available system
to directly convert feature graphics of maps from one scale to
another (while achieving a cartographic ally acceptable result),
the Map Generalizer can save both time and labor and increase the
value of existing databases.
In other words, it permits
customers to build and maintain databases which can produce
mUltiple scale representations, without creating one database per
scale.
Consequently it
reduces overall
costs for data
collection, revision, verification, and storage. Of course, this
assumes that there is sufficient overlap in map content between
maps of different scales
The context of the Map Generalizer within the MGE map
production system is depicted in Fig. 2. Map Generalizer is
designed to enhance Intergraph's widely used map production
systems.
As computer-assisted cartography has evolved in the
last fifteen years, commercial and public sector agencies have
implemented numerous systems. The earlier systems had relatively
low levels of "feature intelligence" (IGDS and MicroStation) but
newer
systems
such
as
MGE
include relational database
capabilities.
Cartographic databases
offer enhanced data
maintenance, revision, and analysis functions considered valuable
by most producers.
Regardless of the level of intelligence in
the data
sets, Intergraph's systems provide finishing and
plotting for high- quality cartographic representations.
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HGE Hap Generalizer Operators
Digital data transformation in generalization is achieved by
using algorithms that have been developed as generalization
operators. The operators that have been and will be implemented
in HGE Hap Generalizer are grouped into the categories described
below (Fig. 3).
Feature Selection/Elimination
This process selectively retains or deletes features during
a change in map scale or purpose. Features continue to represent
the general characteristics of the mapped area at a smaller scale
will be retained, while others that are less important will be
eliminated. For example, buildings that appeared on 1:24,000
scale USGS topographic maps are generally eliminated for maps at
1:100,000 or smaller scales.
Simplification
This process reduces the amount of coordinate data in a
linear feature or an area boundary, while maintaining the
characteristics of the feature or boundary.
It identifies the
critical points and removes unwanted detail, such as, small
fluctuations in a shoreline, based on user-specified criteria.
Typification/Refinement
This process reduces the complexity of a group of features
by displaying fewer features while maintaining, the representative
pattern in their distribution. The overall visual impression of
feature density and distribution should be preserved.
Aggregation
After reducing scale, features may become so close together
that they can not be represented individually. Aggregation
generates areal features from point or areal features that
are in close proximity to each other.
Collapse
Collapse changes the dimension of a feature or reduces
its areal extent. It may be applied to part of a feature or the
entire feature, wherever the feature extent becomes smaller than
a pre-set tolerance.
For example, a double-line river may be
collapsed to a single-line river if the width is below a
threshold value at output map scale.
Classification/Symbolization
This process groups features that share similar attributes
into a new category and represents it by a new symbol if
necessary.
Exaggeration
This process enlarges (widens) and adds detail to the
representation of a feature for the purpose of legibility or
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emphasis. It enhances the visual impression a nd unique
characteristics of a feature. For example, a small peninsula may
be deleted based on size but its significance as a navigational
point of reference may require it to be exaggerated and retained
instead.
Displacement
Displacement repositions the geometry of less important
features in
order to avoid symbology conflicts with more
important featuers. Feature permanence and accuracy requirements
are usually among the major concerns when determining feature
importance.
Aesthetic Refinement
This process alters or adjusts the geometry or symbology of
a feature in order to improve its visual impression. Examples
include the orientation of point symbols, the smoothness of
lines, and the intersections of contours to roads .
III. Initial Research on Operational Sequence
With all the definitions, tools, and operators available,
the actual generalization will be performed according to a
logical sequence of operations or workflow.
In order to
establish an optimum workflow for a particular generalization
process, the following aspects may be taken into account:

*

Feature class-dependency
Each
of
the
feature classes, including hydrography,
vegetation,
and
transportation,
has
its
special
characteristics.
Therefore, each could require a unique
generalization workflow. This suggests that in the phase of
data capture and data preparation, it would be helpful if
different feature classes are separated.
In fact, many
existing digital databases have been created in this way
already.

*

Feature dimension-dependency
Within each feature class, there usually are different
dimensions of features (i.e. point, linear, and areal).
Many generalization operators are developed such that each
of them is for a particular feature dimension. For example,
simplification is for linear features (including areal
boundaries) and point aggregation is for points. Therefore,
the workflow for a feature class can be sub-divided based on
feature dimension.

*

Operational logic
It has been recognized (Robinson et al., 1984') that
cartographic generalization, even in manual process, should
start with feature selection or elimination. Displacement
and aesthetic refineme nt naturally follow most of the other
operations.
The intermediate steps vary with different
cases. An iteration of operations is often necessary.
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*

Minimizing spatial accuracy reduction
As a result of digital generalization, many data points are
moved or displaced from their original positions. Part of
the displacement can be minimized by, besides carefully
choosing algorithms and parameters, executing generalization
operations in certain order. Two operational sequences for
areal feature generalization are, for example:

**
**

Simplification, Aggregation, followed by Smoothing, or
Aggregation, Simplification, followed by Smoothing.

Each of the above will result in a difference in the output.
A sequence that produces less rositional displacement is
considered better (McMaster, 1986).

*

Maximizing process efficiency
In cases where processing efficiency is important (as in the
case of large data volumes or where the scale-change is
drastic, the workflow should be customized in order to
maximize throughput.

*

Minimizing the need for subsequent readjustment
Unnecessary repetitions of the same operation should be
avoided.
For example, to generalize a cluster of small
areas, Aggregation followed by Smoothing may be better than
Smoothing followed by Aggregation because the latter may
require further smoothing of the aggregated boundaries.

Building a more general workflow will be based on many casedependent workflows.
The development and optimization of
generalization workflows will involve a great amount of research
and experimentations.
IV.

Recommended Research

The availability of an interactive
generalization system, such as MGE Map
cartographers with an effective suite of
digital cartographic generalization. While
first step, future research should focus on

digital cartographic
Generalizer, provides
tools for interactive
this is an important
the following areas:

Enhancement of user interface and software capabilities and
flexibility to handle more complex workflows
Development and improvement of algorithms to generalize a
wider variety
of feature types and feature - to-feature
relationships
Implementation of analytical tools for analyzing
conditions and output map quality
Building capabilities
resolutions
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for

symbol

conflict

input data

detection and

Providing more visual tools to assist cartographic judgement
and decision-m~king
Exploring other applications of generalization, such
GIS/LIS and natural resources management areas.
V.

as in

Conclusions

Digital cartographic generalization has advanced to the
stage where organizations should strongly consider multi-scale
databases in stead of the more-traditional single scale approach.
Digital cartographic generalization provides the opportunities of
exploiting a single representation for cartographic products at a
range of scales.
In addition to improving data consistency and
reliability across different scale products, digital cartographic
generalization provides the opportunity for more effective, more
consistent and more efficient cartographic visualization.
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A comprehensive approach in cartographic
animation
D. Karl (Berlin, D)

Abstract: Animation i s a useful vi sua lization tool for presenting and
in vest ig at ing geographical data . In spite of this potential a comp re hens ive
ap proac h to the use of anima t ion in cartography does not ex i st . Thi s paper
exam ines t he vis ua l and acoustic means of animation and how they can be ap pli ed
in cartography . Addit i ona ll y i t develops a system of animat i on varia bl es wh i ch
can be used f or t he creatio n of complex cartogra phi c animatio ns.

1. Animation in Cartography
Animat i on i s a useful form of presentation for cartograp hy. It has t he abi lity
to show the spat i a l and t empora l dimension of geographical data and a l so to show
data in a variety of forms. Animat i on can be emp l oye d in cart ography to present
res ult s of investigations, but -more important- animation can be used in
sc ient ifi c in vest igat i on process as a tool to vis ua li ze geographical data for
purposeful exp l orat ion and th e development of ques tion s and hypoth es i s ( Di Biase
et. a 1. 1992 , Monmon i er 1989 and 1991).
In sp ite of the pote nti a l of animat ion for carto graphy only a small amount of
work ha s been don e in thi s area. Most works are concerned with the realization
of an animated map sequence for one spec i a l is sue (Moe ll er ing 1976 and 1980,
Rase 1974, Tob l er 1970) . Only the l at er wo rks pick up a more common and
exte nsive attemp t at th e cartog rap hi c application of animation (Campbell and
Egbert 1990 , Monmonier 1989 and 1991, Dibia se et . a l. 1992) . A comprehensive and
systema ti c approach to the use of an imat i on does not ex i st. Thi s paper tries to
develop a systematic and comp re hensive approac h for the appli cat ion of an imat i on
in cartograp hy. It presents the visual and aco ust i c means of animat ion and how
i t ca n be used in cartograp hi c an imatio n.
2. The visual animation variables
Definitions

To real i ze the complete potential of animation for cartographi c visua li zat i on
the mea ns of anima t ion must be exam ined and described. A sys t em of ba s i c
elements, simi l ar to Bertin's graphic var i ables mu st be defined whi ch may serve
as the basis for the generation of comp l ex cart ograp hi c animation s. For this
purpose we wi ll have a look to the definition of animat ion.
An imat i on i s a seque nce of chang ing images . The changes can refer to a ll
para meters whi ch determine an image ; however they must be in a logical con t ext.
According to this definition the essent i a l feature of animation i s the change
from one image to the next image. Therefor e , the basic e lements of animatio n,
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the animation variab l es , have to be derived from the changes wh i ch can occur.
The changes in a cartograph i c animation ca n be related to a ll parameters
determini ng a map. Maps are graphical represe ntation s of a spat i al data model.
Consequently t he changes can be referred to the data mode l as we ll as to t he
graphic mode l. Thu s , two groups of ani mat ion var i ables are to distinguish: the
variables referring to the data model and t he variables referring to the graphic
model . Additiona ll y, a third group of var iables ha s to be establ i shed : t he
variables referring to the sequence . The se variab l es are not re l ated to t he
indi vidu al maps but to the complete an imation sequence.
2.1 Animation variables referring to the data model
The data model underlyin g a map i s determined by the geographical objects and
t heir attr ibutes and by the data processing method, like c l ass ification or
interpo l at ion , wh i ch i s used to transform the raw data into a processed form.
Therefore, t he var iati on of t he data model in an animation may be re l ated to t he
data set or to the data process ing method.
Variab les of the da ta set

Var i at i ons in the data set canno t be made random ly. According to the defin ition
of animation they must be in a logical context , e.g. t he successive maps and
changes must be connected by subject or by locat i on. Considering this
restriction follow ing changes, which a l so may be ca l led var i ab les , ca n be
defin ed:
- a change in object's location .
Thi s type of animation can show t he vary ing pos i tion of an object to prese nt the
movement of the object.
Additionally, locat ion animation can depict t he same topic at different
locat ions to make c lear spat i al di spar itie s and s imil arit i es .
- a change in object's value.
Thi s type of animation depicts varying val ues of one object ; thus it i s suitab le
for pre se ntation of time ser ies data. For exampl e t he variation of ra inf a ll in
an area over a period of 10 years.
- a change in object's type.
Different data related to one subject are shown in this animat ion to make
correlations vis ibl e. For exampl e an animat ion for population may pre se nt number
and density of population, et hni c composit ion, leve l s of edu cation, income etc.
- a change in number of objects.
Th i s means the successive presentation of map objects. In such an animation the
user i s led through the pre sented topic. A well defined success ion may help the
user to see and understand stat i stical or spati al re l atio nship s.

- a change in combination of objects.
Often a variety of objects or attr ibutes have to be depicted to see all ex i sting
correlatio ns. It i s difficu l t to show such compl ex subjects in one s ingle map
and mostly they are more confusing t han helpfully. In an an imated map sequence
the s in gle objects and attrib utes can be comb ined in any poss ibl e way and the
user may get a better impress ion about the corre l ations.
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Variables of data processing
Data processing is an essentia l step in map making process. The raw data will be
c l assif ied and set into a geometrical reference system. Variations in data
processing enab l es the user to get an extensive impres sion about the data
presented . in a map.
- a change ·in classification.
An anlmation with varying numbers of classes depict the data in different
generalization. For example a map sequence with an increasing number of classes
wi ll at first show common trends and than give a more detailed distribution of
the data.
- a change in geometrical reference system.
The change in geometrical reference system ca n be a s imple aggregation of
objects . An animation with aggregation i s simi lar to the classificatio n
animation. It is a kind of generalization that gives the user an overview about
spatial structure on var iou s aggregation levels.
A change in geometrical reference system can also be a transformation from one
reference system into another; for example the transformation of irregular point
data into a regu l ar grid or into isolines. An animation wit h transformation
al lows the presentation of the data in different ways and helps the user to get
a better insight into the data.

2.2 Animation variables referring to the graphic model
Th e change s of the graphic mode l ca n be related to the changes in the data model
but they also can be used independent ly.
An imat ion is a comb inati on of graphic and c inematographic presentation forms.
Therefore, the graphic models of an animation are compo sed by graphic objects,
wh i ch carry the i nforma t i on and by a camera and a Tight source wh i ch determi ne
the view point and the illumin at ion of the scene . (In computer animation we do
not have a real camera and light source, both are virtual objects only).
Accord ingly, two groups of animation variables can be distinguished:
- the variab l es of the graphic objects and
- the variab les of t he cinematographic objects
Variables of the graphic objects
The graphic objects in a cartograph i c animatio n are the e l ements of a map, the
point, line and area symbols. The animation var i ables of these objects
correspond with the colour-pattern variab les; they are: changes in position,
shape', size, direction, colour, texture and intensity.
The variables can be applied as fo ll ows:
- a change in position depicts movement, flows or diffusion of
geographical objects.
- ,a change in direct ion or
- a change in shape can denote change in quality of an object.
- a change in size shows different quantities as growth of
populat ion or the difference between coal and oi l resources of a
country .
o
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a change in
a change in
object.
a change in
example the

colour hues or
texture show varyi ng qualiti es of a geographical
intensity may denote a change in quantity for
altering population density.

Variables of the cinematographic objects
Camera , the most important one of the cinematographi c objects, determines the
way the user will see the graphical objects. It defines
- the perspective,
- the exte nsio n of presented area and
- how detailed the objects are shown to the viewer.
These parameters depend on the camera's position which defines the corresponding
animat ion variab les. They are : ver ti ca l pos ition (zenith), hor i zo ntal po sit ion
(azimuth), distance (hight) and angle (inclination).

In cartograph i c an imation the var iabl es may be us ed in the following way:
or
- a change in horizontal position cause a change in the presented
area; for exampl e a 'fly-by' shows three dimensional objects
from any desirable direction .
- a change in distance, a zoom, is equ al to a change in scale. It
presents geograph ic information in different degrees of
generalization.
- a change in angle presents the graphic objects in different
perspect ives , for exampl e a plane map i s turning into a threedimens ional presentation.
- a change in vertical position

Light sources are used in animation to create shadow effects for three
dimensional objects and to highlight specia l objects.

2. 3 Animation variables referring to the sequence
Finally, animation var iabl es can be defi ned that are related to an an imation
sequence as a whole. A sequence is a structured set of individu al images or
maps. The structure of a seq uence i s determined by the order of the s ingle map s
and by the dura tion of the maps and changes. Durat i on i s to be d i v i ded in
relat i ve duration whi ch descr ibes the rhythm, the temporal relations betwee n the
maps and their changes, and in abso lu te duration wh ich descr ibes the playing
speed of an animatio n. The an imat ion variables referring to the sequence may be
defined as order, rhythm and speed .
- order
The order of a sequence's maps can not be altered in any cartographic animation.
In temporal an imat ion s, which depict changes over time, the su ccess ion of
individual maps is determined by the temporal data. In non-temporal animations
however , the user may define the order that i s useful for his purpose.
- rhythm
Rhyt hm def i nes the relative durat ion a map or a change wi ll be presented. It is
-like order- dependent on the data. In temporal animat ion rhythm is determined
by t he rea l duration of cha nges of geographical ob j ects; in non- tempora l
animatio n it ca n be defined by the user.
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- speed

The playing speed of an animation is independent of the data. It ca n always be
var ied for the user's purpose.
3. The acoustic animation variables
3.1 Forms and functions of sound
In common animation the visual part is mostly combined with a sound-track . Sound
i s an important element in an animation to transmit the message. It supports and
confirms the visual message of the ani mation.
Multimedia techniques offer the possi bility for creat ing, combining and
prese nting pictures and sound on a computer. Therefore, the technical
requirements for an imat ion comb in ed with sound are ava ilable.
The use of sou nd in cartograp hy has not been considered seriou s ly up to now.
However , with the app lication of animation in cartography, cartographers are to
thin k abo ut sound and it s potential for transmitting cartographic information
(Krygier, 1991).
Sou nd ha s different forms: voice and mu sic.
- vo ice
Voic e can be part of the legend in a cartographic animation. Its role may be in

the most s impl e fo rm a pure vocal reprod uct ion of the occurring graphical
changes. In additio n, voice may exp l a in correlations between changing objects or
it gives additiona l information not presented in the visual part of the
animat i on.
- music

Music ca n be appl i ed in a cartograp hi c animation to mak e change s and their
temporal patterns more apparent for the user . Music i s -like animation- a
sequent i al presentatio n form and t herefore highl y appropri ate for re produ c ing
changes . Zuckerka ndl (1969) considers music even as the best communication form
f or presenting changes .
' To be sure, the eye shows us unaltered things that change their place. But the
ear? Hearing a melody i s t he c l ear perception of a mo vement which i s no t
attac hed to a mobil e , of a change without anything changing. Thi s change i s
enough, i t is the thing itself .... Compared wit h see ing and tou ching, hear ing
proves to be the fac ulty that gets to the esse nce ; ... In stead of asking how we
can perceive motio n with the ear too , we find that the core of the process of
motion . . . i s directly perceptible only with the ear .'
Both sound forms are described by aco ust i c character i stics whi ch may be defined
as acoust i c variab les . They can be used for compo s ing the sound-t rack of a
cartograph i c an imatio n.
3. 2 Acoustic variables
The acoustic variab l es are to dist in gui sh in variab les referring t o one sound
and in variables referring to a sequence of sounds. Thi s differentiation is
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sim il ar to the differentiation of visual variables which are distinguished in
var iabl es related to one indi vidual map and in variables related to a complete
animation sequence.
Variables referring to one sound
- pitch
Pitch can be used to indicate the kind of change that takes place. A sequence of
rising pitches may present increasing data values; a sequence of descending
pitches on the other hand presents decreasing values.
- loudness
Loudness is, like pitch, an ordina l variable . It may denote changes in the
quantity of an object. Increasing loudness represents increasing data and
decreasing loudness represents decreasing data. Additionally, loudness can be
used to point to changes or to emphasize abrupt changes.
- timbre
Timbre describes the character of a sound, for example the bright sound of a
flute or the warm sound of a cello. Timbre allows a qualitative differentiation.
In an imation it can denote changes in quality of an object or it may be used to
represent more than one changes at the same time.
- duration of sound
The duration of a sou nd determines the time interval one sound is played. It
indi cates the duration of a change of geographical data.
Variables referring to a sequence of sounds
- melody
A melody i s a defined sequence of pitches. It may denote a defined change within
the animation and signify its temporal pattern whether it is a single,
periodical or episodica l event.
- rhythm and speed
The rhythm and speed of a sound sequence create the acoustic 'picture' of the
cha nge's dynamic. Rhythm and speed are determined by the duration of the
individual sounds in the sequence. They can be compared with the visua l
var i ables 'rhythm' and 'speed' referring to the animation sequence.
- spatial position of sounds
New techniques in music equipment make possible to hear sounds in three
dimensions. Spatial sound enab l es the listener to perceive direction and
distance of a sound and with i t , to perceive the spatial dimension of the
changes in a cartographic an imatio n.

Conclusion:
Animation is a useful visua li zat ion tool for cartograp hy to present results of
investigations and to visualize geographical data for purposeful exp loration and
the development of questions and hypothesis. If cartographers wa nt to realize
the comp lete potential of animation they have to examine the means of animat ion
and their application in cartography. This paper presents the vi sual and
acoustic means of animatio n and defines a system of animation variables which
may serve as the basis for the creation of comp l ex cartographic animations.
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Ariadne's thread - structure in multimedia atlases
F. Ormeling (Utrecht, NL)

Atla ses
An at las is an intentional set of maps; it consists of a number of maps a nd other
graphics brought together for some purpose. Usually this is more than just a reference
purpose. As an intentional set of maps, at lases can be compared to rhetoric: the
author or atlas editor wants to make some point, he wants to reach an objective, and
in order to do so he presents the mate rial in a given sequence. The comparison with
films is re leva nt here: single shots get a meaning when combined into a n edited
sequence. At lases are produced in order to answer specific questions, just as novels
answer all-important questions such as "Will the heroine find true love; Will the hero
conquer evi l; Will they solve the mystery?" Comparable questions for atlases would
be: "Are people here in control of their environment? Do all people have access to
th e nati o n's resources ? Do people here have better chances than people e lsewhere,
and if so, at what pri ce?".
In order to enab le th e read e rs to find the answers, atlases have to be structured, and
they have to a ll ow for compa ri so ns. Atl as users want to compare different countries,
they lVa nt to compare the patterns for various themes for th e same area, or the
deve lopm e nt of a si ngl e theme for a specific area, they want to compare the same
theme for differe nt areas, in order to deduce whether some common patterns exist,
and th ey want to compare the maps with various other models of reality, such as
graphs, diagrams, textu a l descriptions, or satellite images. For the maps to enable
th ese comparisons, they have to follow preset standards, regarding scale, degree of
ge ne rali sation, symbolization, projections, or data quality. The other presentation
formats (fotos, diagrams, satellite imagery) are bound to answer to comparable standa rd s as well, but we have not found out about those yet.
In order to find our way in th e geographica l data prese nted in an atlas we have to
str ucture th e m: we put the material in a given seque nce and in a specific order of
im portance, a n information hierarchy, for instance. There are two main types of use
of paper atlases: a guided sea rch, usu a lly for reference or for educational purposes,
and a browse mode. If we want to know the location of a specific city, we look for it
in the at las index, and th a n find it a t the atlas page and cross-reference indicated. Or,
as in i'illlerAlias, educational materi al is presented in a strict sequence, that allows us
to follow the argument and understand spatial processes. Por guided search place
names ind exes, a nd topical indexes are ava il able, next to index maps and th e table of
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contents. For browsing, no specific aids used to be available. Before we turn to
multime di a atlases it is good to see how traditional pape r atlases a re structured.
Structure in paper atlases
In order to analyse the structural aspects of paper atlases it seems best to id e ntify the
tools used for structuring. Here we can discern:
1. the scale tool : we use it when we re nder more impo rtan t areas a t larger scales than
less
importa nt a reas
2. th e geographic sequence too\: we use it when we presen t areas dee med more im
portant
earlier in the sequence than less important areas
3. th e thematic/topical sequence tool : we use it in order to suggest the existence of
some causal rel ationships be tween various map themes
4. the temporal sequence tool or time machine which presents everything (such as a
number of snapshots in time) in a histo rical or chronological sequence,
allowing us to show the spa ti al development of a phenomeno n
5. the superposition or windowing tool, which allows e ith er for close ups (positioning)
o r for overviews (orientation)
6. the colour coding tool, which is used to show that a ll a tlas pages
with a simil a rly co lo ured map ma rgi ns refer to the same area, or to th e same
th eme.
7. the graphical emphasis tool , which is used within specific maps in order to indicate
th e hi e rarchy be tween the various inform ation categories represented
Apart from these structuring tools, other tools are used as well in atlases, such as
tools for atlas use. H e re we can discern reference mechanisms, such as scale reference mechanisms, milieu refere nce mechani sms, rel ative or absolute positioning
reference mecha ni sms, simplification tool s, used for exp la ining or memorizing the
comp lex images the maps show us, a nd alternation tools: by alternating various views
o n th e same a rea (such as chorological a nd economic maps, or a na lytical a nd synoptic
maps) an d repeating this sa me combination fo r differe nt a reas we avoid being
influence d too mu ch by o ne specific standpoint of the map author; moreover,
opposing th ese images ge nerates ex tra info rmation.
Of course, th e re are other importa nt aspects of atlases, such as the ir points of view,
which can be ideologically or phraseologically differenti ated, the way in which maps,
other grap hic formats and texts a re integrated in the atl as, or the access mechanisms,
such as place names ind exes, map sheet indexes and thesauri . As these aspects are
present as well in digital a tl ases we will not discuss th em he re.
Digital environment
We are still producing atlases now, as we we re 400 years ago. However, one shou ld
realize that neither Ortelius or Mercator, neither Sanson or Arrowsmith had the kind
of compe titi o n our ca rtographi ca l products have now, from television, video a nd
co mpute r games. It is not sufficient to move the traditional atlas concep t to a n
e lectronic e nvironmen t. If we want our potential atlas use rs to be interested in electronic a tl ases, they will have to be interactive. The users should not run out of
motiva tio n too soon when usinl!l these atlase~. Therefore, what we should envisage is
to provide a tl ases that simulate a wo rld in which we can move abou t, a tl ases that let
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the use rs interact wi th the graphics on the screen and with the simu lated world, for
insta nce by adding their own data.
In pape r a tlases we are confronted with the mapma ker's perspective on the data,
whi le in electronic atlases it is our own perspective (Arme nakis). When we study
these electronic atlases, they can be subdivided into different groups, such as the
"view only" type (such as the electronic Atlas of Arkansas) which still is based upon
the map maker's perspective; the "interactive" type, which has the use r's view on the
.da ta selected by the map make r, a nd the "analytical" type of electronic a tlases which
provides a user's view on da ta selected by the user himself.
One of the most impo rt ant drawbacks of maps is the ir isola ting character: they
present only a restricted selecti o n of the mes for a restricted pa rt of the world at a
specific time (Freitag 1988, p.76). This drawback has bee n turned, as we have seen,
into a structuring tool for paper atlases. Because of the ease of scrolling, the geographi c sequ encing tool has lost its use in a digital environment. As we have the possibility to zoo m in or out on our maps we lost the scale tool as well. The temporal
sequ e nce tool has been stre ngthened as we have options for a nimation in this new
e nvi ro nme nt. The thematic sequ e nce too l, the graphical emph as is too l a nd the
alt e rn a ti on too l have been preserved, a nd the superposition too l has been strengthened, as we a re ab le to ask for wind ows with e nl arge me nts or with overview maps at
wha teve r locatio n o n the scree n we want th em.
New too ls fo r stru cturing in the digital e nvironm<:n t a re the highlighting tool (which
wi ll either increase the cont rast with the background constantly or temporarily, by
blinking) a nd the layering too l, whi ch all ows us to co nstruct a specific cartographic
image laye r fo r laye r, in th e specifi c sequence we want.
Wh e n we look a t access structures, in principle the (geograp hi c) sequ e nce has been
los t. Whe n we still want the use rs to follow a specific route by prese nting e.g. a
de fault sequ e nce, we wi ll have to see to it that this route is inte res ting a nd that it is
fun: we have to provide some so rt of guid ed di scovery process, with add ed valu e; it
should be poss ibl e to app ly knowledge of facts and theory ga ined during the journey,
in orde r to ga in co mpre he nsion, percep tio n an d practical sk ills. For guided navigation,
sea rch e ngines have to be built that enable users to loca te places o r other named
objects, even with wild cards, or to locate all th e settl eme nts within a certain radiu s or
buffer. When we wa nt to go browsing, a t the othe r ha nd , there are various modes
ava il a ble (McAJee.s e 1989): distinct sca nning, browsing, searching, exp loring a nd
wande ring. Each of these has to be ca te red for.
Every interactive naviga tion syste m is a world in mini at ure, with we ll-t rodde n
highways, ope n seas, for whi ch visit ors need both maps a nd means to trave l (Hoffos
1992). The ma ny maps that have been devised for vid eo games a re a n exa mple; but
there a re o th e r, mo re serio us types of education and entertainment now re leased on
CD-ROM or CD-I or videodisc, th at need maps as we ll. The Do mesday project is a n
exa mpl e of the latter, but the sa me goes for sword and so rce re r kind of video games,
or flight simul a tor games, stra tegy games, sports games or de tective games like
She rl ock Ho lmes or Ca rme n Sa ndi ego, a nd civilization ga mes like SIMCi ty.
SIMcity is a civili za tion game, the kind of compu ter game played by adults on their
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home PC. It shows a landscape which can be developed, i.e. where a city can be built,
based on numbers of taxpay ing citizens, a budget, employment, housing, infrastructure requirements, a nd a rating given to the player (in the form of a popularity poll for
th e city's mayor). One plays the game in a specific time frame , with monetary restra ints, a nd a poss ibl e threa t of natural disasters for which one has to be prepare d. It
is rather difficult to loo k at the la rger framework, as one's wo rk area is only a small
part of a mu ch la rge r region. This la rge r region is considered empty, a nd therefore a
lack of interaction wit h the outside world emerges which we shou ld avoid in our
a tl ases. One may move throughout the area, but the player himself is not visible, only
th e cursor. The e nvironment ca n be bui lt in any location, and if a certa in spot has
bee n built already, it ca n eve n be buldozed and developed again.
Car men Sandi ego is a detective ga me, also avai labl e for PC, with educati onal aspects
meant for high schoo l children. It has been at the top of PC games sales for almost
three yea rs in the US. It is about ga ther ing clu es to catch a thief, who moves about a
lot, a nd during th e inform a tion ga th e ring process one lea rns a lso about foreign places.
During th e chase, one might go in th e wro ng directi o n, and have to retrace o ne's
ste ps. T his is possible, but o nly if the pl ayer has made notes himse lf. Though there is
a map option (flight), this on ly shows possible destina ti ons from the current abode,
a nd not former haunts. This suggests the importance of being able to keep track of
o ne's movements.
Structure in multimedia atlases
As th e newest deve lopment in e lectronic at lases, multimedia at lases provide a variety
of ana logue and di git a l form s of da ta (maps, graphics, a nimated films, video, gra phs
a nd diagrams, sate llit e im ages) th a t come togeth er via common channels of communicatio n (Laurini a nd Thompson 1992). Up till now th ese data formats have been
mos tly presented in a "view only" type of presentation, that is a presentation where
the use r cannot influence specific images, but there is no reason why thi s should not
change to an interact ive or eve n ana lytica l mode. The Geoscope Interactive Global
Change Encyclopaedia is a good examp le. Here, the use r can m ake his ow n selection
of the dat a to be prese nted, a nd he ca n influence th e colours and class boundaries of
th e maps th a t a re di sp layed by the sys te m.
In car tog rap hic app lications multim edia is usua lly rea li sed using a Hypercard
in formation structuring mod e l, in which se ts of nodes are con nected together by
undiffe re ntiat ed (associative) links. Such a set-up can be a bit open-e nd ed, and it can
be difficult, especia lly because of the various form ats used together, to perceive it as a
unity. Wh at glu es toge ther the various chunks of in for mation ? Wha t provides the
spa ti a l relationships between the various disparate images? The fact that it stems
from the same package is not e nough. It shou ld be a simi la r sty le of execution,
spe cific le tte ring, co lour coding, a ma rgin al reference, apa rt from the common
ne two rk o r web stru cture that lin ks th e image back to th e origin of th e journey.
Th e re are oth er requirements as we ll: one has to be e quipped with a sort of log,
which has reco rd ed a ll th e acti ons o ne took; the sys te m should ma intain records of
topi cs or sections whose las t cards have been reached. flagging them to th (l user by
hi ghlighting the buttons on the section header card and the map (Raper 1992). From
a n int e rface use rs should discover wh e re they are going and help th em remember
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how they got the re. It is especi ally importa nt for use rs to be a hl e to distinguish
be twee n th e seve ral layers they have access to. One would want to re trace o r undo a
num be r o f the mos t rece nt naviga tio na l steps, save one's place in the inte rface a nd
re turn to it la te r, a nn ottate fil es, kee p use r notes a nd co mme nts o n a note pa d (Appl e
1992) .
Hoffos has stated th e nav iga ti o na l require me nts fo r multim edia pac kages (1 992):
- Use rs should be abl e to deve lop a co he rent me nta l image of the progra mme's stru cture, while still a ll owing th e m to move a bout eas ily within it.
- Use rs should neve r have to go furth e r in to ge t furth e r out
- Use rs should a lways be abl e to co me a nd go hy the same means
- Th e sa me routin es should wo rk co nsiste ntly th roughout the e ntire progra mme; th e
sam e acti o n should produ ce the sa me results in a simila r co ntext
- It is useful to le ave a me taph ori ca l tra il of pebbl es a long the pa th , so use rs ca n
backtrack to the las t int e res ting fo rk o r cross-road a nd ex pl o re a no th e r route
(Ap pl e produ ce d a ' rece nt ' functi o n fo r Hype rcard , showing up to 40 previously accessed card s)
- Mos t use rs a ppreciate so me fo rm of map or gauge to to indica te wh e re th ey a re in
th e programme, a nd how mu ch re ma ins to be expl o red (a lso ava il a bl e in
A ppl e Hype rca rd) .
O th e r importa nt aspects for naviga ti on throu gh multi-media systems are:
- Use rs should be re quire d to int e ract with the sys te m at regul a r, no n-predi ctabl e in
te rva ls,
- Th e multimedi a syste ms should prov ide visual res ponses to eve ry cho ice use rs make
during inte rac ti ve sess io ns
- Th e sys te ms should have tim e-o ut fun cti o ns
- Th e sys te ms sh ould have a scree n-save fun ction
- Th e use rs should have access to a di a logue box.
Mo reove r, use rs should be a hl e to be tra ilbl aze rs for othe r use rs, showing profit a ble
ro ut es th rough th e sys te m.
Multime di a a tl ases should th e re fo re provid e use rs with a n overv iew of the rout e they
to ok, the p rese nt pos iti o n, show ing both geographi c pos iti o n, the topi c selecte d, a nd
th e pos iti o n in th e atl as. T hi s presupposes a study of the pote nti a l a nd plausibl e
ro utes a pl aye r o r atl as use r mi ght se lect - in fact, it requires a stu dy of map use.
In U trec ht we have deve loped a p ro totype of a n e lect roni c multimed ia a tl as, NAlS
(fo r Na ti o na le A tl as Info rma ti e Sys tee m, a n acronym mode le d o n th e Ca nad ia n
exa mpl e). Fro m a sta rting po int (see fi gure 1), it a llows use rs to move in diffe re nt
ways: to topographi c maps of th e Net he rl a nds, to sta tistica l ma ps of the count ry and
to an e ncycl ope dica l secti on, whi ch co nt a ins maps and texts. The topographic ma ps
have a scroll a nd a zoo m fun cti on; they ca n a lso be linked to imagery a nd anim ati o n,
but thi s lin k presupposes a re turn journ ey. Th e stati stical ma ps a ll ow o ne to scro ll
(fro m o ne p rovince to the nex t) or zoo m (fro m th e count ry, subdi vid ed int o provin ces
or di stricts, to provinces, subdiv id ed int o muni cip a liti es); one is also a ll owe d to go
frolll a stat istica l Ill ap to a topogra phi c Ill ap of th e sa me area, but o ne is no t a ll owed
a re turn journ ey ye t. This is so rt of a drawback, as th e co lllp a ri so n be twee n stati stical
a nd top ographic Ill aps Imp roves und e rstanding of th e sta tistical maps. The encyclopedic part co ntai ns text s a nd maps (on la ndscape, geo logy, demogra phic deve lopme nt,
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etc.), structured in time; one is allowed to hop on from here to the imagery, but
again, it is obligatory to move back to the encyclopedia afterwards. So landscape
photographs showing moraines, and animations of the process of them being pushed
up by glaciers, can be accessed both from topographic maps of areas where these
moraines are located and from geological or landscape sections in the encyclopedic
parts. But is is impossible to move from the topomap via these images to the
e ncyclopedia - to do so, one has to make a detour via the start menu. Even when, in
this case, because of the zoom and scroll functions a trail of pebbles to enable one to
retrace one's steps is not so necessary, this example shows that at least a map of the
atlas, which shows the potential links, is a must for its proper use.
In the start of this paper I refered to rhetoric; in this sense atlases could be regarded
as having a narrative structure. This narrative structure seemed lost in the digital
environment, but as far as Multimedia systems on CD-ROM or CO-I are concerned,
thi s narra tive is more within our grasp than ever, as the potential of sound and
th erefo re of narrative is added to our other possibilities.
Scenario's
In th e past some geography manual s have been produced, disguised as children's
litera ture. The most famous is probably The wonderflll journey of Nils, which describes
the journey of a Swedish boy, who has been changed by magic into a Liliput-like
creature, with a flock of wild geese from Southern Sweden to Lappland and back. By
moving over the country in a seemingly random way, all the country's landscapes, the
ways of life and the problems of its inhabitants were described. The book was
commissioned by the Swedish educational authorities from the Noble-prize winning
writer Selma Lagerliiff. Comparable books have been written for other european
countries as well.

It wou ld be perfectly fe as ibl e to change this children's story or the movie that has
been made from it, into a n adven ture game: in order to accumulate a number of
credits, players would have to move about and encounter problems in various parts of
th e country and so lve them. Th ese problems would vary with the geographical
loca tion and the topical layer selected. In order to move about, a certain capital
would be available; it would be dipped into depending on the travel mode. In order
to be as rea li stic as possible, the player should be represented as a sprite, a small
image or character which can easily be manipulated on the screen during the course
of a prese ntation (Brennan 1993). The alternative would be to provide a flight-simulator-like e nvironmen t, but thi s would probably re quire too much memory space. If
suc h a sce nario could be link ed to digital atlas files (such as the PC Atlas of Sweden),
a most powerful an d alluring edu ca tional tool for secundary schools could be created.
New e lectro ni c atlases should be planned by producing the scenarios first, before
co llecting the necessary da ta. The types of movements expected should then be
ascerta ined, and subseque ntly the tools should be prepared to allow the users to move
abo ut , e ither for following specific route or in a browse mode, and to keep track of
th eir move ments. And if th ey have no threa d or pebbles to find back their origin, at
least they should have a map for their journey through the atlas.
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Electronic mapping systems - a multimedia approach to
spatial data use
H. Asche, C.M. Herrmann (Berlin and Karlsruhe, D)

ABSTRACT

Modern and cost-effective informatio n technologies present a whole new world of o pportuniti es
for di gital mappin g and map use. Of particular impo rtance to spatial data representati on and
exp lo ration are co mput e r-ass isted methods collecti veiy known as vis ua li zati on which are
primaril y concerned with the multi-dime ns io nal graphic representati on and communi catio n of
spati al info rmation. Assoc iated with visua li zati o n is the concept of electronic mapping which
uses interacti o n and multimedia techniques fo r the creati on of multi -d im ensio nal, fin e-t uned
electronic maps. Based on map gra phi cs, electroni c mapp in g sys te ms provide cartographer and
map user with fresh and intuiti ve o pti o ns for the visuali zation , manipul ati on and evaluation of
spati a l data .

1.0

INTROD UC TION

Over the last three decades, the worldwide spread of modern informati on and co mmunicati on
technologies has led to a dramatic increase of generally avail able information. Immense amo unts
of data have become such an immanent feature of the W es tern world at least that the phrase
"information era" seems an appropri ate characteri zation of the situati on. Whil e the data explosion
has undo ubtedly contributed to a general democrati zati on of information, ever larger volumes of
data raise the problem of managing these data to extract the information req uired for specific tasks.
Vast arrays of unexpl ored data , accumulating at an accelerating rate, are cl ear indicati ons of the
constantl y widening gap between the availability of data and their appropriate use (12). Ca usally
related to th e info rmati o n revolution is the evoluti on of medi a to communicate the information.
In thi s deve lo pment , the electronic med ia have added audi ov is ual data like sound , video and
anim ati o n to the classic data types of tex t, graphi cs and images . State-of-the-art informati on
techn o logies provide a growing number of facilities to store and ma nage audiovisual data in
digital fo rm. Implemented on standard co mputer syste ms they are fast bringing thi s poten tial to
the user enabling him to interact with all the different types of information, and to manipulate the
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data in a variety of ways, and to mi x them into interactive appli cations. Such combined interactive
processin g of data, graphics, video and sound is termed "multim edi a" o r "hypermed ia" .
Earth sciences, in partic ul ar, have witnessed an ex plosion of information, especiall y since earth
observati on satellites, o perating from the earl y I970s, have made available vast arrays of spati otemporal data of o ur environment. Undo ubtedl y the eno rmo us amo unts of environmental data
have greatl y wid ened the ca rtograp her 's capacity to process and communi cate these data
cartog raphi ca ll y - des pite increasin g data protecti o n effo rts. At the same time, adv ances in
computing and computer technology prov ide the cartographer with a whole range of sophi sticated
hardw are/software o pti o ns for data selecti o n, analysis and storage. Powerful graphi cs workstati ons now facil itate rapid graphic di spl ay of geographic data, constructi on of two- and th reedimensional map models, dynami c presentati on of environmental change and spati al mobility,
mu ltimedi a integ rati o n and spati o-temporal simul ati o ns. G rowin g conce rn for glo bal and
regional environmenta l problems call s fo r ea rth scienti sts to co mmit themeselves to the task of
empl oyin g the electroni c tools at th eir hands for the effecti ve and efficient management of the
mass of geogra phi ca l in fo rmati o n.

2.0

SPATIAL DATA REPRESENTATI ON

As the enOlll10 US q uan titi es of largely alphanumeric data long exceed o ur capacity to utili ze them,
it becomes necessary to develop some kind of understanding of the quali ty and usefulness of this
information m J. Transfo rmin g data to graph ic fo rm ca n he lp to accompli sh thi s. In fact, the last
two decades have seen a constant growth of two- and three-d imens ional graphi cs and images
being employed to represent qualitative and quantitative informati on. At the same time, graphics
have devel o ped from mere illustrati ons into an independent means of communi cati on. Modern
computin g and informatio n technologies have substani a lly fostered the creati on and propagation
of informati o n graphi cs. T oday , the visual presentati on of info rmati on is already dominatin g o ur
percepti o n habit s. Film s and vid eocl ips of virtu a l enviro nment s, animated satellite weather
graphi cs and electroni c traffi c info rmati o n ma ps on Germ an state-co nt roll ed TV , electroni c
railway timetabl es of th e S wi ss and German state rail ways , electroni c books, the inte racti ve
multimedi a news paper of Basle (S witzerl a nd) are c urrent exa mpl es to illustrate the trend .

2.1

VI SU ALIZATI ON

T he graphi cs revoluti o n has cl ea rl y multipli ed th e de mand fo r effec ti ve computer-ass isted
methods of graphic data presentati on and analysis. Co ll ecti vely known as "v isuali zati on", these
methods aim to "make visibl e" infolll1ati o n by em pl oyin g visual tools of compute r graphi cs. The
purpose of visua li zati on is to represent general or specifi c characteri sti cs of spatial data sets for
co mmuni cati o n o r s ubsequent analysis by sym bo li zati on. Vi suali zati on req uires the use of
interacti ve graphi cs systems. Hardware and softw are com ponents of these e lec troni c mappin g
systems prov ide a vari ety of choices for vis ual data presentation rangin g from th e single graphi c
to animation and multimedia as well as for interacti ve explo ration of the mul tidimensiona l data .
A part fro m it s tech no logica l component vis uali zati on is not a com pletely new concept of
co mm uni catin g in formati o n. Vi sua l presentati on of data is commo n in stati sti cs and the ea rth
sciences since the nineteenth century. T he scholarl y wo rks of BERTI!\ (0.3) and Tl'FrE (19.'O) have amply
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demonstrated the unique power of vis uali zation to di sclose a nd und ersta nd complex data
relati onshi ps. In the context of recent US-Ameri can inv esti gati ons into s upercomputin g the
centra l role of visuali zati on for effec ti ve di gital data use has once again been emphasized (1 0).

2.2

VI SU ALIZAT ION IN C ARTOGRAPHY

Maps are well esta bli shed and famili ar tools to visuali ze geogro.phi c info rmation . As graphic
abstractions of the three-dimensional reality , maps employ symbols to represent and communicate
spatial data. With reference to the concept of modelling, the fund amental process of cartographi c
info rm ati on processin g, the tra nsformati on of s patia l data into tw o- a nd three-dimensional
graphi c model s, is described as cartog raphi c modellin g. Successful modellin g of geographi c
infom1ati on is a decisive factor in creating useful maps that facilitate effective visual communication,
spatial data navigation and application-oriented data use. Due to their unique property to vi sualize
spatial information by graphi c abstraction, maps are considered an ideal in strument to organi ze,
analyse, and communicate the vast amounts of geographic data in a way that cannot be matched
by any othe r product.
While the cartographer has largely been restricted to conv enti onal tw o-dimen sional map
graphics in the past, modem computer graphics systems offer sophi sti cated and versatile tools for
the de vel opment of complex three-dimensiona l graphi c models. W orkstati on-based techniques
of multimedia data ha ndlin g prov ide new and cost-effecti ve means of all owing the cartographer
to experiment with the graphi c representation of complete sets of geographi c data.

3.0

ELECTRONIC MAPPI NG SYST EMS

3.1

ELECTRONIC MAPPING

Geographi c informati on systems (G IS), developed for the management of large sets of geographic
data, provide the cartographer with powe rful and effici ent tools of data storage, evaluation and
analysis. Most GIS support some kind of graphic di splay of evaluati on results but lack powerful
fun ctio ns to vi sualize spatia l data complying with the principles of cartographic modelling. Thi s
ins uffi ciency has turned out to be a maj or imped iment to meet the cartographer's as well as the
map user' s requirement s of map graphi cs, as a maj ority of them are not prepared to give up the
professiona lly modelled map as the principal instrument to represent and access complex spatial
informati on. Within the context of the c urrent controversy on the statu s of G IS in cartogra phy,
case studies have in vesti gated the cartographi c shortcomings of G IS. (In In the ongoing debate
the argument is gaining ground that GI S - like multimedia - is a di gital technique of spatial data
management which can be made use of in the visuali zati on process. By combining G IS features
of data storage and analysis with vis uali zation, the cartographer is able to model novel, electronic
maps that full y ex ploit the potenti al of computer techn ology. In thi s context, the term "electronic
ma p" is used to characteri ze di gita l maps designed fo r th e use on gra phi cs workstati ons or
electronic mapping systems, i.e. prim arily for softcopy displ ay on hi gh-qua lity monitors and not
for hard copy o utput.
In contrast to GIS , visuali zati on is central to electronic mappin g, and the map graphi c is the
es senti al pa rt of a n electroni c mappin g system. It s da ta structures and th eir ca rtogra phi c
re presentati on can, however, be manipul ated interacti vely through "active" map ele ments, so-
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called hot sy mbols, and nav igati on buttons, annotated with graphi cs, images and text suppl ements. Electroni c maps support the interacti ve integrati on of time- based data, a ll ow ing dynami c
visuali zati on of spati o-temporal in fo rmation, of animati on and so und as well as systems guidance
by so-called agents. By empl oy ing state-of-the-art technology for the symboli zati on of geographi c
info rm ati o n, electroni c mappin g systems he lp to brin g the cartographi c vis uali zati on process
better into lin e with the map user's contempora ry percepti on habits.
Resultin g from changin g data communi cati on and percepti on patterns, the map user is heav il y
re lyin g on multidim ensiona l, multim edia data presentat ions. Thi s signals a trend away fro m
abstract graphi cs like the conventi onal topographi c map towards dynamic rather than stati c, twodimensio na l rather than three-d imensiona l map models, and images rather than graphi cs to
visuali ze spatial data. The closer their visual 'similarity to the user's three-dimensional environment,
the more effecti ve they expl oit hi s a bility to recogni ze spati al patterns thu s facilitating natura l,
intuiti ve cogniti on of data structures. Vi s uali zati on is therefore of fund amental importance for
easy and effecti ve access and use of spati al data fo r subsequent data analysis, processin g or
decision makin g. Commercial e lectroni c mappin g appli cati ons that ex pl o it thi s potenti al are
regional a nd national atl asses (e.g. Arkansas, Sweden), urban and regional informati ons systems
(e.g. GeoFind er tow n and county guide of Los An geles) , touri st informati on systems (e.g. the
Gri sons system install ed at the Swi ss motOlw ay resthouse "Heidil and" ) and an increasing number
of map-based educational systems (e.g. the Pl anetscapes system containing Landsat and Voyager
images).

3.2

S YSTEM CO PMPONENTS

Like Des ktop Mappin g, electroni c ma ppin g empl oys modern gra phi cs systems whi ch, over the
last decade, have establi shed themselves as fl exibl e, effi cient mappin g tools in computer-assisted
cartog raphy ( 1. 8) Frequentl y based o n mi crocomputers, they offe r easy operation, hi gh-level
processin g and a great potential for cartographic visuali zati on at an economi c price/perform ance
ratio.
El ectroni c mappin g requires an e lectroni c mapping system a t the heart of whi ch is a hi ghinteracti o n graphi cs computer s uppl e me nted by opti cal data storage fa c iliti es (CD -ROM ,
videodi sc). Performance features of sta ndard hardware/softw are make it possible to confi gure
interacti ve cartographi c workstati ons f rom off-the- shelf products for individual mappin g applications and evaluation purposes. A new breed of dedicated low cost graphics systems (personal
digital assistants, PDAs) is currently being introduced into the market. As systems manufacturers
have indicated that the systems will also be used to visuali ze spatial data, the cartographer should
expl ore the cartographic potenti al of these pl atforms. Systems of special interest are pen-operated
handh eld computers or "pen books" for whi ch city maps and graphi cs-based travel guides are
being developed.
To make full and effecti ve use of electroni c mappin g systems, the design of the man-machine
di alogue, commonl y termed "user interface ", is of key importance to both map maker and map
user. Maj or attenti on has been directed to ward s solvin g thi s probl e m in connecti on with th e
development of microcomputers for non-professional use. O ne trul y revolutionary concept was
the use of graphi c symbols or" icons" to visuali ze famili ar objects (e.g. of an offi ce environment)
which could be selected and manipulated directl y on screen by means of an electroni c pointer tool,
the so-called mouse. In keeping with the thinkin g and feelin g of the non-professiona l computer
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user, in particu lar, this so-call ed object technique facilitates intuiti ve operation, enabling him to
take an active role in computin g without in-depth knowledge of data processin g.

4.0

ApPLI CAT ION POTENTIAL OF ELECTRON IC MAPPING

4.1

SELECTED C ASE ST UDIES

To stud y the probl ems related with the design, develo pment a nd use of electronic mapping
systems, selected aspects of electronic mappin g have been in vestigated for various appli cati ons
in coo peration with potential systems users. In keeping with users' system s requirements, all
appli cati ons are usin g standa rd ha rdwa re/software components of computer graphi cs: Apple
Macin/osh and IBM microcomputers and commercial AU/oCAD, car//o/in/o, Ma coMedia Director and SuperCard softwa re.
A first case stud y investi gated the application potential of two- and three-dim ensional AutoCAD ( 11.0) data for the development of interacti ve perspective maps (7) . A xonometric data of the
town centre of the German spa Bad Urach have been visual ized in an electronic three-dimensional
tow n plan in which the user is able to determine hi s position a nd line of vision. The system has
been developed on an IBM POAutoCAD basis. Commercial presentations of a similar application,
a simulated walk through a (v irtual) tow n, indicate that hardw are manufacturers consider dynami c
three-dimensional visualization of spatial data a key appli cati on to demonstrate the potenti al of
hi gh-performance graphi c computers (S ili con Graphics).
A second appli cation is the transform ati on of an ex isting Freehand (2 .02) tow n plan o f the
Omani capital Mu scatlMasqat (SE Arabia) into an urban electronic mappin g system. Integrated
into the system are additi onal themati c and topographi c maps, a street and obj ect index, hi stori c
tow n views, images , video and sound. Special attention is paid to provide the user with easy-tounde rsta nd ways to interact with all the inform ati o n presented . The user is able to place all
informati on selected interactively in a number of windows on the screen map. If required, he can
print hi s indi vidual tow n plan on an inkj et plotter integrated into the system. The ongoing proj ect
is developed on an Apple Macintosh mi crocomputer/M acroMedi a Director a uthorin g softw a re
system .
In a feasibilty study for the Brandenburg environmenta l agency (LUA ), a third application
evaluated the effective use of existing GIS data for electronic mappin g purposes (13). On an Apple
Mac intosh ha rdw are/ca rt/o/ info softw are platform a prototype of an e lectroni c map-based
info rmati on sys tem has been developed for environmem ta l pl annin g. Acti ve map elements
facilitate access to latent info rm at ion in the elec troni c map data base (e.g. to pographi c and
thematic maps , graphi cs , images and ex istin g G IS data). Different layers of spatial informati on
can be accessed at a time and mi xed interactively (e .g. topographi c base, area l photos, satellite
im age ry). The prototype s upports free selecti on of three avail abl e map sca les (I: 150,000, I:
SO,()()O, I: 10,000 scale) for explorati on and analysis. All selected data can be placed in a number
of windows on the screen ma p and hardcopi ed if req uired. The system provides the reg ional
planner with an easy-to- use framew ork , all ow in g him to evaluate environmental data in a vari ety
of ways and to produce hi gh-q uality environmental planning maps tai lored to project-specific
req uirements. Based on the prototy pe, a network ori ented electronic mapping systems of a county
in the German free state of Saxo ny (Miuweida) is c urrentl y und er dev elop me nt geared tf'
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centralized spati al data base management but decentrali zed geographic informati on use via [SON
telecommunicati ons network.
Parallel to the Brandenburg prototype a fourth case study investi gated the integration of G[S and
mul timedi a data into an electroni c a tl as of environmen tal change (1 8) . The application visualizes
environmental change in the Sw iss canton of Lucerne by communiti es from 1900-1 990, allowi ng
the user to se lect diffe rent states of c hange. Selected acti ve map element s linked with latent
informati on ca n be acti vated to di spl ay additi onal graphi cs and images , a hot link to spreadsheet
softw are (Excel) facilitates indi vidual access to the compl ete data sets for further evaluati on. T he
proj ect has also been developed on an Appl e Macintosh hardware/cartlolinfo sofw are system. A
simila r commercial appli cati on has recentl y been presented on an IBM PC hardware/ SPA NS
multimedi a softw are system.
A fifth and fin al case study is evaluatin g the appli cati on potential of the Apple Macintosh based
SuperCa rd softw a re system as a platform for an e lectroni c introdu cti on to map readin g. The
electroni c map int roducti on is developed fro m an existing conventi onal introducti on for a Berlin
school atl as. The appli cati on starts with a brief video sequence that introduces the topi cs covered
by the system. Easy-to- use nav igation buttons and icons all ow the user to pause at any point and
to select s pecifi c info rm ati on whi c h he ca n the n work on interac ti vely. Thi s multim edi a
appli catio n is aim ed to communi cate the princ iples of cartographic data processin g and sy mbolizati o n to youn g map users in a multidim ensional, yet easy-to understand way.

4.2

A SPECT S O F SPATIAL DATA USE

By integratin g the abiliti es of the computer, electronic mappin g provides the user with effecti ve
tools to interact with the multidimensional information presented in electronic maps. [n contrast
to desktop mapping whi ch is aimed at the producti on of digital maps intended for hardcopy output
and conventional data use, on-screen interaction and interactive data ex pl orati on are the key
concepts of electronic mapping. Spatial data use in electronic maps is based on the concept of links
between the data visuali zed on the map and additional spati al infonnati on which otherwise could
not have been integrated into the map by conventi onal methods because of modelling probl ems.
T o access the info rmati on stored in an electroni c map, electroni c mappin g systems provide
navigati onal tools of which navi gati on buttons and acti ve map el ements, and to some extent still ,
th e menu bar are th e most impo rtant. Whil e buttons all ow the use r to nav igate thro ugh the
database, acti ve map ele ments facilitate access to latent spatia l information hidden in the scree n
ma p unti l activated and di spl ayed in one or several windows on screen. Electroni c mapping
systems all ow the user to s umma ri ze hi s sin gle- or multi -dim ensiona l evaluati on of th e data
includin g annotations in user-defi ned map form . [f required, all el ectronic mapping data di splayed
on screen can be printed on a variety of hardcopy units.
Thi s concept of interacti ve spatia l data use stimulates the map user's moti vati on to explore the
evaluation potential of electroni c mapping system allowing him to acq uire more and more specific
inform ati on. Elect roni c mappin g systems enables the map user to become acti vely involved not
on ly in spati al data evalu ati on but a lso in th e visua li zati on of geographi c info rmati on as they
enco urage him to ex perim ent with "meas ure ments, categori es, symboli zati on schemes, scales,
scopes, genera li zati ons, azimuths, elevati ons, times or time peri ods, and juxta positions" (9) .
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Electroni c mappin g systems provide a fl ex ible and effective env ironment for the creati on and
evaluation of multi -dimensi onal, fin e- tun ed maps geared to serve speci fic data eva luation
require ments. By providing cartographer and map user alike with fresh a nd intuiti ve options for
the visua lization, ma nipul ati on and use of geographi c data, electroni c mapping is shiftin g
emphas is from maps for spati al data presentati on to maps for interactive spati al data exploration.

5.0

CONCL USI ON

Altho ugh it is commonpl ace to the cartographer that there are many possibl e maps of the same
set of spati al data , cartogra phic modelling, whether digita l or conventi onal, has been concentratin g on the single optima l map graphic. As a conseque nce, the map user had to be content with
whateve r ma p was avail able to him . Modern and cost-effecti ve informati on techn olog ies now
present a whole wo rld of new opportunities for computer-assisted mapping and map use. Closely
as.sociated ·w ith interacti ve computer technology, visualiz.atio n is widening the foc us by presentin g new c hall enges to cartographic modellin g, necessitatin g a reconsiderati on of the process of
cartographi c data processin g. Contributin g to a greater variety of map products, vis uali zation is
re mov in g th e cartog rapher's century -old rest ri ction to sin gle map soluti o ns by promotin g
multipl e-perspecti ve treatm ent of spati al data. As a result , the conventi onal two-dimensional map
graphic has ceased to be the onl y or ultimate product of cart ographic modelling. Adding novel
forms of spatial data presentati on to the map graphi c, electroni c mappin g is playin g a maj or role
in thi s ongoin g dev elo pm e nt. By fully ex ploiting th e poten ti al of vis uali zation , electron ic
mapp in g provides pow erful , inte ractive , and multi -dime nsional graphic means of explainin g,
exp lo rin g, and co mmuni catin g geogra phi c informa ti on in a changin g fi e ld of s pati al data
handlin g.
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Grading of the map functions in navigation system
T. Morita (Tokyo, J)

Abst r ac t
One of t he main purpo se s of map functions is to facilitate naviga tion. For navigat i on , t he ma i n quest i ons to be answered are ~'Where am
I?" , " Where is my destinatio n?" , and "How do I get there ?" . But before
trying to ans wer these questions , one must first a n swer , "Where should I
go?" , a nd af ter , "Whe r e wa s I?". The map is an effective instrument to
ans wer these questions. But effect i ve ne ss var i es with the quality of
t he map a nd the mea n s by wh i ch necessa ry information is obtained. In
na v i g a t i o n systems , maps are uti li zed i n a dynamic process and some of
t he info rmat i on p rocessi ng s t e p s whi ch are no rma lly carried o ut by t he
huma n b rain a re r ep l aced by a n informa t ion process ing machine . Sometimes , i nformat i on i s given b y vo i ce i nstruct i on.
A f ramewo r k usi ng t he map act i on schema adapted from the map communica tion s c hema i n a dynam i c process is proposed and map functio n s in the
e x isting a ssortment of navigation systems in Japan are examined and
class ified accordi ng t o their performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Navigation

Studies about car navigation systems from the cartographic point of view, including those written from the GIS approach, are still modest,
[French, Robert L. 1987],[Lichtner, Werner 1987], [Mark, David M. 1987],
[Mark, David M. 1989],[Petchenik, B. 1989],[Gould, Michael D. 1989],[Hsu, Po-Siu 1990],
[Lee, Jay 1990],[White, M. 1991], since the systems are still mostly in the experimen-

tal stage. They focus on improving the ability of the systems (as one of the Vehicle Driving Information Systems) rather than on the cartographic objects themselves and have produced little concrete data on map use. Nevertheless, one of
the main purposes of map functions is to facilitate navigation. The term, "navigation", includes not only car navigation but also any type of human navigation.
For navigation, the main questions are, ''Where am I?", "Where is my destination?", and "How do I get there?" . But before trying to answer these questions,
one must first answer,''Where should I go?", and after, ''Where was I?" . The map
is an effective instrument to answer these questions. But effectiveness varies with
the quality of the map and the means by which necessary information is obtained. In navigation systems, maps are utilized in a dynamic process and some
of the information processing steps which are normally carried out by the human
brain are replaced by an information processing machine. In the most extreme
case, the system transforms the map information into an instruction needed for
the next action, in the form of a visual or an oral representation. In such circumstances, the map is not a static instrument. Step by step, the user extracts neces11 09

sary information and/ or receives necessary instructions.
1.2. Map Communication

The map communication schema [Ratajski, L. 1978) is useful to understand the
interaction between the user and the map, because it describes the relationship
between the four major elements of map communication, geographic reality, information, map and user. But in navigation systems, there exist two additional
major elements. One is the information processing machine and the other is the
dynamic interactive process environment. What will be the new map communication schema when these two elements are included?
1.3. Japanese Experience

In recent years, several types of digital map systems for navigation have been
developed and launched into the market in Japan, from the simple background
map for location plotting to the multimedia display, including hyper mapping.
How efficient are they, from the point of view of human interface design for navigation purposes? Different map functions in the several existing systems in Japan
are examined and classified, in order of the capacities of each system.
2. MAP ACfION SCHEMA FOR NAVIGATION
2.1. Mapping Theory

The need for navigation systems is not so clear because people can walk or
drive a car without a navigation system! But for cartography, they bring us a new
situation of map use, because they are utilized under interactive and dynamic
conditions, including subject change, scale change, map rotation, path-finding,
notation of additional information, and give instructions for the next action in real-time. This is realized because the map is digitized and some of the tasks normally executed by the user are replaced by the system. The new situation of map
use demands not only the traditional internal development of cartography, but
also the development of basic theory in close relation to ergonomics, psychology,
cognitive science, linguistics, semiotics, and even ethnology. This will help to
stimulate the building of more comprehensive mapping theory.
2.2. Elements of Navigation

2.2.1. Man and Spatial Information
The main components of navigation are the user, the information and the information processing machine. Among the traditional methods of way- finding, asking someone his or her way is the most popular one, followed by the utilization
of on-site information, such as road signs, street name plates and/ or the use of
published materials (e.g., maps, atlases, guidebooks, ... ). If news about traffic congestion or weather is needed, radios, televisions, portable telephones and on-site
transmission systems (e.g.,beacon system) are useful. The user receives this information and determines his next action (Figure 1).
The relationship between the user and published materials is relatively independent of the surroundings compared to that which exists between the user and onsite information because the latter one is dependent upon the social environment
or the information infra-strucure of the society.
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-Recognition
-Judgment
-Action

Figure 1. User and Spatial Information

2.2.2. Transformation Between Different Dimensions
In a dynamic process, spatial information has to be transformed into linear form
[Morita, Takashi 1978]. A typical example of such a situation is as mentioned above
when someone asks another person to show them the way to his or her destination using a map. Directions may be given, not only verbally, but also by indicating the route on the map with one's finger, and finally by showing the proper direction with one's hand. There, the information is provided visually and/ or
orally in a dynamic process. Information is converted between different dimensions in relation to time development (Figure 2). With two or three dimensional
4 Dimensions
-Real World

Figure 2. Transformation Between
Different Dimensions
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information, people can recognize their location and its environment, but if people want to know "how do I get there?" and "what should I do next?", such information is not directly available. People have to interpret given information into
instructions leading to the next action on their own. It is more direct to receive
linear one dimensional information (e.g., sign, voice, sound). The superimposition of one dimensional information onto the background of two or three dimensional information is also efficient.
2.2.3. Different Phases and Stages of the Navigation
The map is a form of representation of spatially-referenced information, any and
all forms of which people need if they are useful for navigation. What kind of information is necessary and when? The principal questions asked by the user regarding navigation can be classified into two phases and three stages (Figure 3).
At the very beginning of the trip, we pose the questions "Where should I go?",
"How do I get there?", and "Where am I?". This is the Planning phase and PreTrip stage. In the Action phase and On-Trip stage, the questions are, "Where am
I?", and "What to do next and when?" . During the After-Trip stage, we think
about, "Where was I?", "What was my course?", and "What did I do at that
time?" . The last question, answered by making a notation, if necessary, is asked
for the purpose of facilitating one's next journey.

:s:

On- Trip

P r e- Trip

After- Trip

Phases

Planning

Action

·Where to go?
·How to go?
'Where am I?

-

Figure 3.

'Where to go
next?

·Where am I?
'What to do
next?

·Where was I?
'What was my
course?
'What did 1 do?

Different Phases and Stages
in Navigation

2.2.4. Map Action Schema
Maps playa primordial role in dealing with these questions, but how do they
function? For this problem, the communication theory is useful since the map is
treated there as a vehicle to communicate information to user. The map communication schema describes the communication process between the addresser and
recipient using maps in different phases. But this schema lacks the notion of realtime interactive action between the spatial information and the user.
The principal actions are: 1.) The problem to solve has to be discriminated among
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Figure 4.

Map Action

other problems, 2.) The spatial information has to be organized as it is immediately in disposition and available for the next
step of usage, 3.) The map has to be represented. Otherwise, it is not perceived,
and finally 4.) The brain conceives of the instruction to lead to the next action.
The schema adopted is shown in Figure 4.
2.2.5. Customized Function
One of the advantages of navigation systems is that they help the user determine his or her next action. A simple electronic atlas can not provide such information because there is no human interface for navigation. Under general and
primitive conditions, the human brain processes all available information to
make a decision. But if some of the human brain's functions are replaced by a machine, as in the case of optimal route selection, for example, navigation becomes
more free. Furthermore, if one's sense of selection can be input and customized,
the navigation will become ever more comfortable (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Customized Function
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2.2.6. Classification Framework
Figure 6 is a framework to classify the different functions which are aligned by
1) the different phases of the journey (selection of the destination, route planning,
location on the field, real-time judgment), 2) the degree of commitment to the interactive system (no system, general function, customized function), and by 3) the
different actions (discrimination of the problem, disposition of the information,
representation of the information, instruction for the next action).
With this framework, the nature of traditional materials, such as atlases, guidebook, radio and TV news, telephones, road signs, etc., can be discussed as well as
the new functions, such as basic map databases, temporal information (e.g., traffic congestion, weather conditions), personal information (e.g., memo), route simulation and recommendations, present location determination, general instructions for the next action, personalized instructions (e.g., route selection) and automated navigation.
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Figure 6.
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Classification Framework

3. OBSERVATION AND CLASSIFICATION
3.1. Actual Situation in Japan
By 1992, more than two hundred thousands units of car navigation systems
had been released in the Japanese market. Over the last decade, the principal development has been done by automobile companies, but from the beginning of
the '90s, consumer electronics companies also used GPS, mainly as a location sensor, in products targeted mainly at after-market systems. Those systems! are autonomous and independent of the physical infrastructure. Nevertheless some initiatives have appeared since 1986, including RACS : Road Automobile Communication System by the Ministry of Construction (1986, Beacon P-Ost); AMTICS: Advanced Mobile Traffic Information and Communication System by the Police
Agency (1987, Sign Post) and finally, since 1991, VICS: Vehicle Information and
Communication System (RACS and AMTICS are reorganized and studies beacon
post system and information transmission system by using the Frequency Modulation) by the Ministry of Construction, the Police Agency, and the Ministry of
Post and Telecommunication. On the other hand, road network data was built by
DRMA: the Japan Digital Road Map Association founded by the Ministry of Construction in 1988, and movements to standardize data exchange began 1990, CDCRAFT: CD and CRT applied format by the four companies2; and Naviken: CD
format for navigation by the Navigation System Researchers' Association in
Japan3 .
3.2. Action and Different Functions of System
What is the performance level of these existing navigation systems? To have a
general view, the basic function related map use of these systems are classified as
an inventory of principal functions following the above-mentioned "map action
schema".
3.2.1 . Discrimination
This function allows the user to discriminate between applicable and inapplicable information in the database and in the infra-strucure. Related functions are:
-menu display (base menu, pull down menu, selectable pictography) -retrieval
(subject list, name list) -outside information receiving (traffic condition, weather
news).
3.2.2. Disposition
This function mainly concerns setting up a useful data set by connecting location information (thematic information) with background information. Related
functions are: - setting appropriate map - scale change (up/ down) -map matching -adjusting actual location - satellite (GPS) position condition -getting de1. 198 1 :·Honda Electro - Gy r ocator -Ni ssan Drive Guide , 1987:·Toyota ElectroMu l t i visio n, 1989 :' Nissan Mu l t i-AV Navi gation System , 1990: ' Honda Navigati on System -Mats u da Car Commun i cation System - Mi tsubishi Mu l t i-Commun i cation System · Pioneer Satellite Cruising System ' Toyota G-map , 1992: ' Clarion
Map Narration System ' Kenwood GPS Navigation System ' Maspro GPS Car Navigato r ' Sony Digital Map Navi System ' Toshiba Portable Navigation System ,
1 993: ' Pioneer Marine GPS Viewe r
2. Toyota , Nissan , Sumitomo , and Ni ppondenso
3. about 40 member compan i es
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tailed spot information -getting traffic information -optimal route guidance (automatic, customized) -point registration (home, destination, crossing points)
-marking (point of interest).
3.2.3. Representation
With this function, information in disposition can be represented not only visually but also verbally. Related functions are: showing--distance -overall direction -center of map -scale information -atlas number,page,x-y, and -symbol selection of present location (arrow, radius) -map rotation -page change -map
scroll -delete detailed map when driving -transitory course (line) -reach from
the nearest intersection -special detailed map for intersections -recommended
route guidance -day/night display switching.
3.2.4. Instruction
Currently there are few instruction functions on the market. Those available are:
-showing direction to take -showing through point -blinking sign -alarm sound
- gUide narration.
3.3. Grading of the Map Functions

Using the above-mentioned basic function inventory and the classification
framework, different stages of map functions may be graded as follows. Before
proceeding, it is worth noting that although these functions are treated separately
here, in reality, they are often combined together in navigation products on the
market.
3.3.1 . Traditional Road Atlas
This is a stage which precedes navigation systems. Everything has to be done by
human intelligence. It begins from the discrimination of "What kind of road atlas
and other related materials are necessary?".
3.3.2. Paper Map with Location Detector
This is a combination of an independent location receptor and a paper map. The
location detector (mostly GPS) provides the position on the field . The user determines the position using a paper map. At this point, there is no appropriate
human interface which connects the location and the map.
3.3.3. Paper Map with Location Indicator
In this stage, the map gains intelligence. The location detector determines a position on the field, then the system searches for the corresponding page of the
paper atlas and the user sets the appropriate page on the system. The system displays the position by indicating the x and y coordinates on the grid scale frame.
By this stage, the location point is connected to a corresponding point on the
map.
3.3.4. Bit-Map Background Map
The location detector determines a position on the field and the system displays
the corresponding page of the bit-map background map. The present position is
indicated by a symbol on the map, and the symbol follows the movement of the
position. If the symbol leaves the screen, the next page will appear in the proper
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position. In better systems, the present position is located in the center of the
screen and the map scrawls. In this stage, present location is indicated automatically on the digital map.
3.3.5. Vector Road Network Map
The location detector determines a position on the field and indicates this position on the center of the screen. The user chooses the appropriate map scale, then
the system displays the corresponding map, which scrolls following the given
position. The location corresponds to the road by using the map matching function. If a least distance simulation function is included, the best route is recommended. By this stage, the map function is more than simple background information.
3.3.6. Vector Map Superimposed on a Bit-Map Background Map
This map system has the same functions as the Vector Road Network Map.
However, the user's perception of the map is more enhanced because in the background there is a map replete with real images, which are represented by
either false 3-D shading or photo imagery. This superimposed map is not only intelligent, but is also more realistic and attractive to the user than a simple Vector
map.
3.3.7. Hyper Mapping
With this function, information is processed like it is when a Macintosh Hyper
Card is used. Different information is connected by using a button on the screen.
The button's function may be activated by a touch sensor or cursor. Then, a map
or related information (e.g., photo, illustration, text) will pop up and one can continue to pull down increasingly detailed maps to find what one is looking for as
long as buttons still exist on the screen.
3.3.8. Multimedia Mapping
With multimedia mapping functions, one dimensional information is given in
relation to the 2-D or 3-D map. These function's are indispensable when a realtime instruction is needed. Such functions include narration, warning sounds,
blinking and arrow signs, which are interpreted as map information and serve to
build human interface. Information, such as , ''The next intersection is approaching" and "Turn to right" are provided.
3.3.9. Customized Mapping
Generally, people make a plan before starting something. They collect information, decide their destination and then select each step along the way. If each step
can be input into the system beforehand and if instructions can be given, based
on this information, then route gUidance can be customized. If the system can receive current information, such as traffic and weather conditions, the instruction
can become more efficient. With customized mapping, personal route guidance is
included as a map system.
4. CONCLUSION

The Map-Action Schema was proposed and different map functions for navi111 7

gation were graded in order of the degree to which their functions instruct the
user. The multimedia with customized mapping function has the highest level of
performance, as it provides the user with appropriate direct instructions for their
next action in the form of one dimensional information.
This instruction function will be the next issue to study and the experimental approach will be indispensable.
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Concepts, definitions and theory in the modern cartography
K. Artimo (Espoo, SF)

Introduction
This article deals with the development of cartographic concepts, their definitions
and the need for a new theoretical basis in research and development in cartography
of today. The modern cartography is based on highly automated techniques: computers
and their peripherals, advanced software packages, remote sensing as well as
automatic interpretation and visualization of satellite images, electronic publishing
utilizing all modern tools of graphic designers and graphic techniques - and last but
not least - the digital data and knowledge bases and their management systems as well
as the information systems utilizing all mentioned techniques. We have to accept the
fact that the modern cartography in the modern GIS-world requires a completely new
basis both for the practical production and for the theory and concept definition.
Such concepts like map, digital map, digital landscape model, cartographic
presentation, visualization, cartographic information system, geographic information
system, cartographic data base, geographic data base, are often used but many times
incorrectly. Many attempts to define e.g. concepts like "map" or "cartography" or the
role of the modern cartographer have failed because of the lack of correct knowledge
about terminology, concepts and theory of the field s of science like computer science,
information processing, image processing or mathematics and logic. There is a great
need for modernizing the cartographic education as well as improving the theoretical
discussion and interaction between researchers in different fields. In modern
cartography we need: cartographers as data collectors and managers as well as
cartographic designers and perhaps sometimes draftsmen, geographers and planners of
various sectors as information users and analyzers, adp-experts as data base and
knowledge engineers as well as equipment and e.g. data transportation specialists,
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mathematicians and statisticians as developers of methods. Traditional basis has to be
broadened by the knowledge of information systems in general.
Modern cartography comes very close to GIS - but cartography is not only GIS and
GIS is not only cartography . Starting from the definition of information system the
definition of the cartographic information system as well as the geographic
information system can be derived. In this article these concepts are discussed and an
information system oriented approach to the modern cartography is introduced .

Geographical information system - GIS
Geographical information system is a concept which is very often poorly understood
and used. It should be dealt in two pieces: "information system" and "geographical
information". An information system can be defined as in /5/: "A computer-based
system with the defining characteristic that it provides information to users in one or
more organizations." In a more wider meaning it can be broadened "to include all
computer-based systems, or further broadened to include many non-computer-based
systems" .
To land information applications the term information system has also been adopted as
e.g. in /3/: "An information system may be formally defined as a combination of
human and technical resources, together with a set of organizing procedures, that
produces information in support of some managerial requirement."
"Information" and "data" are terms which have also to be defined . Data are only coded
representation having no meaning, it becomes information when a person has acces to
it /4/.
In geoinformaticts we can use the terms "geodata" and "geoinformation" or
"geographical information" analogically. The prefix geo- adds to the term information
an extra meaning of being defined by coordinates or by some other reference to the
site.
In /8/ geographical data is described as follows:
"Geographical data describes objects from the real world in terms of:
-the object's position with respect to a known coordinate system,
-the object's physical attributes associated with the geographic position,
-the spatial relationship of the object with surrounding geographic
features (topology)."
The same author gives the definition of geographic information system as follows:
"A geographic information system is an information system that is designed to work
with data referenced by spatial or geographic coordinates. "
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Aronoff /1/ gives also quite a broad definition of geographic information system. He
says that "Geographic information systems are computer-based systems that are used
to store and manipulate geographical information." There are no limitations about the
functions or application area of a GIS.
Thus we can call GIS's all information systems which in a way or another process
geographical information. This is the definition which has been generally accepted in
Finland.
Examples of geographical information systems are: a GIS for land use planning, a GIS
for road design, environmental monitoring system, electronic chart and navigation
systems, tourist quide system and last but not least a cartographic design and map
production system.

Cartographic information system - CIS
Cartographic information system is an information system the goal of which is to
produce maps, either printed, plotted or maps viewed on the screen. A cartographic
information system can be an individual information system or then it can be a
subsystem of a GIS for some other application. A GIS includes typically several
subparts like data management and analysis as well as the basic cartographic input and
output functions. A complete cartographic information system provides possibilities
for map data input and output. It can give possibilities for map design and data
analysis. Depending on the application the form and the selection of functions of the
cartographic information system varies very much. In some cases the most important
cartographic part of the system is the screen map interface.
A map design and production system is a complete cartographic information system
and as such a specialized type of a GIS. E.g. in a mass media map -application the
system produces only maps on screen having only some few functions of a
cartographic information system.
Clarke /2/ says that "almost every geography program in the country offers at least
some form of computer cartography". We can broaden and generalize this a little and
say that all geographic information systems include some kind of a cartographic
subsystem. From that point of view cartography gets a great challenge in the world of
increasing amount of geographical information systems.

Digital map
There has been attempts to define "a digital map" based on the traditional definitions
of a map. It seems to be most frustrating. It would be better to make the definition
based on the new object itself.
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Cartographic information system produces maps. Those maps are produced by using
digital map data. The digital map data is stored in files or in the map data base. From
the digital map data various different map outputs can be produced . Outputs can be
printed or plotted "hardmaps" on paper or then "softmaps" /6/ viewed on the screen.
However, neither the graphical output nor the digital data in the data base are "digital
maps" as such. Digital data requires always some way of either visualization or other
perceptualization and, on the other hand , an ouput requires always the background
digital data in order to be a "digital map".
In defining the term "digital map" we have to include in the definition both the digital
map data and the visualization. In addition to visualized data we sometimes need maps
which are presented in some other than visually perceivable form, e.g. tactual maps are
sometimes required. We can give an informal definition as follows:"A digital map is
the digital map data together with the perceptualization of that data. "
A digital map is traditionally 2-dimensioned or 2+ I -dimensioned. The third
dimension can be either height of the object or then e.g. time. If time is one dimension
then the map can be dynamic moving according to the time.
We can ask then where is the limit between the map and a landscape picture or a 3-d
CAD-model. At least we can say that a map should be measurable, so a map needs
coordinates, a projection and a defined precision. A map data content must be
described, so it needs a legend and defined symbology. A 3-d map on the screen is
very similar to globe. If globe is concerned as a map, as it is in the ICA definition of
cartography: "The art, science and technology of making maps, together with their
study as scientific documents and works of art. In this context maps may be regarded
as including all types of maps, plans, charts and sections, three-dimensional models
and globes representing the earth or any celestial body at any scale. "/7/, also a digital
3-D -model should be accepted as one of the cartographic presentations. But - where
is the limit between a dynamic model and a virtual reality?
Traditional hardmaps on paper are of course also required. The role of them, however,
changes. Hardmaps are no more data stores but they are made for visualization. New
map types will be created and a new need for cartographic map design and
visualization theory is growing.

Cartographers role
Cartographer is no more only a map designer or a data collector. He or she must be
familiar with information systems, hardware, software, applications, data input and
output. The cartographer is the one who must be able to design a new cartographic
information system, as well as to develope the utilization of the system. One of the
most important task of the modern cartographer is to design new digital map products
and their computer assisted production processes. This is a point which mostly reflects
the traditional role of the cartographer.
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Clarke /2/ consideres the new field s of cartography as disadvantages. He says that "the
cartographer of the nineteen nineties must be a data base expert, a user-interface
designer, a software-engineer, retain a sense of map esthetics, and still produce maps".
I see this not as a disadvantage but a very good advantage for cartography. Without
these new tasks and challenges the profession of cartographers would have already
died.
Among cartographers there will be different groups of specialists: cartographic
information system users, cartographic information system developers and
cartographic information system engineers.
"CIS-user" is a person whose role is the most similar to the traditional role of a
cartographer. CIS-users are cartographers who are able to utilize cartographic
information systems, they know data input and output procedures and are able to
design e.g. a new digitizing procedure for a new map type. A user is able e.g. to select
the right output media for the purpose in question. He knows map editing and he has
an overall idea about the software structure of a cartographic information system. A
user is able to learn himself a new cartographic software.
"CIS-developer" is a user and application oriented person who is able to act as a
project leader in an information system establishment project. He is not a programmer
nor a data base expert but he must be able to manage the information system project
from the beginning to the end. He must have a good general view on the system
market, he must manage the costlbenefit point of view and he must be able to
communicate with both the becoming users and the adp-experts. Systems design is one
of the most important topics in the education. System developer must have enough
information about e.g. raster and vector -solutions, terrain models, spatial data
structures and algorithms as well as hardware architecture.
"CIS-software engineer" is a perso n who works as a software consultant. A software
consultant either developes software products for clients or builds applications by
using some ready made modules and combining them by own programming. A CISconsultants speciality is software engineering together with cartography . Compared to
systems design software engineering also includes the implementation of the system,
the programming work. As in all of these three roles of a cartographer, also in CISsoftware engineers role the profound familiarity with cartography and mapping is most
important.
Most cartographers will be "CIS-users", some of them will specialize themselves to
"CIS-developers" and only few cartographers will become "CIS-engineers".

Information systems oriented approach to modern cartography
When we discuss the new concept of digital map and its various forms we see the fact
that digital maps as well as cartographic information systems depend strongly on the
application field in which they are utilized . Maps on the screen differ much from
printed maps and the cartographic visualization techniques in a navigation system is
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greatly different to the one used in land use planning. We see that it is not possible e.g.
to define a general quide about the symbology or colours of "a softmap" on the screen .
On the other hand it is impossible to define the best possible software package for a
CIS - it depends completely on which functions are desired and how much one is
willing to invest.
Digital map design is no more only designing of one graphical product but it is more
desIgning of the entire system, the production process, data collection, map output,
software, hardware, conversions and, of course, the final graphical outputs on the
screen and on the paper. Cartographic production design seems to get many features
of information system design.
The modem cartographer must include many new topics in his studies. New fileds
which have to be included in the curriculum of cartography are:
-for CIS-users
-general computer science and information processing
-computer aided cartography
-hardware and software architecture
-data base management and spatial data structures in general
-digital terrain and elevation models
-introduction to programming
-introduction to information systems
-project management
-for CIS-developers
-spatial data structures and algorithms
-computer architecture in detail, peripherals
-design and implementation of a CIS/GIS
-digital image processing
-for CIS-software engineers
-data base management systems
-computer graphics
-software engineering.
It is very much recommended that CIS-engineering students also take courses in:

-human computer interaction
-knowledge engineering
-computer networks
-object-oriented approach to programming and systems design.
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GIS - a new challenge to cartography
As already mentioned in the previous chapters all geographic information systems
utilize in some way maps and they can be said to include some type of a cartographic
information subsystem.
On the other hand the applications of geographic information systems are continuously
increasing. If geographic information systems were previously a field of geographers
and surveyors, they are now a tool for almost everyone, both in professional and
perso nal life.
These facts show a very inspiring future for cartography and cartographers. The only
demand is that cartographers are able to take the challenge. This means that the
education of cartographers must ensure strong enough abilities for both information
systems design and cartographic theory. Cartography has always been a mixture of
technical and aesthetic skills, in todays cartography this polarization must also be
accepted .
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Topological selections in broad sense

w.

Hehai (Wuhan, RC)

ABSTRACT
Spatial analyses can be considered as co - processing of related geofatures using the topological relationships among them. From the point of
view of geometry the topological selections can be categorized as follows:
1. Topological selections based on the point features;
2. Topological selections based on the line features;
3. Topological selections based on the area features .
The basic peculiarity of topological selections lies in where t he
object attr ibutes does not serve as the select ion cr iter ia, instead the
relationships between at least two object categories have to be used.
Topological selections provide "new" information derived form the original geo-data. Therefore, the topological selections belong to the intelligent information retrieval.
Topological selections can be carried out by two main subprocedures :
1. Forming the first (base) object set;
2. Searching the second (related) object set which should have
topological adjacent/ incident/ inclusive relations with the first (base)
one.
Topological selections in broad sense lie in that for determining the
base point/ line/ area feature elements there are very diverse approaches
can be chosen: CD by selections of the given feature classes; ~ by
identification of the individual objects; ~ by entering the known
object keys; @ by digitizing an arbitrary point/ line/area (point in
polygon) . For area bas.ed topological selections the base areas can in
turn be determined by following methods again: A. naming polygon numbers;
B. identification of polygons by cursor; C. Defining a line (traveling
through a series of polygons which can be reformed) by selections, by
entering the known keys, by random digitization, by mathematical calculation (e. g. circle, ellipe, star line etc . ), and so on.
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INTRODUCT ION
Spatial analyses are critical important for GIS. Thereby GISs differ
from the computer assisted cartography. Spatial analyses are based on the
topological selections and can be considered essentially as eo-processing
of some kinds of related geo-features according to the topological
relationships among them. From the point of view of geometry topological
selections can be categorized as follows:
0) Topological selections based on the point features;
(2) Topological selections based on the I ine features;
(3) Topological selections based on the area features .
From the point of view of inclusive relationship , there are two other
kinds of selections which appear as the particular forms of topological
selections, namely :
W Horisontal inclusive selection - selections by irregular polygons .
They can be realized either by selecting some geo-features within a given
administrative unit or by a selection within a randomly digitized polygon.
(6) Vertical inclusive selection-selections of complex objects by
subordination relationships in hierarchy.
The basic peculiarity of topological selections lies in where the
object attributes does not serve as the selection criteria, instead, the
relationships between at least two object categories have to be used.
Topological selections provide " new" information derived form the
original geo - data. therefore, the topological selections would have the
intelligent behaviours.
1.

2. IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES
Topological selections can be carried out by two main subprocedures:
Forming the first (base) object set;
Searching the second (related) object set which should have topolo gical adjacent/ incident/ inclusive relations with the first (base) one.
(1) FORMING THE FIRST (BASE) OBJECT SET
Topological selections in broad sense lie in that for determining
the base point/line/ area feature elements very diverse approaches can
be chosen:
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A. By selections of the given feature classes;

B. By identification of the individual objects;
C. By entering the known object keys;
D. By digitizing an arbitrary point/line/area (e. g. appointing

a
point in a polygon) .
For area based topological selections the base (kernel) area can in
~urn be determined by following methods:
A. Forming the base (kernel) area through aggregating the neighbour
area needed:
a. Using the known polygon numbers;
b. Identifying the polygon numbers by cursor .
B. Forming the base (kernel) areas along the selected line features
(railways, rivers, administrative boundaries, etc.) which can be anew
formed by selections, by entering the known object keys, by randomly
digitized lines, by calculating some mathematical lines (e. g. circles,
ell ipses, star per iphery, etc.)
For selecting the geo-features by administrative unit or by randomly
digitized polygon all the approaches for determining the base (kernel)
object set mentioned above can be also used.
For selecting the geo - features by vertical hierarchy, it is necessary
to indicate the feature category codes which specify what geo-features
should be selected and the depth level in hierarchy which specifies what
feature details must be obtained.

(2) SEARCHING THE SECOND (RELATED) OBJECT SET
Besides forming the base features for each topological selection for
searching the second (relate~ object set it is also necessary to
indicate the feature class codes of those geo - objects which will be
topologically adjacent or incident to the base features mentioned above.
The conception " related" can be understood as co-location, neighbour hood, proximity, adjacence etc. Therefore, it is necessary to indicate
tolerance representing the degree of interrelationships.
For point set ba~~d topological selections the radius of proximity
and the feature codes need to be entered. The former represents the
related circle-form buffer region around the selected center point object.
The later indicate what kinds of geo-features should be selected within
the buffer region .
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Similarly, for line set based topological selections the width of
I inear buffer (corr idor ) and the feature codes need to be entered.
For area set based topological selections only the feature codes are
to be entered. They indi cate what kinds of geo-features should be
selected within all adjacent regions .
3. SYSTEM WHGDB
All types of topological selections mentioned above are implemented
in the integrated Cartographic Database System "WHGDB" (General Cartographic Database WTUSM, Department Cartography) in which all the peripheral graphic devices (digitizer , display unit and plotter etc. ) are
coupled with CPU and managed under the self developed software system
WHGDB. Therefore, it is practically a cartographic workstation.
The ability of graphical information retrieval is one of the fundamental functions of cartographic database management system. Here the
retrieval functions can be divided generally into two main categories:
traditional retrievals and topo l ogical ones.
Traditional retrieval means that those retrievals taken out by the
attributes inherently belonging to the objects themselves , e. g. object
class codes, location coordinates, geonames, etc . . Here there ar e the
four sub - categories:
A. Retrieval by feature class layers ;
B. Windowing ;
C. Retr ieval by irregular polygons;
D. Retr ieval by geo -names .
The peculiarity of the tradional retrie vals consists in the simple
reproducing the original geo-information stored in the database without
providing any derived information .
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Fig. 1 Main types of map database retrievals
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Topological selections appear as the higher level of cartographical
selections. All diverse variants of topological selections are illustrated
in Fig. 2
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Knowledge representation approach to cartographic conceptual model formalisation

w. Zhang, G. Brooke,

K. Kubik (Brisbane, AUS)

ABSTRACT
The development of a rigorous scientific discipline for cartography is a lofty ideal aspired to by many
cartographers. Having evolved, with characteristics taken from an artistic viewpoint, mathematic cartography
and the communication paradigm, theoretical cartography is now at a stage which we might describe as the
"New Cartography'. Cognition, communication, visualisation and formalism are principal aspects of the new
direction of cartography, as has been pointed out by D.R.F. Taylor, but how to formalize the theoretical
system is still a formidable (and an arduous) task.
Thirty years research has proved that a formalistic cartographic theorem can not be described by simple
formu lae as in mathematic cartography - because "... each graphic problem is unique and ~'s solution cannot
be predetermined by rigid formulae" [Burden]. Neither can ~ be described entirely by an non-operational
specification like the communication paradigm because "not all such research proved to be useful to the
design of beller cartographic products" [Taylor] . Further, the cogn~ive processes involved in the understanding
of digital maps should not be entirely based on those used with paper maps. New concepts and new ideas
are needed to construct the new cartography.
Knowledge engineering , a branch of artificial intelligence arising in the 1970s, has shown some new concepts
for formalism in problem solving because of ~'s capability for knowledge representation. We named such a
concept as 'Non-rigorous Formalism'. A well buill knowledge based system is a non-rigorous formalistic
system which is suited to optimally organising domain knowledge to solve special problems, although ~ is not
as exact as mathematic formulae. Such a system can be used as a tool to formalise cartographic theorem
and further to develop an expert system to solve practical problems. The new cartography, therefore, must
consist of both formalistic specification and operational system support, especially in the digital mapping and
GIS era.
In this paper, such a system consideration, called "the knowledge based system approach' is introduced. The
main idea being that knowledge representation in the artificial intelligence area be used as a methodology to
formalise cartographic concepts and processes. The relevant concepts, definitions, and system structur~ are
presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As an old discipline, cartography is undergoing a period of rapid change caused by the
information revolution. Never before in the history of cartographiC innovations has the discipline
experienced such drastic technological advances in data capture, data manipulation, data
visualisation and product generation. The contents of maps are managed and output by map
databases and GIS; map styles are changed by electronic maps [Taylor 1990], map making
processes are altered by expert systems and automated mapping systems[Mulier 1990, Zhang
1990], and map representing forms are expanded by multi media techniques. Today
cartographers are no longer limited to produce one type of product. A map consisting of symbolS
on a sheet of paper is only one of many options that cartographers have at their disposal.
However, the conceptual and theoretical development of cartography as a discipline is not
sufficient for producing these new maps, because the cognitive processes involved in the
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understanding of maps are still based on those used with paper maps, So old cartographical
theorem not only lags behind cartographical technology, but even resists the advance of
cartographic discipline it self, "Unfortunately, the advent of new technologies such as
computer_aided mapping, land information and geographic information systems (before the
theoretical understanding of cartography was completed) decreased the interest and amount of
research in theoretical cartography , As a result of that, there is no widely accepted 'cartographic
theory' yet that can be used as the basis for the cartographic process" [Remirez 1990], Thus,
there is a need to re_examine and redefine the nature of this discipline,
Focussing on cartographic generalisation, this re_examination seems to be more important than
ever, Because of the lack of a theoretical basis, cartographic generalisation has always been
based on individual skills and experience, Unfortunately, until now, most cartographic generation
systems (even knowledge based systems for generalisation) have been aimed at Simulating
human cartographers' behaviour instead of searching new concepts , To implement a
cartographic generalisation system successfully, new concepts of cartography and cartographic
generalisation must be estalblished first, as "the information in the system must be illuminated by
ideas and concepts." [Waters 1989]
Cartographic generalisation is a complex procedure which contains not only principles but also
operations especially in digital environment. To represent this in a formalised way, the
communication paradigm might be too albstract that can hardly touch the specific operations,
while the pure mathematic method might be too rigid that can scarcely adapt the dynamic
process. So some new methods are needed.
Knowledge engineering, a branch of artificial intelligence arising in the 1970s, has shown some
new concepts for formalism in problem solving because of it's capalbility for knowledge
representation. The knowledge contalned in a knowledge base generally is domain knowledge
and experts special heuristic knowledge, so we named such a concept of formalisation as 'Nonrigorous Formalism'. A well built knowledge based system is a non-rigorous formalistic system
which is suited to optimally organising the domain knowledge to solve special problems although
it is not as exact as a mathematic formulae. The most important point here in this paper is that
the purpose of using knowledge-based systems is for formalizing some conceptual models
instead of only for implementing a system.
In this paper, such a system consideration, called "the knowledge based system approach" is
introduced. First, an analysis of cartographic generalisation is given and a new conceptual
model is provided. Next, some formalisation styles and a formal represent frame are discussed.
Finally, a implement structure is shown.

2.

A NEW CONCEPT MODEL FOR CARTOGRAPHICAL GENERALISATION

Cartographic generalisation is one of the most intellectually and technically aspects of the
mapping process. In a digital environment, the procedure of cartographic generalisation is quite
different from the manual one. A multitude of generalisation models have been developed during
the 1970s and 1980s. Lech Ratajski [ Ratajski 1967), Joel Morrison [Morrison 1974]. Nikerson
and Freeman [Nikerson and Freeman 1986]. Brassel and Weibel [Brassel and Weibel 1988]. and
McMaster and Shea [McMaster and Shea 1989] estalblished their models for generalisation
respectively. Here, the last two models need to be mentioned.

2.1

BRASSEL AND WEIBEL MODEL

The model developed by Brassel and Weibel [Brassel and Weibel 1988]. consists of five
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processes of generalisation in a digital environment, including structure recognition, process
recognition, process modelling, process execution, and data display (Fig.1) .
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Fig. 1 Brassel and Weibel model (1988)

Structure recognition is for identifying specific cartographic objects, the spatial relations and
measures of importance. Process recognition identifies the exact generalisation operators to be
invoked and involves both data modification and parameter selection. Process recognition
determines what is to be done with the original database, what kind of conflicts have to be
resolved, and which types of objects and structures are to be carried in the target database.
Process modelling compiles rules and procedures from the process library. Process execution
does the actual generalisation. It is at this stage where the rules, procedures and algorithms
applied to the original database in order to create the generalised output. Data display is the last
process.
Brassel developed the function-and-object concept, [Brassel 1985) where generalisation functions
such as smoothing, simplifying etc, may be applied to an individual object or combined objects or
features. Brassel gave categories of objects, including point, line, composite, area, and volume
features, and provided an extensive list of operators divided into point, line, area, volume, and
'text' operators.

2.2

MCMASTER AND SHEA MODEL

A concept model provided by McMaster and Shea [McMaster and Shea 1988; Shea and
McMaster 1989) identifies three considerations for comprehensive generalisation, including: (1)
why we generalise; (2) when we generalise; and (3) how we generalise [Fig.2). In expanding on
the nature of why we generalise, three distinct types of intrinsic objectives were addressed:
philosophical objectives, application objectives, and computational objectives. Fundamental
principles of the development of the model is the establishment of six philosophical principles of
generalisation, including: (1) reducing complexity; (2) maintaining spatial accuracy; (3)
maintaining attribute accuracy; (4) maintaining aesthetic quality; (5) maintaining a logical
hierarchy; and (6) conSistently applying generalisation rules .
McMaster and Monmonier also developed a formal set of generalisation operators [McMaster
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1989b; McMaster and Monmonier 1989J. The actual generalisation processes include
classification and symbolisation. Before the objects or attributes are manipulated by the
generalisation operators, decisions are made for what to be retained or elimi nated. After
selection, there is a series of binary decisions to do raster and vector based generalisation.
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2.3.

AN ANALYSIS OF GENERALISATION PROCESS

As we have known, generalisation in digital environment is different from generalisation manually.
But how to define and isolate the processes of generalisation in digital environment, is still the
most important and difficult work for cartographers. Thus far, work in this area has focused on
the development of individual computer algorithms for the various aspects of automated
generalisation process. Most efforts to automate the generalisation process would seem to
assume that its components (or operators) are discrete and relatively unrelatated, and that a
complete generalisation procedure is no more than the sum of its parts, which are applied one
after the other (Gail Langran 1991). The models provided by Brassel and McMaster might be the
typical ones (although McMaster has considered some correlationship between the operators and
has done some work for it). To accomplish a generalisation process the only things need to do
are checking the conditions when to generalise, determine what operators should be used,
organising the sequence of the operators, and finally getting the result from the execution of
rules and operators.
Actually, the processes of generalisation are not so simple. While one feature is being
processed, other features may be affected; When one conflict is resolved, some new conflicts
may occur; After several operators have been applied, some of them have to be reapplied in the
new situations; Finally, there is no the best result can be found, what we can get are only such
things that we feel satisfied. So, cartographic generalisation is a dynamic procedure in which
there is no a predetermined sequence of operators, because in various of Situations, an operator
need to be executed only when some operators are executing or after some operators have
been done. and there is also no 'best' result because we are not able to try all alternatives in a
dynamic situation.
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2.4.

SOME IMPORTANT FEATURES IN GENERALISATION PROCESS

According to the analysis of the process of generalisation in digital environment, six very
important features which were lack in thus far research are summarised: concurrentness ,
asynchronourism, dynamic scheduling, recursiveness, and satisfaction.
[1)

CONCURRENTNESS

generalisation requirements usually happened concurrently instead of sequentially. The process
of generalisation is generally the performance of two or more generalisation operators within a
specified interval or at the same instant of time. We call this as the concurrent ness of the
process of generalisation. There are two kinds of concurrences:
(a)

interrelated concurrence

If process A definitely happens with process B, then we can say A and B are
interrelated concurrent.
For example in Fig.3, when the river is processed, the bridge and the road across
with the river must be processed at the same time.

Fig. 3 interrelated concurrence

(b)

triggered concurrence

If process A happens because process B happens and process B affected
process A, then we can say A and B are triggered concurrent
For instance in Fig.4, when the road and the railway are generalised, the lakes
must be displaced.

Fig.4 triggered concurrence
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[2)

ASYNCHRONOURISM

The generalisation processes occur without a regular or predictable time relationship to a
specified event or operator. they may happen at any time during the execution of generalisation
program.
[3)

DYNAMIC SCHEDULING

The sequences and scheduling of generalisation operators change with the different demands
that made on the running system and dynamic data rather than being fixed or predetermined in
conventional applications.
[4]

RECURSIVENESS

Generally, the process of generalisation is neither a define sequences of operators nor a simple
repeat loop. it is such a process that inherently repetitive. The result of each repetition is usually
dependent upon the result of the previous repetition.
For instance in Fig.5, the selection of streets affects the generalisation of built-in area; the
generalisation of built-in area will also affect street selection.

==0

==
~

Fig. 5 recursive process in streets and built-up area

[5]

SATISFACTION AND INTERACTION

Cartographic generalisation is a creative procedure both in manual situation and in digital
environment. The generalisation process is subjective, interactive, idiosyncratic and
comprehensive in its perception and execution. There is neither a 'good result' standard nor a
possibility to try all alternatives. What we can get after generalisation is only the result which
satisfies the requirement from users. So the interactive capability plays a very important role in
an automated digital generalisation system.

(6)

PURPOSE-ORIENTATION AND USER CONTROL

Despite there are plenty knowledge rules and generalisation operators can be applied in a
generalisation system, the user's control, such as map purpose, scale etc, has a vital role during
generalisation. Different maps should be and can be generalised based on different purposes
and different styles. A pretty result of such research is provided by WA Macmaness [Macmaness
1991].
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A NEW CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR GENERALISATION

In evaluating previous research, there has been focused 'On the generalisation models which
include generalisation operators. As McMaster pointed out, for most part, researchers have
ignored the interrelationships between these operators. Some researchers studied the
interrelationships of operators [McMaster 1989b; Li and Kubik 1993], but the result is still in the
stage where there is only a static view of generalisation process . based on the static view the
generalisation process is no more than a sequence of operators regardless they are organised in
a knowledge rule base or in an object-oriented method. What they have done, we might say in
McMaster's terms, are why and when we generalise, and what to generalise instead of how to
. generalise although McMaster said that was 'How' [McMaster 1989; McMaster 1991).
Fig.6 presents an initial attempt at the development of a conceptual model which is based on a
dynamic view and embodies all traits described above. Similarly, the first step in the
generalisation process is that of selection, which is considered by many researchers as
preprocesSing step to the actual operations of generalisation, and here which is embedded in the
user's control process. The basic controls from users are parameters such as purpose, style,
scale etc and select database to exchange data to temporary map database.
.
As soon as map data gets into the temporary database the main loop of generalisation starts
running. The system measures many different features to determine generalisation conditions.
According to the measured data and data in the temporary map database as well as
generalisation conditions the inference engine dynamically organises the schedules of operations
which come from appropriate knowledge sources, executes specified operators. The reasoning
system should resolve different level conflicts recursively and concurrently . So the blackboard
control structure might be essential in this conceptual model. Users can control the execution
while the temporary map is displaying on the screen so that they can find the satisfied results.
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Fig. 6 Zhang, Kubik and Brooke Model (1992)
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3.

THE FORMALISATION OF THE GENERALISATION MODEL

3.1

STYLES OF FORMALISM

Formalism, as a word, is well known, but in each situation it has a slightly different meaning.
According to philosophical perspective, there are two main different styles of formalism: one is
essentially the foundationalist corresponding to Platonist and one is essentially the Axiomatic
corresponding to Aristotelian .
Platonism, briefly spealking, is a philosophy which suggests that what we see (that is , our
empirical knowledge) is but a pale reflection of ideal entities which exist "in reality". It can be
seen to be concerned with ideal knowledge and how such knowledge is reflected in our vision of
the world [Leith 1990]. So the essence of foundational ism is that there is a solid foundation upon
which knowledge of a discipline or knowledge of the world can be built. Mathematics has been
such discipline for a long time, and Noam Chomsky's theory of syntax, which has been widely
used in theoretical as well as practical computer science, is a modern day example.
Aristotelian is a philosophy which believes that the world is essentially what we see in front of us,
and that we can build a picture of reality from this empirical, common sense information. Aristotle
emphasised that knowledge is something which can, and indeed must , always be developed
from knowledge which is already stated. To Aristotle, science was basically a method of
collecting facts and axioms about the operation of the world, and from these basic blocks of
knowledge and rules a science could be developed. The axiomatic formalism relies upon a given
body of known "facts" (axioms) and a set of reasoning rules to work upon these facts to provide
conclusions . A typical example is Euclid geometry. The use of the programming language
PROLOG is an implementation of this axiomatising procedure.
Both the founditionalist and the axiomatic can be used as a framework to formalise knowledge.
In this paper, for formalising the conceptual model of generalisation, only the axiomatic style is
discussed. The founditionalist will be discussed in another paper late.

3.2

KADS STYLE FORMAL LANGUAGE

KADS (the Knowledge Acquisition and Design Structuring) is a European research project which
started from 1982 and is still under development [Weilinga, Schreiber & Breuker 1992]. KADS is
centred around a so-called model of expertise which describes the problem-solving expertise of
the system to be modelled, independent of a possible implementation. The style of knowledge
representation id KADS is typical axiomatic. So we use KADS style formal language to describe
the generalisation model. It is necessary to say that the description here is only KADS style
instead of KADS formal language itself.
KADS divides the development process of knowledge-based system into different models, within
which knowledge is represented by four layers to stress the different types of expertise. The four
types layers are: domain-layer, inference-layer, task-layer and strategy-layer. Table 1 shows the
four layers and how they interact. We will describe the layers with examples.
3.2.1

THE DOMAIN LAYER

The domain layer describes all knowledge of the application domain in the form of concepts,
structures and relations. this is supposed to represent declarative knowledge about the domain of
application: facts and rules that are true in the domain, represented independently from how this
knowledge is going to be used.
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Level

Relation

DOmaih

Objects

Organisation

concepts. Rel8bons.

Ax:'omahC

structure

Structure

Describes
Me1a-classes
Knowiedge sources

Inference

Inference structure

Appties

Goals,tasks

Task

Task structure

Control
Plans, metB·rules,
repairs, impasses

Strategy

Process Structure

Table 1 the four layers in KADS(Breuker & WieRnga 1989)

Formally, a concept consists of a declaration I<: which defines a language, and a set of axioms A
expressed in the language:
concept = (I<:, A )
The syntax is as follows:
concept
concept-name
declaration
constants
variables
functions
predicates
procedures
axioms
end-concept
For example, the following is a concept for generalisation model:
concept
line-feature- 1
declaration
constants
nation-road, state-road: road;
state-boundary, county-boundary: boundary;
variables
x: obj;
fu nctions
width (obi);
length (obi) ;
predicates
is-line(obi);
is-road( obi);
procedures
measure-width(obi) ;
axioms
is-road( nation-road);
is-road( state-road);
if is-road(x) and measure-width(x) and width(x) < 20m
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then is-line(x);
end-concept
According to the domain-layer specification we can illustrate a hierarchy concept tree for all
geographical elements for generalisation.

3.2.2. THE INFERENCE LAYER
The inference layer describes the problem-solving capabilities of a system in terms of
knowledge-sources and meta-classes. Meta-classes declare roles and states in the problemsolving process. Knowledge-sources are functional description of inferences that operate on
meta-classes. The combination of meta-classes and knowledge-sources forms a domainindependent and data dependency diagram: the inference structure.
For describing the generalisation model, we can define some meta-classes and knowledgesources as inference structure:
meta-classes:
available-phase;
available-action;
current-phase;
current-action;

knowledge-sources:
select-next-phase;
select-current-action;
specify-phase;
specify-action-adaptation;

3.2.3

THE TASK LAYER

The purpose of the task layer is to force control over the inference steps specified at the
inference layer. the inference layer specifies which possible steps can be taken but it does not
specify in which order these steps should be executed. This is the concern of the task layer. The
following is an example:
task:
evaluate-phase
goal:
test the environment information, change the phase status if necessary
trigger:
state-transform, conflict-3
task-structure:
WHILE not-empty(current-phase) DO
IF
changed(environment-data) and
not-empty(available-phase)
THEN
select-next-phase(available-phase) and
specify-phase-adaptation
end-task

3.2.4
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THE STRATEGY LAYER

the task layer represents the result of applying a single control strategy with no flexibility in
problem solving. The strategy layer is adynamic planner that could reconstruct the task layers.
This layer is strongly depends on the application problems.

4.

THE CONSIDERATION FOR IMPLEMENTATION

This paper is showing part of the research of MAPGEN, a project undertaken by the Queensland
University of Technology, granted by Australian Research Council. The purpose of MAPGEN is
to develop a near operational computer software system which can actually produce maps
automatically at various scales from one or more digital sources by using an Object-Oriented
Database approach utilising knowledge base techniques [Kubik and Brooke 1991]. MAPGEN
does not propose providing either a pure Object-Oriented Database or a completed Knowledge
base; it emphasises Object-Oriented spatial organisation with some Object-Oriented facilities and
Formalised digital cartographic concepts guided by knowledge-based procedures.
MAPGEN is a stand alone software system, but it is able to import data from other existing
commercial GIS systems (such as ARC/INFO) . The main function of MAPGEN is to generalise
data either automaticly or interactively( or a combination of them), finally outputting generalised
data back to GIS.
To implement this system, we selected ARC/INFO, GENAMAP and MAPINFO as basic GIS data
sources; SMALLTALK, C++, guru and WINDOWS as software development tools. The system
structure of MAPGEN is a blackboard system which provides a three levels blackboard data
structure, an Object-Oriented knowledge source frame and a dynamic scheduled schedular
mechanism.
The domain layer which represents all concepts is encoded by using Object-Oriented languages
C++ and SMALLTALK so that it is easy to express hierarchical relationships . The inference layer
is implemented in C++ and guru rule sets. The task layer is programmed as a speCial calls from
different knowledge sources. The strategy layer is embedded into the dynamic schedular of the
blackboard.

5.

FURTHER WORK

MAPGEN is an undergoing project which is partially implemented. We will give more
implementation details in further paper.
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How to acquire reliable rules and knowledge for map design expert systems (mades) ?
K. Grosser (Leipzig, D)

The Background
Nearly
11 years ago a study was finished dealing with the cartographic representation of population changes by colours [GROSSER
1983]. The study aimed
both
at the improvement of techniques of
empirical investigation of map use and at results for cartographic
practice. Today we have to consider that theoretical and empirical
work in cartographic communication, map use, and map reading had a
rather weak influence on the practice of cartography. Research and
development in thematic cartography were dominated more and more by
the introduction of computer systems for thematic mapping. Soon it
seemed to be very easy for everybody to make thematic maps. But in
the late eighties cartographers became aware of the danger that in
spi te of
powerful
mapping packages things can go wrong. Cartographic
software
could
be misused
because of the lack of
cartographic knowledge with the software users. So they started to
develop cartographic
expert systems (ES) [BUDAPEST 1989, DVORKINA/DVORKIN 1990].
WANG 1992, p.8 gives a list of ES for symbol
design.

*

To stress the difference from
the more general term cartographic Expert Systems (CES)
encompassing for instance ES for
cartographic generalization, name placement and other activeties the ES under discussion in this paper are termed HADES.
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The

situation in cartography

Expert knowledge is defined as a combination of theoretical understanding of the problem and a collection of heuristic problem-solving rules [Luger and Stubblefield 1989; cited by WANG 199 2 , p . 13].
The same authors say [see WANG, p.7] that this knowledge is not often found in textbooks, but comes from experience and judgement of
humans working in the domain.
The special situation in cartography may be characterized as follows: Thousands of old and modern maps and atlases are available. I
claim that they contain cartographic knowledge in a frozen form .
Theories of graphic variables and of methods of cartographic representation (map types) do exist in textbooks and single articles.
Moreover are there the above mentioned studies on map perception.
Nevertheless we have to consider that some unsolved problems have
been left. For instance the
question couldn't be answered sufficiently even by experts in cartographic design, when to use range
graded symbols, and when graduated symbols. The answers can only
found by further empirical investigation.

be

This paper trys to show how an approach to research in map perception and map use can help to find a "cartographic way" of knowledge
acquisition for ES. Because the author refers frequently to his own
study [GROSSER 1983] it is reviewed relatively detailed.

Review of the study on colour design of maps on population changes
The hypothesis of the study was derived from a

broad analysis of

maps on population changes and cartographic literature. The analysis
yielded that in 6 of 7 maps warm colours (red, orange, partly
yellow) were used to represent the increase of population,
and cold
colours (blue, partly green) show the decrease of population (in the
study termed Principle B). The genesis of this
principle of colour
use was influenced by the colour scales in maps on temperature.
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The

opposite

principle of

colour use

(cold colours

for

increase,

warm colours for decrease; termed Principle A) can be justified by
the warning function of warm colours (esp. of red). It was found in
15 % of the analysed material.
The application of one of the principles depends on the purpose of
the map. The need for stress the decrease of population in large
towns (by warning colours) has arised only in the last decades . Obviously in considerations of cartographic design we have to take into
account also historical conditions.
In the hypothesis of the study was supposed that the results of the
analysis of literature and maps must be reflected by the results of
the empirical study, i.e. that they would reflect more or less the
ratio of 6: 1.
The psychological tests were performed with two colour versions
of
a map on population development (showing the types suggested by WEBB
1963, modified by WEBER 1969) in the scale 1 : 200 000.
The first
map was a printed one (designed according to Principle A). The
alternative version (B) included the
areas of symbols and choropleths were
stantial part of the technique of the
differing in that element which was to

same line elements, but the
hand-coloured. It was a substudy to use real maps, only
investigate.

The sample of the tests included 60 persons, mostly employed at the
Institute of Geography and Geoecology Leipzig. The efficiency of the
alternative principles of design - i.e. of the colour attributes of
the maps were compared by the indicators mistakes, spent time,
performance. A statistical analysis of the data of the test did not
fully confirm the hypothesis. A few too similar hues and not well
enough selected values arised single problems on the elementary
stage of perception. Therefore the reasons for the appeared mistakes
were analysed very carefully - as far as they could be detected in
the test sheets. In this way
mistakes caused by the used colour
principles could be separated from those ones caused by the weakness
in details of colour choi ce or by chance.
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The

most striking evidence of the advantages of the B-version
(warm colours for increase) was provided by the task "reading the
map without the legend" (see Fig.A and Fig.B). This task was arranged after the task "reading with the legend" during the session,
because it was supposed that map reading is not only a process of
communication but a process of learning , or learning is part of
communication, resp'e cti vely. Furthermore the "reading
the map without the legend" made obvious that it is very difficult for map
users to recognize quickly the principles which have been the base
of the cartographic design of the used map. This
result led to the
recommendation that the design principles of a
map should be explained in the legend, similar to the following

example

warm colours (red, orange, yellow)
cold colours (blue, green)

increase
decrease

strong colours
light colours

strong" change
weak change

In addition to the test the 60 people of the sample
asked which colour version they favour (see the table).
version A
(cold colours
for increase)
favoured

were

version B
(warm colours
for increase)
favoured

------- ---------------------------------------------------------cartographers (according to the

15 %

85 %

persons educated in geography

21 %

71 %

persons without any knowledge
on the depicted subject

44 %

48 %

analysis of maps and literature)

----------------------------------------------------------------(complement to 100% - no version favoured)
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Figure A
Version A - cold colours for increase
Frequency of mistakes (reading the map without the legend)
natural
increase

*•
.. ..

.....
5

~

INCREASE
of population

+

-M+
net outmigration

net in migration

DECREASE
of population

t

t

natural
decrease
severe mistake (wrong tendency of pop . change reported)
• mistake (wrong intensity of pop. change reported)
I severe mistake, corrected afterwards
. mistake , corrected afterwards
X mistakes not counted because of the similarity
of the colours of neighbouring types
description of colours
increase
type verbal
ITC
description
colour code

A
B
C

o
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green , light
green , strong
blueish green , strong
blue , light

413
626
406
004

type
E
F

G

decrease
verbal
description

26
116
22
24

x
x
x

x

ITC
colour code

red , light
orange, strong
red , strong
brown , light
brown
blackish brown , strong

350
641
660
433
642
655

Figure 8
Version 8 - warm colours for increase
Frequency of mistakes (reading the map without the legend)
natural
increase

*I

INCREASE
of population

+

:::::
M--

-M+
net in migration

net outmigration

-

.....
.....

-----.!L-- 13

,

DECREASE
of population

...

t

natural
decrease
seve re mi stake (wrong tendency of pop . change reported)
• mi stake (wrong intensity of pop. change reported)

I

severe mistake, corrected afte rwa rd s
. mistake , co rrected afterwards
X mistakes not co unted because of the similarity
of the colou rs of neighbouring types

45 x
88 x
17 x

29 x

description of colours
increase
type ve rbal
description

A
B
C
D

orange , light
red , strong
crim son, strong
redish vio let , light

ITC
colour code

type

3 10
660
062
021

E

F
G
H3
H2
H,

decrease
ve rbal
description

ITC
co lour code

blueish violet,light
redish blue , strong
blue , strong
blueish green, strong
blueish green
green , light

012
046
016
306
304
302
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The evaluation of cartographic design closely correlates with the
users' former experience and their knowledge of conventions. The
advantayes of the version B can't be explained by processes of
elementary perception as it is done in some texts of ' cartographic
theory. Consequently we have to prove traditional cartographic
knowledge very critically before we put it into the knowledge
base
of an ES .
Suming up the results of the study it was

justified to formulate

rules for cartographic representation of population changes by colours. If we only have to show the total change
(without the natural and migrational components) we should use a
scale of blue for decrease
scale of red for increase
both becoming the lighter the nearer to stagnation. Stagnation
however should not be represented by another colour than white or
a very light grey (derived from the analysis of maps and literature) .
When we have to represent WEBB's types of population changes the
following colour scheme can be recommended (see also Fig.B)
increase
redish orange, light
B redish orange, strong
C crimson,
strong
D crimson,
light

A

decrease
blue,
blue,
G green,
H green,
E

F

light
strong
strong
light

Transfering the approach
The approach of the reviewed study can be summarized as follows
1. analysis of the design of numerous maps,
2. analysis of textbooks and articles on map design,
(derivation of the hypothesis for 3 . from 1. and 2.)
3. empirical research on the reponses of users to different
(alternative) versions of maps.
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It will be discussed below, why the author considers a similar
approach to the acquisition of knowledge for HADES as possible and
useful.
1. Naturally the experts themselves are considered as a main
of knowledge aquisition for ES.
In -cartography however
latively easy to analyse the results of experts' work -

source

it is rethe maps.

Analysing maps we can find how they are designed, and
that's ,what
we want to support by a HADES. There is another point of view: Every
expert in map design represents a special map
style (in terms of
aesthetics). If we want to find conventions or general rules the
sample of experts must be big enough. Therefore it seems to be
helpful to complete the knowledge acquired immediately from the experts
by the analysis of maps. The map analysis however has to be
done by an expert because within a great number of maps exist also
bad solutions made by non-experts.
wi th respect to the knowledge representation in a HADES it should
be thought over if to show the MAnES user selected examples of well
designed maps of the same type or theme he wants to produce, and
help him to modify this prototype according to his need. This
is a
very cornmon way in the practice of map design. On the other hand
some explanations referring to examples of falsely or badly designed
maps could prevent him from making severe mistakes.
2. Although the cited experts in expert systems [WANG, p.7] express
their doubt to find enough useful knowledge in textbooks, the
theoretical knowledge must corne from there. WANG ' s ESSYD (Expert
System for Cartographic Symbol Design) provides the evidence that
Bertin's graphic semiology - in spite of some insufficiencies detected by him [WANG, p.14] - provides a good theoretical framework,
especially for the selection of adequate graphic variables.
Regarding the methods of cartographic representation (map types)
which are another essential part of cartographic knowlegde we can
refer to several textbooks. Looking at the diversity of the approaches and systems in this field we can expect that HADES will
vary especially in this part of the knowledge base. The main
schools of thought of thematic cartography will be reflected by the
rules for selection a nd application
of the representation methods
[GROSSER 1991, p.14].
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3.

Empirical studies on map perception and map use are considered

as a third group of knowledge sources. The author sees two ways
use these sources for HADES:
a)

to

Existing studies should be analysed by experts to derive rules

of relevance for ~artographic practice or ES, respectively. In many
cases the results of empirical studies may be too general or too
theoretical, like the statement "the differences of sizes of symbols
are underestimated". Nevertheless such an analysis will provide
those points where new investigation must start , what leads to the
second way.
b) Unsufficiently solved problems of map design should be investigated by empirical techniques because we can't put unreliable
rules and knowlegde into HADES. It is not necessary to wait for the
results of a comprehensive analysis proposed under a). Many cartographers are aware of certain communication gaps between map makers
and map users. So - from the author's point of view - some of the
unsol ved problems of map design are listed below. In general empirical research can be a mean to prove the reliability of cartographic knowledge from all sources, before using it in a
knowledge
base.
Some unsufficiently solved problems of map design (and map use)
- How to handle the contradiction of
wide ranged
data and the
limi ted area in the map with respect to the underestimation of
differences of symbol sizes ?
- When to use range graded symbols; in which cases are graduated
symbols the better solution ?
- Which (dis)advantages have got circle symbols compared with
square symbols ?
- Can we use colour scales , empirically proved for mapping population changes, outside the general subject population?
- Which differences do exist with the perception of choropleths and
symbol maps depicting the same data and the same classes ?
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The electronic maps system conception
A. Martynenko (Moscow, CIS)

The electronic maps system (EMS) is a set of cartografic models
that is gathered by the common ordered and checked with the scales,
reference system, projection, contents and symbols. Cartographic models
are formed as rasters and vectors by software and hardware on optical
disk using the extant maps, space photos and other terrain data.
EMS is designed for displaying the significantly large terrains
and small areas, any movements (phenomena) that could take place there,
and also for analytical problems solution in GIS, control systems and
navigation .
The principle EMS

advantage

is

the chance to transfer

real

time

cartographic information o n any dynamical areas that is necessary and
enough in the seose completeness and accuracy for problems solution by
a lot of users (customers) . EMS supports the quick (in seconds) map
reproduction of various scales . You can get the required high accuracy
large scale image with more detailed contents in any point of the
small scale map.
The
electronic
maps
mathematical
base
matching,
where
the
electronic maps consist in the system, is reached by using the common
scale row that gives you chance to get the required detailed and high
accuracy ·cartographic image and projection that supports the continuous
(without break) mapping of any areas on the earth with minimum errors
and accepted reference systems. Connection between the electronic maps
that have different proj ections and reference systems is carried out
using
the
corresponding
transformation
algorithms
or
universal
conformal projection equations .
EMS
development
includes
scientific
design
and
production
(revising).
The scientific electronic maps design consists in the project and
their requirements development, different mathematical base variants,
contents and load, symbols simulation, and it also consists in the
electronic maps models acquiring with the engineering-psychological
value.
The electronic maps production (revising) is carried out by the
initial cartographic documents scanning, computer processing, optical
disk generating and recording.
The cartographic models system block-hierarchical de sign method is
offered for electronic maps contents design . The sence of this method
consists of the simultaneous logically correct multilevel set of the
whole scale row models with different contents and load that are logic
dependence between the objects and events (phenomena) that take place
on the surface of the earth and their images. They also can be defined
by using of the unified algorithms of the cartographic generalization.
This method is based no the scale cartographic models system dividing
into separate blocks, having the different generalization levels, and
on the presenting of every element in their content (the level's
content) as several data detalisation sublevels. Its advantaqe lies in
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the dividing of the complex cartographic image design into the step-bystep operations of tbe less complex cartographic images (models)
design. The base cartographic information that is necessary and enough

for the cartographic models design on the other levels,
the lower level.

is formed on

Electronic maps con::.ents and symbols design is an
interconnect
process. The list of the objects and cartographic image elements, their
classification are the basis for the structure, quantity and symbols
type
definition.
On the other hand the
picture,
symbol's
and
inscriptions' colour and dimensions influence significantly on the
contents design. So during the contents and symbols design their
optimum relationship is being chosen taking into account technical

capabilities of image instruments (displays).
EMS conception is developed on the basis of the objective (of the
integrated performance criterion)
and particular criteria of the
optimum mathematical base, contents and load, electronic maps symbols
library. The cartographic information value criterion is advised to be
used as a EMS performance estimate measure.
As an objective we
shall
regard an
integrated performance
criterion of the cartographic image system E that is created on the
base of the particular criteria of optimum of contents and load and of
cartographic image appearance.
As a particular criterion of the optimum Ej
we take a certain
meaning of indices, according to them it is created estimation of
possible versions of the cartographic image taking into account their

utilization and selection of the best one. For the complete solution of
the problem it is expedient to determine two such particular criteria:

the criterion of optium content and load of cartographic image E
criterion of graphic and colour optium Ez•
"
The main demand of the criterion
EI
is that one: the

cartographic image has to contain information about the basis elements
of terrain, which is necessary and sufficient for the effective

solution

of

the

problem .

These

elements

must

be

reflected

on

the

screens in a definite correlation. The load of linear and digital
symbols, inscriptions of geographical names must ensure their steady
perception and making out in real conditions.
It is expedient to use time and quantity of errors in the work of
customers as the indices for comparative estimation of cartographic
image versions.
The
comparison of
the
results
of estimation of
the
work
effectiveness
of
the
customers
depending
on
load
category
of
cartographic image permits to expose utmost value of the load for
symbols and inscriptions of geographical names.

The basis demand of the criterion
Ez
is that cartographic
symbols and inscriptions of geographical names must show visually the
main object of content and to dismember the elements of cartographic

image, to provide quick and exact study and estimation of terrain.
It is necessary to raise obviousness of the relief image,
decrease dismemberment of tinting of its basic forms and to mark
the main mountain ridges, passageways and passes.
The dimensions of symbols (in angular value) must not exceed
minimum permissible ones, which proved the best vision and making
of symbols on the screens, as necessary condition to read them with

to
out
the
out
due

regard for physiological opportunities of an eye (keenness of eyesight,
contrasting apprehensibility and impellent reaction). It is necessary
to shorten the quantity of prints and their gradations for inscriptions
of geographical names and explanatory inscriptions.
The colour appearance must provide steady colour discrimination of
the symbols and colour rendition, which is co-ordinated with accepted
colour
appearance must provide not only optimum perception of
cartographic image, which is projected on screens but its reliable
distinction by design and colour with the situation (contrast), and

also

the

best

descriptions
exposure.

of

reading

under

screens

and

the

optium

permissible

lighting

levels

of

technological
their

outside
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As the indices for estimation of the versions of graphic and
colour appearance it may be minimum (threshold) dimensions of the
hatched symbols and prints, their colour descriptions (coordinates of
chromaticity, coefficient of transmission). It should be taken in
account the influence of colour of the area symbols, and also the
change of colour descriptions in the spots of crossing or superposition
of the symbols.
The effectiveness of the customers ' s work is closely connected
with functional condition of the human organism: negative condition
(tiredness, monotony", stress) leads to the drop of effectiveness of
labour
or
even
to
its
disruption .
Minimum
psychopsysiological
expenditures are gained only under conditions of optimum graphic and
colour appearance of cartographic models . In this case highly effective
human capacity for work is well preserved for a long time.
Generalized criterion of effectiveness that reflects all the aimes
in common can be presented as multiform function:

The expression of the particular criterion of effectivenese that
shows degree of achivement of projected aims may be defined in this
way:

where

n - number of groups of particular criterions;
- weight class coefficient that takes into
account the importance of
i-particular
criterion;
mj- number of indices in every group of
particular criterions;
weight class coefficient that takes into
account the importance of
j - index in
i-group;
gij - criterion by the j - index of
i-group .
~i

Pu-

As a measure of criterion of EM effectiveness it can
value of received cartographic information.
The value of cartographic information
Ii
received
be biger the higher will be drive and reliability of
problems with its application. That is why the criterion
cartographic information received by the solution of
can be defined by this expression:

be used the
from EM will
solving the
of value of
the problem

whereq(u)- coefficient of value of received cartographic
information that defines its influence on the
drive and reliability of solving the
problems;
K· - number of elements;
N~ - number of objects;
\.' - number of indications and parameters that
I
define EM objects .
This criteration permits to state quantitatively the effectiveness
that cartographic information received by SEM can bring by the best way
of its usage. Maximization of the criterion in the area of pos sible
solutions of the problems helps to find the best one.
The notion of value of cartographic information is polyhedral one.
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The value of cartographic information depends not only on the degree of
accordance to the projected aims (objective or function E that has a
special purpose) but by the possibility to receive it and to give a
meaning to it (to use it) during available time.
If all the components of SEM are defined the problem comes to
searching for such meanings of variable quantity that maximized the
meaning of the objective or the function that has a special purpose.
Its equivalent is the generalized criterion of
effectiveness and it
satisfies the considered conditions.

E
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World, map, children
T. Matsuzawa (Tokyo, J)

( Par t 1 )
The first thing thai

1

ha ve to tell

YOU

organlzatton Is • The Bxpresston Laborllory

here Is Ihat, although the name of our
when directly translated, we're neither a

goverment nor a prlnte research orglnlat lon Ihal specializes crsatlng maps or doing any
lechnlcal drawings , We are a small publishing company, which .oslly spends It s time
writing and editing texl for books and publlcallons thel often In c lude maps, Therefore, we
won'l prelend 10 be an experl In creallng maps .
However. we did produce a book called' The 21s t Cen tury World Atlas For Children.
and for lhat we were Invited to pre sen t our opinion al thi s 161h ICC'gg Conference .
The following pages describe Ih e circ umstances of how we came aboul producing this book
In Ihe chamglng geopoll ti cal world slluat lon, Please bear wllh I ts lack of proper
organ I za lion.
( Part 2 )
The fasl-paced ch anges In world tlla s os Ihal hal' e boen brought tboul by rap id changes
In the world geopolitics hav e been reporled repealedly by various media as you t il know. As
• result,

we have been receiving sympal hetlcs words from those who norul t y wouldn't show

.uch Interest In what we do.
Up untlt recently, we have of len dealt wllh cha nges of the world In so me degree like
what sl,e font we should

us e to disp la y the nam e of a new country, or how such &ll erhallon

we should uke to borders according to the scale of Ihat parllcular .ap. How ever, the r ece nt
fall of the U.S.S.R. could not be dealt wllh by Simply redrawing or adding bordsrs.
II entsltd muc h more.
What we are fte ed wi th was changing the wa y we show lh e wortd which we have bsen so
accostomed to for so many ye3rs .
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Bven bofore the U.S.S.R . f e ll apart. we all have experienced the dlfflcuttlea In
s howing s uch. large .ass of land on a map.
Now. the U. S. S. R.

I s gone. and much of I t has been I nher II ed by a new Russ la. and

Ihough It ts s t ill a Vlsl piece of land Ihal Is difficult 10 deal with. ths f acl thaI
almost half of Ihe newly foro ed republic. are now parIs of Asia Is also a verY serious
ma Il er.
II hss made us Japanese rethInk the meaning of being. geographIcally and ethnically.
Asian. And It a lso made us realize that the world we have re cog nlted for such a long lime
CAn

ch&nge.

In Ihe end. Ihe fall of Ihe U. S. S. R. has made us reconsldor how we look at Ihe world
on a world map.
The

fall of the U. S. S. R. became the trigger for fast moving media such as TV.

newspa per s. and magazines to starl reporting all sor t s of changes In the world. This also
Includes the envlromental changes which we ac l ually see In the form of unusual wOlther ..
Tha fact Ihat should be recogn iz ed Ie thaI all those changes In the world are a grOlt
oppo rtunity. a. well

6'

a so urc e of major headaches. for those who create ma ps or

publication which have maps in Ih em.
This is because. Deopie who had Interest in world politics or geography. but had almost
no Int eres t In maps. h&Ve become readers of maps to f ind out and und erS land about Ihe
changing world. This seems a totally nalural thing to happen. However. II was a .aJor
happening In the Japanese publ ishlng bUSiness.
( Par I 3 )

At Ihls time. two different Iypes of th e people who re!d maps In Jap!n should be
pOinted

QU I.

The first calegory of people Is those who regurariy use the maps issued by the

Geogrlphlcal Survey insti tute . At the individual level.

th ey ue the mountainers and hIkers

who need m!ps. and at the Bame time are very interested In maps themselves. This group of
paop i e posses. th a knowledge and th e ability 10 read ups correctly. and seldom make
mtslakes read I ng them.
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Ths sscond cat ego ry of peopt e maInlY use the road upa. Japan being an Island nation,
we can not travel to anolher countr y by a ca r. Howeve r, there are a large number of
automobiles being used for Iransp orllng goods and peopls des pIte the narrow streets so
common to Japanese towns. ,or the r easo n Ihat maps are an essential tool when tr ave li ng
unknown roads, th ere are man y suc h road ups pubtl s hed tn Japan. Ce rtain people open maps
not bec au se Ihey a r e Int ere s t ed In ups Ihemselves but. bec ause they are Interesled In Ihe
roads that ar e shown In Ihes e maps.
Thsre Is anolher ca tegor y of people who reads maps that ca n not be left out. Thai t s
the stud ent s who are sludylng In Ihe mandatory edu ca tion Bys lem. Si udying geography using
baPS I s a part of Jap a nBse mandatory educs tlon . As a r es ult. al l s ludent s ow n a map and a
s tudents ' map book t·s di st ribut ed for fr ee.
When considering maps or map book s as a com.e r c lal publlcallon , we normally Iry to
sa llsfy bol h Ih e f lr s l and Ih e seco nd calegorr of peop l e wanls more of

8

t opog raphi c wap

which Is axtremlY ac curll e and conta in s a lot of dala , and Ih e seco nd ca t egory of paopla
wanls som e thing Ih at Is

easy 10 carry and usa, and mora like a t our i s t guidebook.

Of Ian wa recalYe cO DPlalnt s concer ning· Ina cc ura cy· and· lack of Inf orma ti on,· Whal
we ca n see from th ase com plalnls a r e: cr udit y of a map ( Ina cc uracy) voIced by Ihe fl rs l
calegory of peopl e, and d iff iculty of underslandl"g (tack of Inf ormation) voic ed by th e
sacond ca t egory of po op I a.
The first calagory of people does no t faal thai Ih ey nee d a world attas In Japanese and
Ih ere fore , t o them th e relaase of Ih e lat es l edition of The Tim es Alias wa s more Imporlanl
than any new editio n of a japan e.o atlas.
( Par I 4 )

As mention ed at th e end of Pari 2, those wh o s tArt ed s how ' lnterast In ma ps as Ih e world
began to cha ng a In c lud e many of th e peoplo from Ih e second category, That I s becaus e Ihose
WhO had no Int eres t In maps, becau se Ihese maps lacked ease of usa, and thos e who only use
road ups ar e, basically, Ihe sane peop l e.
Moreover, In Japan,

Ihl s ease of

USB

In maps I s being f urth ered recently with thc

USB

vi sualS 10 c onvey Inf ormatl oD.
3D maps are crea tod using computers lnd computer genera led maps using the data fro m

various satelll l es which used be cons id ered .s supplemental Informal Ion. These are
co ns id ered 10 be forms of maps now.
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of

In fact. we have published an all.s called Techno Alias (

) •

t

hr BB

years ago.
The world changes star led to hapPBn . • nd pBoplB In Japan bBgan 10 demand Ihe new format
of maps bBlng used for dome s tic maps 10 be .pplled 10 Ihe world atlas as well.
It Is appHenl Ihal Ihese people are not the traditional readerB of maps.
the new world .lIas (even though they
SRlIsfy

~ay

BO

thai If

be reformatted with ease of USe In mind) do not

I heir reQulr emenls. they will nol us e Ihem. And It Is no use trying to teach them

how 10 read maps cor reclly al Ihal point.
This

~adB

us rBall'B thB dlffl cullleB of creallng waps for tile new audiences using only

thB tradtllon.1 technical map nolallon s.

( Par t 5 )
Up 10 this point we hav e discussed that IhB world has changed. and 'B a reBult 8 new
group of people hBS begun to s how Interest In re,dlmg w.ps .nd atlasBs. and we wefe f orced
10 relhlnk our way of creating maps usIng a new format. 10 convey Inforwalhlon .
As • r esu lt of the foremenlloned event •• It Is possIble to say that thB concept of maps
has become cle.rer to general audiences even Ihough the r .. der m.y slill nol have. clear
rBason for r eading maps.
In olher words. while on Ihe one hand thera He peopil! who arB not satisfied currenlly
available maps and atl.s as tools to find out aboul the world. on the other hend . Ihere ara
people who have jusl begun to see Ih e polenllal of maps Ihal has always been ther e.
From Ihe beginning. map s. th at He crealed wi th some level of lechnlcal dr&wlng skI lls .
s hould con laln Inf ormalion In an Int ensIve Bnd plural form. Then as

8

method of co nv ey Ing

Information on • piec e or paDBr. maps hav e the gr eateS I potential as ona of Buch media.
It Is easy to re co gnlZB the I nl ensive Bnd pluralisti c nBture of waps as a medium.
bes id e maps being

8

repre se nt a tton of the wortd a8 a whole or In roglon8. And v&rlou s forms

of slmptlflcatlon. and use of symbols and leons in ou r Bveryday lives whBn tr ytng 10
commu nlca ts ars so natural 10 thoso who are Involvad In map making.
In ons way visualization In communlcal t on has Increased the div ersity of expression
In c r e.l lng maps. and st th e sam e time you ean 5&Y Ihai me th ods of comm unication are
becoming mo r e like tho se used In maps.
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Seeing thAt we just re.llzed lhe origin of maps Is much older than that of written
langulge.
( PAr t B )

At thi s point II Is tolat Iy nalurAl thAt we beca.e more interested In the history of
maps .
When trying to exptaln th e potential of ups. or fun of maps. starting with their
hlslory Along with the history of th e world and Its progress Is a quite naturAl WAY to
proce ed. However. Ihls apprOAch Is not

60

common In J.pan bul. It probAb l y Is the mosl

effective melhod.
Al Ihe same lime we would like lei Ih e next general ion of children see Ihe
poss ibilities of e medium. maps . Maps are not only an excellent 1001 to teach people about
the would but. they arc an excellenl tool ' to te&eh many different forms of expression.
Because we are Inlo the last decade of this century snd the world Is changing so fast. we
want 10 l!Rpart knowledge of the world as we know it to the next generation .
ThiS Is why we proposed snd cres ted" The 21st Cen tury World Atlas For Ch t ldren." In
creAting Ihls book we did not take th e approach where geographic Inloroatlon was used ' to
supplement the tnformatlon of curren t wor l d events.
In fact what we wanled 10 do was to show th e current maps along wi th the maps from Ihe
past. and to show to our children the possib i lities of exp r ession that the people before us
have achieved .
In the end we Include things We found Interesting and wlnled to know more about. and
In doing so th ere was one thing that we real ized. It Is that there Is no more appre c iate
medium than naps f or children when teaching theM lboul discovery. Imitating. repetition.
and collecting Information which th e history of map s Is all about.
( PAr I 7 )

In creating this book . ther e were many and div erse Ideas that we co uld not fit In I\.
At,o bo cA uo e It

W'.

crealed enl tr e ly by Japanese slaf f.

contents that ar e not clearly explained.
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there oay hav e been some parts of th

However. so far.

the respon se

fro~

our r eaders ar e go od. and they. Including the t r

parent s. see. to be enjoying the boo k.
for this we are ex tr eme ly pl eased.

At thi s t i me we would lik e t o pr esent •

com~ent

we received f rO D. 11 year old reader .

ond st.rl thinking abo ut our nexl th eme In producing an atlas .
• This book Is so much fun . I eon't believe It 's an atla s.
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